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N. Korea Shoots
Down Helicopter
Three GIs Dead
WASHINGTON (AP)- North Korea
gunned down an American helicopter
today, killed three crewmen, captured
another, and rebuffed U.S. demands for
an immediate meeting on the tensionraising incident.
President Carter said the craft
apparently strayed into communist
territory through navigational error.
He said ,he wants to insure "this does
not escalate into a confrontation:"
The North Koreans charged the

County Fair
Continuing

•

Riders show last night,
FIREWORKS—Following the All-Ametican Rough
s display at the
firework
a
on
put
the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
county fair.

•

The 1977 Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair passed the midway point
last night in its week of activities with
the All-American Rough Riders stunt
driving exhibition.
The open rabbit show was also held
,last night. Winners included BillBailey,
best meat rabbit; Carl Strode, best
opposite meat; Ed Sanders, best fancy
rabbit; and David Robinson, best
opposite fancy.
Today is Kiddies Day beginning at one
p. m., With the 4-H and FFA dairy show
set for. six p. m. The grandstand
attraction will be the horse and mule
pull at seven p. m.
Friday's attractions include the beef
cattle show at 10 a. m., with a country
music show set for seven p. m.

Contract For MSU
Overpass Announced
$

the MurrayGRAND CHAMPION—The Grand Champion holstein cow at
Calloway County Jaycee Fair Wednesday was Ran Con Miss Fay,owned by
ShacIdeford Farms of Trenton, Ky.

show was eld edne •ay a
OPEN RABBIT SHOW — The open rabbit
were, from left, David
Winners
Fair.
Jaycee
the Murray-Calloway County
fancy; Bill Bailey, best meat;
best
Sanders,
Ed
fancy;
e
opposit
best
n,
Robinso
and Carl Strode, best opposite meat.

one of the stunts
FLYING BIKE—Off the ramp and over four trucks was
Riders exhibition
Rough
ican
All-Amer
in
the
rider
cle
done by this motorcy
at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair last night.
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State Transportation Secretary
Calvin G. Grayson has announced tvict
contracts for road work in Calloway
and Marshall Counties.
Awarding of the contracts followed a
June 23 bid-letting held here by the
state's Bureau of Highways.
In Calloway County, Harper and
Arterburn, Inc. of Paducah was the
successful bidder ($195,879) on a
proposal to construct a pedestrian
overpass on Chestnut Street, near 15th
'Street,in Murray.
In Marshall County, the existing road
surface of Kentucky Dam VillageKuttawa Road (US 62) will undergo
planing and texturing work, beginning
just east of US 641 and extending
eastward for nearly one mile.
That _project was awarded to
Shamrock Corporation of Kentuckiana
at Louisville on a bid of $24,572.

Chinook chopper had made a deep
intrusion into their airspace and was
armed. It was headed for a construction
site but was carrying no cargo, officials
said.
Chinook chopper had made a deep
intrusion into their airspace and was
armed. American officials said it was
carrying construction materials.
Communist representatives failed to
show up at the Panmunjom truce
village, although they offered to discuss
the incident there on Saturday.
Carter told seven senators who came
to the White House that the ,North
the helicopter landed.
He said the Americans then "got out
and inspected their helicopter, and then
got into the helicopter and took off.
- After they took off, the North Koreans
who were approaching apparently shot
the helicopter down.
"We understand that two of the crew
members were killed when the
helicopter crashed. Another was killed
the exchange of gunfire in some way
we -don't know yet. And the fourth one
apparently has been captured."
At Panmunjom,there was no word on
the Americans' identity or the
diiposition of the bodies.
The United Nations command in
Seoul said the helicopter flew over
North Korean territory unintentionally
after it missed its landing site in the
south.
"We asked the NorthKoreansto mete
with us immediately at Panmunjom to
discuss the whole inclilent," Carter told
the senators. "We are asking them to
expedite this meeting. At this time it's
scheduled for Friday our time.. We are
trying to move it up if we can."
The President said the chopper was
on "_a routine flight from the west coast
of Korea to the east coast in daylight"
and that it apparently .lost a
navigational fix.
"Of course, that's a surmise," the
President said.
White House Press Secretary Jody
Powell said the helicopter was
apparently hit by North Korean gunfire
when it crossed the'clemarcation line.
But he Said he did not know the sort of
weapons used.
"It landed briefly, was inspected by
the crew, was evidently approached by
North Korean personnel," he said.
"The helicopter took off and was shot
down."
He said the helicopter was unarmed
but he did not know if the crew
members carried weapons.

SPARKS HONORED BY RED CROSS — Dr. Harry M.Sparks, left is presenship of the recent Red Cross
ted a plaque in appreciation of his chairman
Making the presentation is
year.
this
goal
its
over
went
Fund Drive which
for the coming year at
Holmes Ellis, who was re-elected as board chairman
were Dr. Sparks,
elected
officers
Other
n.
a meeting Wednesday afternoo
treasurer. Board
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Sid
and.
y;
secretar
Cole,
Ruth
r.
irman;,D
vice-cha
members re-elected were Robert 0.Miller, Rex Alexander and Lester Nanof Dave Dickson. Ser.ney. Max Hurt was named to fill the unexpired term
and Stuart Poston.
Holton
ving on the nominating committee were Henry
office.
Cross
Red
local
the
of
director
e
executiv
is
hip
Jean Blankens
Photo by lennie B. Gordon

Hot Humid Weather Expected
To Continue Through Monday.
farmers that current sticky conditions
could create a dangerous situation for
livestock in confined areas.
"rile service suggested that livestock
be provided with adequate ventilation
and an ample water supply. Animals on
pasture should be kept near Caltaded
The stationary high pressure system
hanging over the statewill mean high areas.
The Kentucky Crop and Livestock
temperatures in the 90s during the day
g Service said the hot, sunny
Reportin
and lows in the 70s at night.
the pest week was ideal tor
ot
weather
through
for
forecast
The extended
and outside activities.
growth
plant
Monday calls for more of the same with
Corn growth was described as
just a chance of widely scattered
excellent with current prospects for an
thundershowers each clay.
outstanding crop. Over 50 per cent of
Temperatures reached 98 Wednesday
the corn is tasseling or has tasseled,
91
and
in Bowling Green; 95 at Paducah
well ahead of last year's 32 per cent and
at Covington. A sudden shower hit
five-year average of 26 per cent.
the
in
93
was
the
reading
Louisville, where
stands were listed as
Soybean
early afternoon.
than normal, and the
poorer
t
somewha
Co.
Si
Electric
Gas
e
The Louisvill
said prospects for a
service
g
reportin
said it registered another record as its
good as in previous
customers 'consurifer 1,681,000 large crop aren't as
years.
peak
kilowatts of electricity during the
Approximately 44 per cent le the
period at 3 p.m. The old mark was set
crop is more than two feet tall,.
tobacco
1,678,000
last Friday when usage totaled
with occurance of root diseases and leaf
kilowatts.
normal.
By contrast, the Frankfort Electric fungi being slightly leas than
are in
pastures
said
service
I'm
and Water Plant Board said its
with the hay
,
condition
good
mostly
than
greater
no
was
usage
t
megawat
yield, expected to improve with more
any other day this week.
rain._ _
The weather service also reminded

By The Associated Press
The searing heat and high humidity
that have plagued Kentuckians this
week will continue today and little
change is expected through Monday.

Power Being Restored In New York
Northeast, was limited to New York
NEW YORK (AP) — They Started
most of adjoining Westchester
City,
turning New York back on today, but
and parts of Long Island. Also
County
total
a
from
the city was still reeling
there was looting in the city
1965,
unlike
electrical blackout triggered when
time. Police arrested 2,000 persons
this
g
generatin
and
lines
hit
power
lightning
during the long, humid night — at least
stations.
six times as many as on an average
The blackout, which shut down the
night. The worst incidents of looting
nation's largest citY at 9:34 Wednesday - were in the city's Manhattan
night, continued into this afternoon as (primarily East Harlem and the upper
power technicians struggled to restore, , West Side), Bronx and Brooklyn
electricity one section at a time.
boroughs; 78 police officers were
reported injured, including one who
Mayor Abraham D. Beanie declared
a state of emergency and called for an ...was shot.
investigation: "We cannot tolerate in .
At noon, slightly more than half of
this age of modern technology a Rower,
Edison's nearly 2.8 million
—Tim
nation'
system that can shut down the
al and commercial customers
residenti
largest city."
without power. Officials said
still
were
power
The blackout, unlike the 1965
they hoped to have most back in service.
outage that affected the whole

the lights went out, they came out of the
apartment buildings and brownstones
carrying flashlights and candles to chat
with their neighbors, help direct traffic.
and drink what cold beer and soda they
could find. Small crowds gathered on
street corners, traded anecdotes and
listened to transistor radios blaring the
details of the story.
'As dawn brought the first light to the
10 million residents who endured the
hot summer night without power,
Mayor Hearne told the people who live
and work here;
"It will not be possible to operate a
normal day. I urge you to stay home'.
until the emergency has been
resolved."
Most New Yorkers.apparently didn't
need to be told to stay home. '

by 2 p.m., but there was a possibility
that some people might not get power
for another 24 hours.
Con Ed said that .all of Westchester
County, all of the borough of Staten
Island and most of the borough of
Queens had power by noon.
But in the Bronx only 5 per cent had
electricity, in Brooklyn less than 20 per
cent and in Manhattan, only 25 per cent.
Lower Manhattan, the nation's
financial hub, was still dark.
Offi&als said it would be at least-two
hours' after full power restoration
before the city's subways, on which
millions depend for primary
_
transportation, could start running.
For the most part, New Yorkers took
the blackout in friendly stride. When

inside today
One Section—lb Pages
At 70, Happy Chandler is still in a hurry. He's the
subject of AP writer George Hackett's "Kentucky
Closeup" on today's Oprnion Page. page 5.

hot and humid
Mostly• sunny, hot and humid
today and Friday. Mostly fair
tonight. small chance of mainly
evening,
and
afternoon
thunderstorms. Highs today and
Friday 95 to 100. Lows tonight in
'
the mid to upper 70s. 40
Light south to southwest winds
today and tonight.
Probability of precipitation is
20 per cent today, tonight and
Friday.

4

today's index
Classified Ads
Comics
Crossword
Dear Abby..
Deaths & Funerals
Garrotts Galley
Horoscope
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports

13. 14, 15
13
13
10
16
5
, 11
2, 3,4
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„6, 7,8
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GROUNDBREAtING—troundbreaking ceremonies for the new Security
Federal Savings and Loan building at Johnson and Whitnell were held here
Waldrop,
Wednesday.Participating in the ceremonies were,from left, H. T.
Wayne Wilson, Claude Miller, idna Knight, and Ray Roberts, all local
architect
realtors; Betty Duvall, Dr. Sam Duvall, local dentist; Ralph Nelson,
of the building C. M. Rhodes, Security Federal director Eldon Gardner,

,
2

;

•)

433J

Johnson,
director; Larry V‘rtght. who will be manager of the branch; Jim
ex'ecutive secretary of the Murray Chamber of Commerce; Mayor John
ion; Kay
Scott; James B. Pryor, president of the security Federal associat
Hearn, Traci Hearn, Reid Hearn, executive vice-president of the association;
local denDr. Steele Robbins, director; Reid Hearn II; and L. J. D. Outland,
tist
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Mr. ancilY,Irs. Outland Are Honored At Bridal Shower
Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Outland who were married on
June 25 were the honorees at a
shower held at the Comm Unity
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank pn Tuesday,
July 5, at seven p.m. Mrs.
Outland is the former Deborah
Hart.
The gracious hostesses for
the occasion were Mrs.
Jimmy Cooper, Mrs. Robert
Houston, Mrs. Leroy Wyatt,
Mrs. Larry Norsworthy, Mrs.
Willard Alford, Mrs. Paul Von
Schoech, Mrs. Dale Nance,
and Miss Debbie Nance.
The bride Was unable to
attend
due - to
being
hospitalized, but she made a
.tape recording thanking each
one for coming and apologized
for her absence. She asked her
maid of honor, Miss Jan
Cooper, to open the gifts, and
the groom was present to
further express their thanks
for the many kindnesses.
The gift table was covered
with a white double knit cloth
and centered
with an
arrangement of white daisies
and yellow day lilies. At each
corner.were yellow bows with
white daisies and yellow bells.
The hostesses' gift was an

FREED HARDMAN RS

BARNOPEN
I ti N
SATURDRY58-4

PLAN UNIQUE SALE —'Members of the Freed-Hardeman Associates of Murray plan
a unique $2.00 sack sale on Saturdays, July /6 and 23, at
the Bargain Barn, located on
South 13th and Main Streets. Persons mactimy Nesevything they can stuff into a large
grocery sack for only $100 which includes clothing, shoes,
purses, hats, belts, ties, and
wigs. All other rummage items will be 1,1 price. Pictured preparing for the sale
are, left
to right, Mrs. Willard Ails, Mrs. Kenneth
Hoover, Mrs. Owen Moseley, and Mrs. jack
Rose and sons, Andy and Jonathan.

Mary Moore Cook Honored
At Shower Held At Bank
Miss Mary Moore Cook,
August 13th bride-elect of
Dickie Nesbitt, was the
honoree at a special household
shower held on Thursday. July
7. at the Community Room of
the North Branch of the
People's Bank.
The hostesses for the
prenuptial occasion were Mrs.
William M. Boyd. Mrs. Perry
Cavitt, Mrs. William N.

Murdock, and Miss Frances
Whitnell.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a long floral
dress and was presented a
hostesses' gift corsage of
daisies. fler mother; Mrs. L.
D. Took, Jr., wore a blue
-street length dress, and her
Mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
Richard _Nesbitt, chose to
wear a dusty rose street
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Ends Tonite!
"SMOKEY
THE BANDIT"
8:30
10:20
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Our Regular
24.00 to 30.00

599
Regular
30.00 to 40.09

'Our

Cook frozen baby green lima
beans and drain. Heat canned
stewed tomatoes and add the
lima beans to them. Serve in
sauce dishes. Adding stewed tomatoes to succotash also makes
a good vegetable dish.

With Many Special Events

249_9
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Pairings for the Beginner
Group of Women's Tennis at
the Murray Country Club for
play on Monday, July 18, at
nine a. m. have been released
as follows:.
Court No. One — Frances
Hulse, Jane Hall, Betty
Buckingham, and Jan Wilson.
Court No. Two -7 Pat Binford, Carol Hibbard, Vickie
Miller, and Leta Rushing.
Court No:- Three — Billie
Cohoon, Betty Pitts, Yvonne
Hamby, and KAthy Mattis.

Regular
40.00 to 54.00

7 25,9 00
Ther• men I enotoph inanorlaitiro•
to dosc•tbe this annuttoonal
new Hint!
'
• ,"

A long nme ago
in a galaxyfar
Jar way..
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with prayer.
The program leader was
Mrs. Nell Eaton - who
presented two members from
the Marantha Christian
Center — Doris Becker who
sang a 'song while accompanying herself on the
guitar, and Kim Small who is
wife of the pastor and director
of the house.
Mrs. Small gave the history
of the Marantha movement in
this area and told of their
purposes and goals which is to
"spread the love of Jesus
through the world."
•
Mrs. Walker appointed Ors.
Mary Watson, Mrs. Nell
Eaton,and Mrs. Edna H011and
to the nominating committee.
She made announcements
from the general meeting and
said the August meeting will
be a potluck supper with the
husbands as guests.
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Summer
SportswearJ.
1
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'FABRICS'FAKE FURS

OFF

Lay-Away that favorite winter coat today at Bright's!
Select from the largest coat collection in the area. Only a
small deposit will hold your coat 'tit fall!
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HUNDREDS OF SUITS
TO CHOOSE FROM'

ALL
SUMMER
STYLES!

ALL
SWIMSUITS

Pairings for the Pro Group
of Women's Tennis of the
Murray Country Club for play
on Friday, July, 15, at 9.30
a.m. have- been released as
follows: •
Mary Jane Jackson. An
Burke,Patsy Oakley, and Lois
Keno'.
Sue Overbey, Judy Carroll, Edwina Simmons, and Brenda
Marquardt.
Rainey Apperson, Lynn
Houston, Nancy I.Vhitmer, and
Corinne Stripling.

Our Regular

• DRESSY
• SPORTY_
•.CASUAL

Shoe
Clearance
,

Regular 19 00 to 42 00

15 00 to 36 00

999

NOW SAVE

TO
1999
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Jr & Missy Sepcircites
—

*LEATHERS'SUEDES

Play Here On Frida%

THE INCREDIBLE SPECTACLE
—A- OF MEN AND WAR!

"
I BANKAMENiCARO

•Vki:AV:X.W4V.A-M4W.M01114101MAin-

Tennis Pro Group To
7 30 On1).

Chuck Hulick and family and
Mr. and Mrs Houston Ray.

Play Here Monday

Miss Sarah Sams Honored

The Maryleona Frost Circle
Of the First United, Methodist
Church Women met Tuesday,
July 12, at 90 a.m. at the
home of Mrs. A. L. Kipp with
the chairman, Mrs. Kathryn
Walker, opening the Meeting

Two new families were
welcomed as members of the
Oaks Country Club at the
meeting of the board held on
Tuesday, July S.
They are Mr. and Ars.

ALL SUMMER
DRESSES

Doris BeHcer And Kim
Small Speak, Circle

Starts FRIDAY
One Week
Only

Welcomes Members

Junior, Missy and Half-sizes!

Miss Sarah Sams, July 16th at the Howard Brandon farm
bride-elect of Joe Sills, has and was hosted by the Murray
been the honoree at several High School Band Boosters
prenuptial events prior to her • Club.
wedding.
On July 9 a coffee was held
A Coke party was held on
June 27 at the home of Mrs. at the Fellowship Hall of the
Bobby Malone on Johnny First Baptist Church with
Robertson Road with Mrs. Mrs. Bernice Wisehart, Mrs.
Gerald
Gallimore • as Ken Adams, Mrs. W. J. Pitman, Mrs. Allen Russell, Mrs.
cohostess.
On June 30 a miscellaneous Sal Matarazzo, Mrs. Charles
shower was held at the home Outland, and Mrs. Durward
of Mrs. James Rogers on Beatty as hostesses.
A dinnet party was held on
Holiday Drive with Mrs. Bill
July 11 at the home of Mr. and
Wilson as cohostess.
A cookout was held on July 7 Mrs. Maurice Humphrey.

IsliyaWtoakett..
ke west
.

p.

with white wedding bells and table covered
with a white
yellow bows were' served at cloth caught at
the corners
the table draped in white knit' with daisies and yellow
bells.
and adorned
with
an The bride's book and floral
arrangement of the same arrangements were
later
flowers as used on the gift taken to the honoree,„
Mrs.
table.
Outland, at the hospital.
Miss Sarah Von Schoech
Seventy-five persons were
presided at the register at the present or sent gifts.

SIRICTITS
JULY CLEARANCE

Beginner Group TO

length dress. They had corsages of daisies from the
hostesses.
Mrs. Otto Erwin, aunt of the
bride-elect, wore a green
street length dress, and Mrs.
Mattie Moore, grandniother of
the bride-elect, was attired in
a blue floral street length
dress. Their hostesses' gift
corsages were of daisies.
Keeping the register at the
table overlaid with a white
cloth and centered with a
• daisy arrangement was Miss
Jane Anne Cook, sister of the
honoree.
Refreshments of ,cake,
punch, nuts, and mints were
served at the beautifully
appointed table covered with
white cloth and centered with
an arrangement of daisies.
Forty persons were present
or sent gifts.

DR. HOOK

Kaintuck Territory • Benton, Ky. 42025
Saturday, July 30,Shows 3 41, 8 PM
Adults $5.51 •Child $4.46
*Reserve $1.73 Extra
No Rainchecks• No Refunds

electric broom.
Games were played with
Miss Dottie Chadwick, Miss
Sarah Von Schoech, and Mrs.
Jerry Chadwick as the winners.
Refreshments of punch,
nuts, pnd cakes decorated

OaksCountry Club

jrFs•-

•
'If •

• "
"
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Newcom-O'Daniel
Vows Are Read

Thursday, July 14
Shopping for Senior Citizens
Twilight Cabaret will
be held at 9:15 a.m. and
will
a
musical
present
variety
a.m. and call 753-0929 for
30
-a:
The rose garden of the Cathy Brooks, Grover, Mo.
show at the Calloway County
Their dresses were bright
President's home at Murray
Public Library at two p.m. transportation.
colors — blue, yellow,
rainbow
the
Hi
was
July
University
Saturday,
State
The show is free and open to
Jane Wagar of Murray, setting for the marriage of coral, and lime green — with
the public.
Each
capes.
Miss Paducah of 1976, will Joyce Lynn Newcom and matching
Grove 126 WOW will meet at crown her successor at the David Louis O'Daniel. The bridesmaid carried a white
the Murray Woman's Club Miss Paducah Pageant at the double -ring
morning lace fan adorned with two
House at six p.m.
Civic Center, Paducah, at .ceremony took place. on June white roses surrounded by
11 and was performed by the baby's breath the color of her
eight p. m.
Rev. Robert L. Dotson of dress. The fans were also
Independence
United
ribbon
Methodist Church Women will
Ronnie Milsap concert will Mayfield, assisted by Eugene accented by rainbow
the
as
same
the
colored
meet at 7:30 p.m.
m.
p.
of
Roberts Louisville.
be at two p. m. and five
The bride is the younger dresses.
at Kaintuck Territory.
The groom chose his father,
Land Between the Lakes
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
activities will include "ghosts
Twilight Cabaret will be at Cecil M. Newcom of LaCenter Robert F. O'Daniel, as best
of the past" tales around the Kentucky Dam Village State and Mr. O'Daniel is the only man. Groomsmen were Scott
campfire meeting at the Park old bathhouse at 8:30 p. son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Frederking, Mt. Vernon, Ind.,
Pete bongton, Paducah, and
Buffalo Range parking lot at in. Admission is free.
O'Daniel of Wickliffe.
8:30 p.m.
was Don Brown, Waco, Texas.
music
Wedding
Ushers were Wes page,
Land Between the Lakes presented by Miss Lila Todd of
Kenlake State Peri -ac- activities will include nature Greenville, organist, and Miss Owensboro, Steve Powless,
tivities will include kiddie games for ages 6 to 12 at,Sarah Hail of Cadiz, soloist. Evansville, Ind., Bob Hopper,
walk at hotel front porch at Center Station at two p.m.,
Ranger, Ga., and Elson
Bride's Dress
a.m., macrame and two mile walk to start at
eleven
The bride was given in Dorsey, Wickliffe.
necklaces in hotel recreation Hematite Lake at Educational marriage by her parents. Her
The mother of the bride
room at 2:30 p.m., dinosaur Center at 8:30 p.m.
gown was candelight in color wore an apricot knit dress
_egg hunt at 3:30 p.m. and
with a high fitted bodice and patterned with flowers. The
Kenlake games at 4:30 p.m. at
Work day from 9:30 a.m. to slightly loose-fitting midriff. groom's mother chose a green
hotel front porch, state park three_ p.m. and fun night at six The front and back bodice had knit dress for the occasion.
slide presentation at hotel p.m. will be held by the Hardin pin tucks released above the Mrs. Mary Garrett, grandmeeting room at seven p.m., Senior Citizens.
waistline, a square front mother of the groom, wore a
and square dance at camneckline, and a band around pink knit dress. Each mother
pground bath house at 8:30
Unique $2.00 sack sale will the waist. The sleeves were also wore a cymbidium orp.m.
be held at the Bargain Barn, above-elbow length and the chid, while the grandmother
South 13th and Main Streets, gown had a chapel length wore a corsage of white
Blood River Associational by the Freed-Hardeman train. The veil was of bridal carnations.
Reception
Baptist Young Women will Associates. '
illusion attached to a simple
The reception followed at
meet at the Fellowship Hall of
headpiece and adorned by
the First Baptist Church at
Hazel A. M. E. Methpdist three stephanotis blossoms on the Fellowship Hall of the
seven p.m.
Chlirch Missionary Women each side. Both the gown and First Baptist Church in
will sponsor a meal with the veil were fashioned by the Murray. --Serving were Miss Pam
Murray Chapter No.92 R. A. serving to start at eleven a. m. bride.
M. and Murray Chapter No. 50 at the church. Barbecue plates
Her bouquet was a cascade Henderson, Barlow,' Miss
R. & S. M. will meet at 7:30 will be $2.00. Hamburgers, hot of white roses and stephanotis Cindy Small, Mt. Carmel, Ill.,
p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
dogs, ice cream, pies, and accented with candelight Miss Karen Burton, Grover,
,Mo., and Mrs. Hazel Scoggin,
cake will also be featured.
ribbon.
Friday, July 15
The bride's sister, Mrs. rouisville. Miss Gena Hout of
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
Chapter M of PEO will have Doris Case, served as matron Henderson was in charge of
will hold its monthly campout a luncheon at twelve noon at of honor. Bridesmaids were the guest register.
at Paris Landing KOA the home of MTS. Olga Mrs. Leslie Watkins, Cape
Following a brief wedding
Kampground with Ned and Freeman at Hazel.
Girardeau, Mo., Mrs. Sandy trip, the couple will soon
Beth Wilson as wagonHultman, Paducah. and Miss reside in Nashville, Tn.
masters. A potluck supper will
Murray Shrine Club will
be served Saturday night.
have its social meeting at the
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Kenlake State Park activities will include nature
Kenlake State Park acwalk at 10:30 a.m. at cam- tivities will include bird walk
house, at hotel front porch at seven a.
bath
pground
Mrs. Jerry Glenn Howard
scavenger hunt at hotel front m., critter hunt at 10:30 a. m.
was honored prior to her
porch at 1130 p.m., decoupage and critter race at four p. m.
on June 18 with
class in recreational hotel at campground bath house, wedding
several
events. She
prenuptial
room at 2:30 p.m., water craft program at hotel
Mrs. Randy Paschall
balloon toss on hotel front recreation room at 1:30 p. m., is the former Gena Ann Hout.
A
tea
by
was
Mrs.
given
Taylor,
the former Rebecca
tennis
porch at 3:30 p.m.,
shuffleboard tournament at
lessons at hotel tennis court at hotel court at 2:30 p. m., junior Paul Kelly, Mrs. Robert Ann Williams, was comwith several
4:30 p.m., slide show on ranger program at five p. m., Usrey, Mrs. Sam Howard, and plimented
prenuptial events prior to her
Kenlake park at seven p.m., bingo at seven p. m., and Mrs. Billy Howard.
Mesdames Lillian Steele, wedding on June 11.
and Lakeside Singers at 8:30 square dance at eight p. m.,
A bridal tea was hosted by
p.m., both at hotel meeting all at campground bathhouse Marilyn Thornton, Jo Farley,
Bessie Harmon, Marcia Mrs. Douglas Heaslett at her
room.
and amphitheatre.
Johnson, Wanda Mosley, and home on Wedgewood Drive.
Hoyland Jones were hostesses Union City, Tn.
Lakes
Land Between the
shower at the Seventh
for
LOSE WATER BLOAT activities will include fresh and aPoplar
Mrs. Bill Allen's home on
Church of Christ.
Center
at
the Columbus Highway
water ecology
WITH ODRINIL
Mrs. Ken Buckles and Mrs. Clinton, was the scene of a gift
at two p. m., junior
-NATURE'S WAY Station
were tea with Mrs. Allen, Mrs. J. T
Mulligan
Charles
9
ages
for
program
naturalist
New 00MIII. can help you lose excess to 12 at Center Station from hostesses for a shower held at Workman, Jr., Mrs. Clyde
weight due to excess water retention
Morris, Mrs. Bill Holland, and
two to four p. m., and night Henderson.
during the ore-menstrual cycle
luncheon was given by Mrs. Jimmy Weatherford
A
Station
Center
at
drive
visual
compound—
diuretic
MIL—a gentle
Mrs. Richard H. Alves of hostesses.
at 8:30 p. m.
contains natural herbs in a tablet That is
Henderson.
effectrye and fast acting
A surprise shower was given
Sunday, July 17
001111111—the "Natural" water pill—is
Mrs. J. T. Gilson and Mrs. by friends and faculty
guaranteed to help you lose that unSenior piano recital by Joel Hopper were hostesses members of the Fulton County
comfortable water bloat and temporary
Hoffman, Owensboro, for a luncheon at the Hen- Elementary School.
Linda
weight gain or your money will be
at two p. m. at the derson Country Club.
be
will
relunde0
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Berr.
Recital Hall, Price
Farrell
by
guarantee
th.s
with
sold
001lINt is
The bridesmaid brundt was
SAIVITTI 0111414
Doyle Fine Arts Center, given by Miss Caryl Lambert and Mr. and Mrs. Rick:.
11.4 ei.SIN01111. Cooter
Burgess entertained with •
Murray State University.
of Henderson.
MO Orden nowt
barbecue dinner and ski part:.
at their summer home or
Panorama Shores.
Mrs. Dan Dunn and Mrs.
SAYINGS FOR YOU
Larry Curd were hostesses for
a tea at the Dunn home in
Hazel.

40%-50°/0-600/0
Just Arrived

PBJ For Fall
Loy-A-Way NOW

411144.)
,
,.••••

designed for you
Taste-Wise

Honored At

Instructions Given
For Pressure Guage

Stork Shower

All is not lost if the dial
gauge on your pressure
Mr-. Don (Judy, Overbey canner is off four pounds or
1 pound low
was the honoree at a delightful less.
2 pounds low
"For safe canning, you need
planned stork shower held on
Monday, June 27, at seven to know if your gauge is ac- 3 pounds low
4 pounds low
p.m. at the Community Room curate. If it's not, you can
•
of the Murray Federal process your foods at a difSavings and Loan.
ferent reading to comFor the occasion the pensate," says Sue Burner,
honoree chose to wear a lovely an Extension nutritionist with
ensemble and was presented a the UK College of Agriculture.
Take the whole top of the
special corsage by the
hostesses who were Fannie canner in to your local county
Mohler, Sharon Barnett, Extension office to have your
Harold Glenn Doran, Jr., of
Susan Evans, and Jackie dial gauge checked. Weighted 108
North llth Street, Murray,
to
pressure gauges don't need
Morris.
received his Master of
Mrs. Overbey opened her be tested.
Administration
Business
If the reading on the dial is
many gifts and was assisted
degree in finance from the
by her nephew, Scotty Morris, off five pounds or more, you
University of Pennsylvania,
and her little cousin, Lori should buy a new gauge,"
Philadelphia.
Burner says, "If your gauge
England.
Doran was presented his
played. is off four pounds or less, you
were
Games
Refreshments of punch, cake, can compensate for it by academic degree at the
cookies, nuts, and mints were following the instructions university's 221st commencement exercises on
served from the beautifully below.
May 22, with the
Sunday,
on
tag
reminder
baby
a
the
"Hang
in
table
appointed
motif. Among those attending the gauge so that whoever special speaker being Sen.
H.
Humphrey,
were Mrs. Bobby Watson and uses it will know at what Hubert
Mrs. Frank Albert Overtsey, reading foods should be Democrat from Minnesota,
who received an honorary
mother and mother-in-law of processed."
the honoree, and Mrs. Lexie If Ga. Reads High Process At doctor of laws degree.
The Murray graduate is now
Watson and Mrs. Datha
associated with the Peoples
Wilkerson, grandmothers of
Bank of Murray.
the honoree.

Price-Wise
cd

Minced anchovies and red onion mixed with cream direst'
make a delightful pread for
crackers.

Group II of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the
First Christian Church met at
the lakeside home of Dr. and
Mrs. D. M. Doty on Tuesday.
July 5, at ten a.m.
Lunch was served on the
patio of the home at Cypress
Creek.
Mrs. Clyde Jones, cochairman, presided at the
meeting and welcomed the
two guests, Miss Dorothy
I.oftin and Mrs. Graham
Bailey.
The eighteen members
present were trs. Jones, Mrs.
Marvin Fulton, Mrs. Jack
Farmer, Mrs. Clem Moore,
Mrs. Maureen Loftin, Mrs.
Tellus McDougal, Mrs. A. B.
Austin, Mrs. William Van
Meter, Mrs. Golan Hays, Mrs.
R. H. Robbins, Mrs. Taz
Roberts, Mrs. Mary Force,
Mrs. Rupert Parks, Mrs.
Herbert Farris, Mrs. Gladys
Valentine, Mrs. Lora Arnold,
Mrs. George Hart and Mrs.
Doty.
Buttered snap beans take on
special interest when they are
served with a topping of freshly
grated Parmesan cheese.

1he Cherris ond
'The Cherry Branch
chestnut street

Estee Lauder invents
A Beautiful Stroke of Color
for Cheeks

Pude( t ( Ileek color has au is id .11)(1 it s
yours \vitt, tew qui( k strokes ot Is'We
SI 1("K
I oticler,, ne‘% ( ill I K(()I.( )1:1
pttf ti iilf trritOilt• .1t,
as
)rai tH
ream And Nnux)th ,is satin to am(ls
Flirt' is( heck e ()lot so son so radhint so
a blush
real it looks as it nature
()RING
()I
more Ix ,ititiful Yet CI if f K
Si l( K i tar wore than a hlusher Its a
thing troni sophistic ,ited
olor tool Mt'
gl(A‘ ',Ou II
shading to simply
ent iii
use it to ( comma lo
tlage
Choosc.irorii seler tion Lit eight t cosh ,is
nature shades,. ,Suris.liing • Palk Candi)
Apple‘‘int, (.ount.r\
Pedc h. Caft;
Spl4 111 (111)1(11,111
k, 1assn\,'
111
and Under )ver I tilt it skix,orn•
no ,‘‘
All loft Arid a

An outdoor barbecue and
hen party was given , by Mrs
David Byrd at her home in
Cayce.
Mrs. Hassell Deweese was
the
for
the--hostess
bridesmaids brunch held Jane
4 at ten a. m. at Boyette's
Restaurant on Reelfoot Lake

OFF ALL SUMMER MERCHANDISE

cbcrts

Mrs. Overbey

(lEl.K(010RIN(, l RK

ifiurkinglIam
1)1 s'eland Shopping Center
Nit Refund,
' No teichanges - No Alterations

(X)( MIK( QL•ORIV, :•)1 I( K SHARP( NI K !ix)
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Mrs. Potts

Gena Ann Hout Is Married
To Mr. Howard At Church

Leader At
Coldwater
•

The Coldwater United
Methodist Church Women met
at the church on Wednesday,
July 6, at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs.
Lucille Potts in charge of the
program on the subject of
"Prayer."
read the
• • '•
scripture from Luke 18:1-8.
Mrs. PotIN discussed The
linjxirtance of Prayer" and
led in prayer. Mrs. Estelle
Adams read the article, "We
Must Ask," and Mrs. Nancy
Haneline read "Prayer
Limitations.'' Mrs. Jane
Lamb read "What Shall We
Pray For?" a4 Mrs. Evelyn
Kinsey led the .closing prayer.
Cake and lemonade were
served by Mrs. Potts. Also
present were Mrs. Patsy
Locke; Mrs. I,inda Wilson,
Mrs. Elizabeth Jones, Mrs.
Lorene Wilson, and Mrs.
Helen Smith.

Miss Gena Ann Hout
became the bride of Jerry
Glenn Howard in a candlelight
ceremony on Saturday, June
18. The Rev. Don Davis performed the double ring
ceremony at the Chapel Hill
United Methodist' Church in
Henderson.
Music for the service was

Wdmen Of Moose Hold Meeting At The Lodge
The Women of the Murray
Moose Lodge met at the lodge

hall on Thursday, July 7, for
the purpose of enrolling three
candidates. All officers and
committee chairmen were
present.
Ora Lee Farris, college
regent, was in charge of the
enrollment. College Regent
Fran Osmus received her Red

Tassel from College Regent
Ora Lee Farris. Star Recorder
Lil Cooper was acknowledged
for receiving her degree.
The national convention at
Jacksonville, Fla., was attended by Ann Morrison,

junior graduate regent;
Virginia Scott, senior regent;
Donna Cunningham, junior
regent; Jean Kalberer,
treasurer; Lil Cooper, star
recorder.
The, door prize for the

evening was won by Lynn
Bailey.
A delicious lunch wan
served to a large membership
by Ora Lee Farris.
The next meetiag will bv
held Thursday, July 21.
4

THE ANNUAL MEETING
of '

Oaks Club Women Will

:•••

WEST KY. RURAL
TELEPHONE COOP.

Hold Luncheon, Club
provided by Greta Armstrong,
organist and pianist, of
—The.- women of the Oaks
Greenville, sorority sister of
Country Club will have their
the bride, and Heather Mcladies day luncheon on
Clure, vocalist, of Henderson.
Wednesday, July 20, at twelve
Parents of the couple are
noon with Mrs. Roy Cothran
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Howard,
and Mrs. Don C6thran as
Sycamore Street, Murray, and
daairmen of the luncheon.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrel E. Hout
Other hostesses will be
of Henderson.
Mesdames Jerry Bibb,
Bride's Dress
Eugene Burkeen, Evon Kelly,
Given in marriage by her
James Light, William C.
father, the bride wore a forRedick, Frank Montgomery,
mal wedding gown of sata-glo
Ronald Swain, Bobby Toon,
made along empire lines. The
James H. Pierce, James R.
horseshoe neckline and long
Rice, Macon Blankenship,
fitted sleeves were trimmed in
Marvin Harris, Jimmy Lamb,
sculptured Venise lace and
Paul Ragsdale, Charles
T embroidered in tiny pearls. A
McCuiston, Mike Morgan,
ruffle at the hemline fell into a
Suiter, Oscar Butner,
Jerry
long chapel train.
and Fred Pogue.
Her elbow length veil was of
Jeanie Morgan will be golf
lace embroidered in tiny
hostess and Peggy Noel will be
pearls. She carried a cascade
bridge hostess for these events
of white silk dogwood and
at 9:30 a.m. on Wednesday,
roses with white satin
July 20streamers tied in lovers'
The Poplar Spring Battist -knots.
Church IA'MU presented
Mrs: William Shelton atspecial singing programs for tended her sister as matron of
the patients at Westview
honor. She-wore a long gown of
Nursing Home and at Fern-- dusty. rose colored knit with
Terrace Lodge for the June silk flowers in her hair and
meeting.
carried a noSegay of 'silk
Mts. Louise Short played flowers. '
the--piano for the sirtger3- sho
The EFidesmaids were Caryl-were Mr. and' Mrs. Earl Van
Lambert of Henderson, Anne
• Natter, Grace Maddox,, Ruby
Erwin, sorority sister of the
Air.-urid Mrs.Jerry Glenn Howard
Fannin.- Lorine McCuiston, bride of Murray, and Marilyn
Otis Lovins, Robbie Paschall, Howard., sister of the groom.
streamers.
ancINShirley Werts.
Selwyn Schultz of Murray
They wore identical gowns of
Lisa Howard, sister. of.the sorority sister of the bride,
The avotion was given by
carnation pink knit with
groom, was flower girl and kept the 'guest register and
Otis Lovins at Fern Terrace
hooded capes of floral chiffon,
and by Earl Van Natter at and carried bouquets of silk wore a white gown of taffeta distributed the satip foses
and organza with silk flowers filled with rice!
Westview.
-flowers .tied with satin
in her hair and carried a
The new Mrs. Howard was a
nosegay of silk flowers.
May graduate of Murray State
Ted Howard attended his University and holds a
son as best man. Groomsmen Bachelor of Science degree ir
were Dale Chadwick of vocational home economics
Murray, and Ted Allen The groom is presently eiii•
Howard and Steve Howard, ployed at Ryan Milk Corr
brothers of the groom. Ushers pany. were Bob Burleson of Tupelo,
After their, week
Miss., and Charlie Rains of wedding trip in Florida. \itby,lean McClure
Murray.
and Mrs. Howard are nov,
Mrs. Hout chose to wear a home at 1610 Wet 0:]ve
floor length gown of dusty rose Street, Xurray.
For luck in growing certain"'plants, you doit't need a four leaf
knit with matching acRehearsal Dinner
clover. Try a four leaf clover Sheffiera or Umbrella Tree: you can
cessories
for her daughter's
Mr. and Mrs. Ted How;ird,
'buy one in a small container or a big tube as long as you rememwedding. Mrs. Howard, parents of the o-oorn. enber to give it a shower or bath often. Scheffiera loves a daily
mother of the groom, wore a tertained with a rehearsal
misting with warm water and good hygiene under the leaves. It's
floor length gown of carnation dinner on Friday el. ening,
wlithe the red spiders go to chomp and CAUSe unpleasant reactions. However, this fastidious plant needs its soil watered only
pink knit with matching ac- June 17, at the S.-. n
when bone dry. Don't fight it. Put your Sheffiera in good light
cessories. Each wore a etyr..‹Skkkade at Henderson
near a window in an airy room. Not even a rather crowded pot
sage of silk pink roses.
will upset its cool and you will have a superb house plant to

Will Be Held

Saturday, July 16 - 7 p.m.
at

NeviMayfield High School
Reports Will Be Presented
By Glen B. Sears and Bethel Richardson
*Trustees Will Be Elected

Poplar Spring, UM(

Free Gift Certificates

Entertains Here

Entertainment

At Two Places

c44Mkait;mtico4bv -A4009,K1•D4Aduatem41cottet1-ilta41,4,ct4MIi

have around the house for years.
There is no luck involved when you rely on SMILEY FLORIST &
GARDEN CENTER, 502 North Fourth Street, 753-3251 for all your
floral needs as we use • only the freshest flowers in any
.arrangements we make. We also are equally as proud of our
selection of plants so why not shop where you can get -Flowers
and Plants for all Occasions" Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8-5.
FLOWER TIP-.
Make room divder with plants by hanging ivys, ferns or vines in
macrame holders.

Reception
Following the ceremony the

reception was held at the
church.
Serving were,Karen‘Button
of Baldwin,.Mo.; Mrs. David
O'Daniel of Murray; Mrs.
Charles B. Sharp of Union
City,In., all sorority sisters of
the bride, and Gail Herndon of
Murray.

Finals
Are At
Memp4is-

Chit/ banstelt,
&aft TA en,
LiumPSUITS8,PANTSUITS!
Famous Nome Nationally
Advertised.

•

All the most wanted styles:
olors and sizes.

-13

REGULAR 22.99 TO 29.99

SUNDRESSES

k

4

and colors!

•

REGULAR 15.99 TO 22.99

799

1

a

114==4ii====)41.=4

Summer Sale
Boys & Girls
Bathing Suits

Alai'

Boys Knit Shirts
Off'

Boys Tennis Short1
,

Baby Rack

2

An Other 1
/
Summer
Clothing

Off

otacland otzetth
Children:s Shop,Southside Center
sc==xp=t

•==p4pc=14

Kentucky State Finals for
the 1977 Youth Country Music
Association Talent Contest
will be held on September 8 at
the Hilton Inn-Memphis
Airport, 2240 Democrat lid.,
Memphis, Tn.
The Youth Country Music..
Association Talent Contest is
for both boys and girls. ai2.es 5
thru 18, who compete !n
Gospel, folk and cow: v
music • - vocal and-(r
strumental. Individuals ;,s
well as groups perform atal
are judged 75 per sent
ability and 25 per cent .a
showmanship,stage preset:, e,
dress and potential.
Winners wilkompete i'fl! the
National Finals flt in
Memphis at the saint. time.
For applications. sent ;•
self-addressed. staiiipel
envelope to 11865 Main Strett
Roscoe, IL 61073.

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

7534474
•4,

MVS4t
...111111t
....

••••—
.
WIBIleiTA

* •
•

4. lir,

• •••••••-•-•wie--...-

6

At this fantastic vcilue why nOf
buy two of the year's biggest
fashion hits. Great summer styles

a
s.

?wee

If

FAMOUS. NAME NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
COORDINATE SPORTSWEAR
40,a

T070

OFF

99

SUMMER HANDBAGS
MANY MORE MARKED DOWN'
REGULAR TO 9.99
T -TOPS & SHORTS
POLYESTER, COTTON & BLENDS
REGULAR 6.99 TO 9.99

4

299

SLEEPVVEAR & LOUNGEW EAR
FURTHER
299
599
MARK DOWNS
TO
REGULAR 6.99 TO 14 99
•Behr's Chow
•Elgrok Americard
1111k MasIer Charge
•Cenircil Shopping Center - Murray, Ky Open 11.8 P.M. Sun T2.30-5 30

Nat&go&lAck &Auklit4imaim,cool&8o&Relittek -A401,4)CattuticSioptiii
•

-

r,
af.;!Ntrz..,.

.
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EDITORIAL

By GENE McCUTCAON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

be

1111111

Side Effects Of
Unemployment Pay
Does unemployment compensation increase unemployment?
Figures and statistics quoted
in a recent issue of Human
Events indicate that those
states which pay unemployment benefits for longer
periods than others do have
higher rates of unemployment.
The average percentage of
unemployment in states that
pay benefits longer is almost
double that of states which pay
shorter terms.
The following chart lists the
states which pay no extended
unemployment compensation
beyond 39 weeks and their rates
of unemployment:
Arizona
4.83 Neb.
3.33
Gob.
3.43 New Hamp. 4.00
District of
Ohio
4.77
Columbia 3.44 Okal.
4.03
Florclia
4.35 So. Caro.
4.974
Georgia
4.68 So. Dak.
. 3.47
Ind.'
3.94 Texas
2.14
Iowa
4.24 Utah
4.81
iCansas
Lag Virginia
3.16
Louisiana.
4.42 Wyoming
2.92
Mississippi 414-t., Average
2.98

•••••

Compare thirwith the rate of
unemployment in states which
offer as much as 26 weeks of extended unemployment benefits,

Think twice, then again, before
aCcepting IRS advice on tax matters.
The tax-gathering agency has
repeatedly warned that its advice,
given orally to taxpayers, is not legally
binding and now, according to the Wall
Street Journal, even
printed
instructions published and distributed
by the agency may be only half
accurate, if that. Here's why.

for a total of 65 weeks:
Ala.
Alaska
Ark.
Calif.
Connect.
Delaware
Idaho
Illinois
Kentucky
Maine
Mass.
Mich.

6.55 Mon.
12.13 Nevada
7.03 New Jer.
6.47 New York
7.17 Oregon
6.39 Penn.
6.66 Rhode IS.
6.36 Tenn.
6.28 -litervisoat9.17 Wash.
6.44 West. Va.
7.64 .Puerto R.
Average

6.63
7.06
8.80
7.36
7.18
8.42
8.68
6.44
8.07
8.91
7.98
19.65
8.06

While we favor a reasonable
unemployment compensation
system, we likewise believe
that this is one of the most
abused programs in the country, with many drawing checks
who are not entitled to them.
And it .bliuuhl be emphasized
that it is the employer who pays
one hundred per cent of the cost
of this program.'
The figures shown in the
charts above indicate that the
unemployed in states that pay
the shortest number of weeks
find jobs much sooner than the
long-term states.
Unemployment - compensation is another area of
major expense that should ‘13e
studied and reformed.
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Garrott's Galley
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Its N1.4 .1 ...tenni

Her Game Reflects
Her Great Dedication

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

ll

(worge iiarkidt

Happy Chandler
StillIn Hurry
VERSAILLES, K. (AP) - Happy
Chandler is still a*an-in-a-hurry.
He's 79 today, admits his age but not
his golf score, and compares himself
to
'`a Mississippi boarding house
steak.
That's the toughest thing on record."
The blue eyes twinkle, and the volley
of quips continues':
"Feel like a mosquito in a nudist
camp. Don't know where to start first,"

Looking Back

Meeting On,

if •

Kentucky C'loseup

Remember the old story about the
flight of the Birmingham (Ala.)
, music lover who stopped the hippie on
Country Club's prestigious invitational
the streets of New York and asked how
tournament; losing in the first round
to get to Carnegie Hall? "Practice,
but winning the consolation trophy in
man! Practice!" exclaimed the hippie.
the flight.
I never see Beverly Parker out at the
About a month ago,she was in Hawaii_
-Marra*: Country Club hitting- pratlice
Atli the -Afabama team competing in
golf shots that I'm not reminded of the
the national women's intercollegiate
advice that hippie gave the music lover.
tournament, and in May she played in
If you want to do anything well, you
the Women's Southern Amateur at Fort
Marine Private Ira A. Ward was
must work at it.
Lauderdale, Fla. She won her opening
graduat
ed from eight weeks,of recruit
By conscientiously paying the price
match at Fort Launderdale, but lost in
training at the Marine Corps Depot at
in learning fundamentals and applying • the second round to Mrs. ,Robert
Parris Island,S.C.
them in practice and competitive play,
McLaurin of Savannah, Ga., who went
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)- Against says she is flatly against constitutional
A public hearing was set for July 20
Beverly has become .one of the
on to win it. •
apparently mounting odds of achieving
revision.
by the Murray- City Council on the
dOminating women golfers in these
+++
its goal, the citizens' committee
proposed one way streets for Murray.
Republican State Chairman Lee
parts. She also is within a few strokes of
Now
promoting constitutions' revision plans
5'7"
tall
and weighing 125
This has been offered as a solution for
Nunn said Sunday he also opposes
being
a good enough golfer to compete
pounds, Beverly didn't start playing
a tactical meeting here Saturday.
traffic congestion in the city by a traffic
constitutional revision "because any
on the women's pro circuit.
golf
"Previously, we were arranging our
until she was a sophomore at
survey by the Kentucky Highway
conveption would be totally dominated
Twentyone
years old and the
Murray High. "Dad started playing
strategy for.November," said Rep. Joe
Department.
by the administration in power."
daughter of James and Charlotte
then
Clarke, D-Danville, one of the group's
and I started coming out with
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nannie
The formidable big business
Parker,
who
live out on the Lynn Grove
co-chairmen. "Next we'll get down to
him," she said between practice shots.
Gregory
, age 74.
lobbies-Associated Industries of
Highway, Beverly is a member of the
specifics - how to raise funds,
She was hitting a six-iron and every
Mist- Carol Ann Taylor and Oscar
Kentucky and the Kentucky Chamber
women'
s
golf
team
at the University of
disseminate information and organize
shot looked just alike. You could have
Turner, Jr., were married June 30 at
of Commerce-are planning to oppose
Alabama. Her team's matches carry
all 120 counties."
covered every ball she had hit with an
the Memorial Baptist Church.
revision. In this instance, most of labor
them to all parts of the country, and
Army blanket-165 yards away. They
The legislator hopes for an
Richard Thomas Rogers, _Sharla
may be at their side.
they get to play some of,the most
were just that close.
attendance of perhaps 50 or 100
Deanna McCage, and Stan B. Paschall
That leaves assorted .idealists-or
fabulous courses in the sport.
An avid golfer himself, James has
interested persons who will actively
were winners of the Baby Fair contest
misguided souls, depending on one's
+++
seen
participate in the campaign.
to
it
held
that
by the Woodmen of the World.
she
has
had
some
of
the
view-such as Louisville Mayor Harvey
Scheduled to graduate in December.
best of instruction. Twice,she has spent
Kentucky voters will decide in the fall
Sloane, the other co-diairman, to carry
1978, she has one more season with the
referendum whether to approve the
week-long sessions near Chicago with
the heavy pro-revision load.
Alabama team. There are 10 girls on
the famous old pro and teacher, Johnny
first step in calling a convention to
The majority of Kentucky's
the squad, the low five in qualifying
revise the 1891 Constitution. Three
Revolts. He still keeps up with her and
R. L. Cooper, administrative
legislators supports revision- after all,
play each week chosen to play the
times before, they have rejected such a
wants to know if she is practicing and
assistant of the Calloway County Health
they put the question on the ballot. But
matches. Only one time has Beverly
step.
how she is doing.
Department, announced that rabies
impact of their support would hardly be
failed to qualify for a match. One of her
It takes a little money to take a crack
Most state politicians are skittish
clinics will be held in various places in
decisive.
teammates, Sharon Smith of
at the women's pro tour, but Beverly
about getting involved in whatseem to
.Murray and Calloway County July 17,
Pensacola, Fla., is-Wr roommate. She, has
Perhaps the maitpobstacle to revision
be a losing proposition at the polls.
a built-in sponsor. Her daddy would
18, and 19.
too,
is
a
regular
starter.
is
the required number of votes needed
lay it on the line in a minute if she ever
Democratic Gov. Julian Carroll ha
The Rev. I. W. Carlin is the
The others_ are: Jane Reynolds.
for passage- one-fourth of those voting •
expressed doubt the proposal will be
indicated she would like to try it.
evangelist for the revival at the West
Huntsvi
lle;
Math
in
the
Rehling
last general election or 291,785
Ness.
approved. Although he has endorsed it,
"No," she said. "I don't want that. I
Fork Baptist Church, according to the
daughter of the men's team coach; and :
yotes.
jut is
he said he does not plan to use his
be a good amateur player."
pastor, the Rev. John J. Gough.
Barbar
a
Moran
of
Richmo
nd,
Va. This She that.
In a gubernatorial election year, with
administratiOn's power to fight for
Miss Janet Jetton has accepted a
fall,
there will be three more Kentucky
all types of satellite contests, it might
passage:
position as secretary with the State
girls
on
the
squad.
Two
are
from
be possible to amass that many under
Democratic Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall
Department and is now stationed at
Princeton - Beth Franklin and Linda
other favorable circumstances.
Albany, New York.
Miller. The other, Denise Lyle, is from
By The Associated Press
Miss Gela Rose Wilson and William
But in a year when county and city
Louisville.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
Today is 'Thursday, July 14th, the
Thomas Edwards were,married June
races are the main attraction-and
+4-4As a service to our readers, The
195th day of 1977. There are 170 days left
30 at Bonneville, Miss.
many have been disposed of in the May
At Alabama, Beverly takes 12 hours
Murray
Ledger
in
&
the
Times
"Feat Strikes Out" starring Anthony
primary-the 291,785 ballots seem to be
year.
of college work and is majoring in
periodically publishes the addresses
Perkins and Karl Malden is showing at
Today's highlight in history:
a distant goal.
fashion merchandising. She hopes
-7cof the state and federal elected
On this date in 1789, the people of
the Varsity Theatre.
Clarke is undaunted by history or
someday to specialize in sports clothes
representatives serving our area.
Paris stormed and captured the
statistics.
Although- she is in class in the
FEDERAL LEVEL
Bastille. It was the beginning ()tithe
"We need ,to concentrate on
mornings, her afternoons are free for
Any Senator or representative
French Revolution.
organization and information," he said.
practice and playing. • A typical
may be reached through the
nIenwc,bothtali:g
,
d.AA
Ain M
On thisdate:
Boutrtrainy
"The people have to understand the
afternoon includes hitting 200 practice
congressional switchboard, 202-224opened'
In
1798,
the
Congres
U.S.
s
passed
the
many good reasons to change the
balls, alternating hitting with every
according to Olen Huff, manager. The
3121.
Sedition Act, making it a Federal crime
Constitution."
club in her bag, and playing 18 holes
•
plant will distribute root beer and othgr
Here are the mailing addresses:
to publish false, scandalous or
Financing also "need not be.. She also follows this routine at home.
popular
flavors.
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
malaici
ous writings against the
astronomical," Clarke said.
but plays from the men's tees on the
The spraying of homes in Calloway
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
governm
ent.
"But we do need someone who can
Murray course instead of the ladies'
County has been completed by the
D. C. 20510
In 1879, Co'ngress provided a yearly
put in more time now than Sloane and
She does this because_the courses she
('alloway County Health Department.
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
pension
$3,000
of
for
Preside
nt
me," he said.
plays in college competition genera fl
Deaths reported include J.A. (Jim)
4107 Dirksen Building
Abraham Lincoln's widow; Mary Todd
are 400 to 500 yards longer than those
Clarke said he understands that
Cullom, age 74. .
Washington, D. C. 20510
Lincoln.
here.
Martin Perley of Louisville, a retired
• Total assets of the Dess Bank of Hazel
Murray Field Office,753-1852
In 1958, Iraq's King-Faisal II and his
She carries a 3-stroke handicap.
rabbi and civil rights advocate, has
for
the period ending June 30, 1947, are
Rep. Carroll Hubbard,Jr.
heir
and the premier were assassinated
which means her average score is three
offered to become executive director of
$658,353.04, according to the published
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
in a coup in Baghdad. strokes above women's par, and her
the revision committee without pay and
statement of the bank.
Washington, D. C. 20515
In 1965, Ambassador Adlai Stevenson
ability to maintain this was
devote full time to it.
.Bro. Preston Cotham of Lawton,
STATE LEV'EL
collapse
d
and
died
street
on
a
in
demonstrated last week when she won
The effect of the Judicial Article, a
will conduct gospel meetings at
State legislators may be reathed
London.
the. Ladies' Inter-City Tournament at
constitutional amendment surprisingly
the Antioch Chutch of Christ July 20 to
in Frankfort when the General
In
1966,
student
eight
nurses
were
the Oaks Country Club for the second
approved by voters in 1975, is thought to
27, and at the Coldwater Church of
Assembly is in session by dialing 1slain in a Chicago apartment by 24year in a row with a one-over-par 76
have a negative on this year's proposal.
('hrist July 22 to Augd'st 6.
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
year
-old
Richard
Speck.
She has been the Medal play champion
The 1975 referendum led to an
of the State Capitol Building,
In 1969, Presiderit Richard Nixon
at the Murray Country Club for the past
overhaul of the court system, and even
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
announc
ed a national drive against the
tiVo years, but elected to sit out this
advocates of constitutional reform
addresses of state legislators
use of narcotics and asked Congress to
year's
tournam
played
ent,
which wa:s
acknowledge that many voters are
serving Calloway County are:
enact heavier penalties for 1SD and
yesterday and today,
sorry the Judicial Article passed.
Sea. Richard Weisenberger
marijuana violations.
Ordinar
ily,
jumps
she
_ar
The main reason cited is that judicial
,at
Route 7
Scornful men bring a city unto a
Thought for today: Revolutionary
opportunity_ to compete' in a
advocates -misinformed the -public
Mayfield,-Ky. Ogg
snare: but wise men turn away wrath.
movements attract those who are not
tourna
ment.
It's
keep
good
about
the cost and unexpected Impact
to
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
Proverbs 29:8.
good -enough for established institutions
competitive, she says, and she alrea0
of changing the court system. If so, the
201 S. 3rd Street
as 'Well as those
Some people, working against God,
who
are
too
good
has
for
some
valuabl
e
public
could
competitive
retaliate on the issue of
Murray,Ky.42071
can
keep trouble alive. The wise are
therm
George
Bernard
Shaw,
Irishexperie
nce under her belt.
constitutional rfkrigion.
-working for God. Are you? '
Writ writer who worked in Britain,
She has played in the championship
&wetitiAlaiMINK4111111!
_
__
„
-- ngerSi
•ia

News Analysis

•

In an effort to simplify tax reporting,
the -Journal reports, the Internal
Revenue Service is paying Commerce
Clearing House $3,000 to recommend
improvements in the short 1040A tax
return and two chapters of the booklet,
"Your,Federal Income Tax." Give the
agency a good mark for initial effort.
Simplification tax reporting certainly
needs.
Trouble is, after the contract with
Commerce Clearing House was
awarded, but before actual work on the
form and booklet had begun, Congress
enacted changes in tax laws which
affected both the form and the

instructions. Queried about the matter,
a spokesman for the IRS replied that
the agency doesn't see any reason for
doing. anything about it, even though
Commerce Clearing House will be
working on a defunct form. After all,
the official pointed out, half of the work
won't be outdated. Quipped- the
Journal: but, of course, the other half
will.
Nor, as an accountant with dollar
signs flashing before his eyes can
testify, is the IRS's lure to easy money
held out to tax squealers to be taken at
face value. The accountant found this
out, the Journal also reported, after
quitting his job for 28 years, losing his
income, pension, and other benefits,
Counting on 10 per cent of the $3 million
he figured the firm owed in taxes on
unreported income, he turned his
employer in to the IRS. Instead of the
bonanza he was already counting and,
no doubt, spending, the IRS gave him
$200 and a coart, backing the IRS, said
that was all he was entitled to.
"Poetic justice," you might say.

10 Years Ago

Revision Set

20 Years Ago

Today In Histor -

30 Years-Ago

coA.,

Bible Thought

Chandler-replies-when asked what het
been doing.
He's on the golf course every, day
except Monday. "You're a bum if you
play on Monday. They gotta clean out
the clubhouse then and let the caddie's
get in a few rounds."
He's not running for office but keeps
"an eye on the boys who are. Some of them seek my advice on campaigning,
I've got a pretty good track record.
When I got into politics,..1, decided to
move fast."
• &Midler was a state senator at 32;--...,••
lieutenant governor at 33; governor at
37; U. S. senator- at 41; baseball
commissioner at 47, and returned to the
governor's mansion again when he was
57.
"Only four of us ever were elected
governor twice," he said proudly. "Its
.the one job I prize above all others." He maintains an active law practice,
"always looking for rich,clients who are
scared. They pay well."
•
There are no financial problems for
Chandler and his wife Mildred, known
to everyone as"Mamma."
-We recently celebrated our 52nd
wedding anniversary, which is a great
tribute to my patience," said the more
vocal member of the family.
"I've made a few wise investments,"
Chandler continued during an
interview. "I handle my business
affairs the way I handled those of the
Commonwealth. Never spent more
than I took in."
• He's avoided writing an_ autobiography."It would wipe some people
out of politics. A professor at the
University of Kentucky is doing a book
on me."
The university and its athletic
programs have hypnotized Chandler
for years. The feeling is mutual.
The medical center bears his name.
and he's a figure on campus.
Football and basketball players
aren't surprised when he pops up in the
dressing room with words of advice "You may not remember, pardner.
but I was pretty good in sports," said
Chandler:"Also did some coaching.".
He once coached at Centre College
and recalled the time that its team
surprised Harvard, 6-0, in .a game 5€
years ago this fall. "It was the football
shot heard around the world," he said.
Last week, Chandler and four
members of the Centre squad got
together to recount theirLexperierrre-s
for a documentary being prepared by
Kentucky Educational Television.
He's been praised and denounced but
Chandler takes it all in stride.
The description he likes best came
from a fellow Democrat, who called
him a "political dinosaur. once he's
gone, there will never be another like
him."
t
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Football Physicals To
Be Given At Calloway
All Calloway County High School- students interested in
participating in the football program at Calloway County
1-ugh Schoolthis fall should report to the board of education
office on Friday; July 15. At this time representatives of the
Calloway County Health Department will give blood pressure
and urinalysis tests.
.I
Students whose last names begin with the letfers A-M
should report at 8:30 a.m. and thone whose last names begin
with letters N-Z should be at the board office, located next
door to Calloway County High School,at 9:30 a.m.
Friday evening at 7:30 p.m., all participants should report
to Jeffrey Gymnasium at CCHS at which time a doctor will
perform routine physical examinations.
Stan Outland, head football coach, stressed that all these
examinations will be free of charge to the football players.
Students who plan on participating in the football program
should be present-at both the morning and evening sessions
Friday. Those who are not able to attend Friday, will have to
see their family doctors for the examinations at their own expense.

sports
Cubs And Mets Left In Dark,
Phils Beat Cardinals Again

••.

Ties

1/2 pr.,

Short Sleeve Dress &

Leisure Knit Shirts

•
Frank Tanana and Nolan
the
throughout
_ballpark,.
By HEtt.SCH_EL NI.S.SENSQN
the
although
arclights Ryan of the California Angels.
AP Sports Writer
The Astros pushed across a
dark.
remained
"I
NEW YORK ( API
run in the 13th inning to beat
Swan
and
Craig
Mets
Joel
always said the Cubs play
Pric e
the Dodgers when Terry Puhl,
without lights," Youngblood, along with a
better
playing in his first major
quipped Lenny Randle of the stadium employe, drove their league game, singled, was
cars into the outfield and
Pric e
New York Mets.
'sacrificed to second and
The Chicago Cubs, of turned on the headlights. That
scored on Bob Watson's
course, play their home provided enough light for
long Sleeve
double. Jose Cruz scored
Bob
and
Grote
Jerry'
Apodaca
the
games in Wrigley Field,
fifth
the
in
run
first
Houston's
the
entertain
crowd of
only ballpark, in the major to
on Ken Boswell's double and
leagues without lights..,until aroudn 12,000 with a phantom homered in the seventh, tying
drill.
infield
Wednesday night.
the score.
doubleheader before dropping
Add Shea Stadium, home of
By KEN RAPPOPORT
The Reds remained 9'.42
In Philadelphia, Luzinski
the nightcap 5-3 in 11 innings; the Mets.
AP Sports Writer
behind Los Angeles in
games
The lights went out for the tagged former teammate Tom
'
Pm(
The Boston Red Sox either the Seattle Mariners turned
as Atlanta's Buzz
West
NI.
the
a
two-run
club you into submission or back the Oakland A's 3-1; the last-lace Mets some time ago Underwood for
outing
longest
his
in
Capra,
Kansas City Royals outscored and Wednesday -night they homer in the first inning and a
rob you blind. • since 1975, fired seven strong
They did both, to the 'the Detroit Tigers 6-4; the went out for real when Shea three-run shot in the third. innings, yielding two runs and
Cleveland Indians Wednesday Baltimore Orioles nipped the Sralrum was hit by the That enabled Steve Carlton, six hits. George Foster and
and.the result was a 9-7 vic- Texas Rangers 4-3; the blackout that darkened New with help from Tug McGraw Mike Lum homered for the,
Milwaukee Brewers edged the York City just after 9:30 p.m. .in the eighth, to record his 12th
tory in 10 innings.
Reds, who 'fell short when
Baseball's best long-ball New York Yankees 0-8 and the - The first-place Cubs, with triumph, tying tihn for the Rick Camp pitched out-of a
hitters turned on the power as Minnesota Twins defeated the Steve Ontiveros hitting a two- major league lead with Rick bases-loaded jam ine the ninth.
Pric e
run homer in the second in- Reuschel of the Cubs and
usual with three home runs, California Angels 6-3.
Values to 145.00
of
pl'ir
tie
1-1
a
the
hit
a
on
Oscar
Gamble
snapped
Burris
and
ning
Ray
Pirates
The
a
to
but eventually resorted
As Low As
lead
five
runs
home
Jerry
with
and
solo
to
Mets
the
Montreal
led
mound,
against
hit-robbing fielding play by
After
victory
over
Chicagb'g*seventh.
the
out
2-1'
in
one
in
with
Koosman
-MRSbasman Butch Hobson
Rennie Stennett and Phil
- and a stolen base by George-- Toronto Irithe first -game of the bottom of the sixth. The
their double-header. Doug game was suspended and
Garner delivered RBI singles
Scott to win the game.
off loser Steve Rogers, Dave.
Hobson's 16th homer of the Rader hit a two-run shot in the scheduled to be resumed just
Parker greeted reliever Will
season, a three-run shot in the 11th inning as Toronto won the prior to today's regularly
By The Associated Press
McEnaney with a two-run
scheduled afternoon contest10th inning - drove home the nightcap.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Glenn Abbott pitched a four- conditions permitting.
double...andictired on a doubls
winning runs. But it was the
East by Bill Robinson. Gary Carter
infielder's fielding gem an hitter and Dan-Meyer- hit- -a--Th-efe was no poiver-ShorW L...Pet... • GB homered for the Expos.
inning earlier that pulled two-run homer to lead Seattle tage in Philadelphia, where
52 32 .619 - Rob Andrews drove in three
over Oakland.
Greg Luzinski drove in all the Chicago
Roston out of trouble.
36 .571 31
2 runs, two with ,a first-inang
/
49
Phila
of
pair
a
with
Phillies' runs
Frank White had four hits homers in a5-2 victory over Pitts
2 double, and Jack Clark
/
48 39 .572 51
. The Indians had scored
46 42 .523 8 homered, helping the Giants
twice in the ninth to tie the and keyed a four-run rally in the St. Louis Cardinals. S Louis
rs.
39 47 .453 14. `edge the Padres.
ga me at 6-6 and had the bases the sixth inning with a single Elsewhere in the National Montreal
past
City
Kansas
power
to
2
/
loaded when Hobson turned a
34 51 .400 181
League, the Holston Astros N York
hard shot off the bat of Charlie Detroit. Doug Bird won the edged the -Los Angeles
West
Spikes into a forceout, _sending game in relief, improving his Dodgers 3-2 in 13 innings, the Los Ang
57 31 .648 the game into extra innings. record to 5-1.
2
/
46 39 .541 91
Braves nipped the Cinci
Atlanta.
Jim Palmer won his 11th
"Hobson made a great play
41 49 .456 17
Reds 4-3, the pitt- S Fran
Cincinnati
on that shot la_ Sp9kes,- said game with late relief help as
2
/
40' 49 .449 171
urgh -Pirate-S--difiWned- The Houston
Boston Manager Don Zimmer. nitimore defeated Texas,the Montreal Expos 6-1 and the S Diego
39 53 .424 20
"That could easily have, Orioles' 10th victory in the last San Francisco Giants shaded Atlanta - 32 55 .368 241
2
/
been the game right then. 12 games. The Orioles won the the San Diego Padres 5-4.
Wednesday's Games
Hobson has just been game despite a 12-strike-out
The Mets managed only two Chicago at New York, susperformance by the Rangers'
tremendous for us;
hits off Burris, an infield squib pended, blackout
Dock Ellis.
by Steve Henderson with two Philadelphia 5,St. Louis 2
After that play, Scott's key
Atlanta 4, Cincinnati 3
in the fourth inning after
out
two-run
a
hit
Money
Don
Hobson's
up
set
second
steal of
Houston 3, Los Angeles 2 13
right-hander
Chicago
.the
and,.
Lezcano
and,..Sixto
homer
gime-winning homer. After
he stole the base, Rick Miller, Cecil Cooper had solo shots off retired the first II New York innings)
Pittsburgh 6, Montreal 1
followed with an infield single Catfish Hunter as Milwaukee batters, and a home run by
San Francisco 5,San Diego 4
and Hobson blasted his homer. defeated New York. The Mike Vail in the'fifth.
Thursday's Games
Koosman grounded out to
If Scott didn't steal secprtd, Yankees scored five times in
Chicago (Renko 0-1) at New
Rick Miller's ball to short the eighth inning, three on, a start the Mete sixth and
4-6)
would have been a forceout hoiner by centerfielder Randle was .about to step in York (Espinoza
when everything went black. St. Louis (Forsch 11-4) at
and the Indians would have Mickey Rivers.
thought to myself, "This Philadelphia(Christensen 7-5,
Larry Hisle's three-run
been out of the inning," said
last at-bat. God is (n)
my
is
inning
eighth
Zimmer. "A stolen base won homer in the
Flat or Gloss
Atlanta (Easterly 2-4)at Cinbroke a 3-3 tie, leading Min- coming to get me," Randle
this game for us."
S E
cinnati (Seaver 9-5),(n)
In other •American League nesota over California. Dave -said.
After a few minutes, Shea's Los Angeles .( John 9-4 ) at
action,the Chicago White Sox Goltz, 10-6, pitched a six-hitter
(n)
beat the Toronto Blue Jays 6-3 as the Twins salvaged the emergency power system Houston (Andujar 9-5),
Only games scheduled.
a final of a three-game series. flickered some small lights on
of
opener
the
in
a gal
Friday's Game
'reg $13 `0`,
Chicago at New York
St. Louis at Philadelphia, n )
,,Atlanta at Cincinnati( n)
Los Angeles at Houston (n )
Only games scheduled.
AMERICA N LEAGUE
Large loans kir homeowners.
Vi)ti simply come to us for a real estate
wolf C trim
--ast
loan backed by your equity.
Amount Monthly Months Total Of
APR•
..W
L
GB,
Pct.
point.
rnenta
Pay
Pity
To
Payment
Maenad
Equity is the difference between how
BOston
49 36 .576 *mach your home is worth, and what you $2,500 $ 73:17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
50
Bait
38 .568
••2
owe on it.
N York
49 39 .557 1L2
Its a valuable asset you can use to
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
Cleve
40 43 .482 8
• back a really big loan. For whatever you
Milwkee
40 46 .46.5 91-2
65,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 1 2.14%
have in mind.
Detroit - 39 47 .453 1042
Real estate values are
67,600 $169.41 60 $10,164,60 12.68% Toronto
31 55 .360 18
few
a
just
bought
•Annual
Percentage Rate
you
So the house
KY -1
• . West
years ago probably would sell for a lot
51 35 .593 Chicago
more than you paid.
47 38 .533 342
K.C.
Center, Murray
Bel-Air
In
Which means your equity is bigger.
.48 40 .545 .4
Minn
Phone: 753-5573
And the bigger your equity, the
Texas
43 42 .506 7,-2
more you can Ixirrow in .a large real estate
41 43 .488 9
Calif
Charles Marcussen, Mgr.
loan. Riltht here. Right now.
37 49 .415 14
SALE
Oakland
Si.) the equity in your house is like
53
Seattle
38
.411
15"2
DIRTFT
)131
..gT
?
4
C
money in your pocket.
Wednesday's Games
1Wve got your Joan
Call us. We ve got your 'loan.
Boston 9, Cleveland 7 Up to SZ500.
qa!
Kansas City, Detroit-4-- —
0
'ey $`4 "0"
Chicago 6-.1, Toronto 3-5, 2nd
game 11 innings)
Milwaukee 9, New York 8
Padco Speed Brush. For indoor
Baltimore 4, Texas 3
Sirtistirenroo Cooreottred
loosepointiog
or Outdoor use
Seattle 3, Oakland 1
in the use of these coatings or your
to ourfactory
SALE
•
Minnesota 6, California 3
purchase price will be refunded
certified house paint specialists
Thursday's Games
or ask about our problem.
Sale ends Juk 25
Toronto (Garvin 7-71 at Chisoloingmanual.
Repass-amen,Pod
cago (Kravec 5-21
Sok 1 /9 rag 51 50
New York (Guidry 6-1 at
Milwaukee(Augustine 10-9)
Boston ( Tiant 5-7) at Cleveland ( Fitzmorris 2-4 ),( n
Baltimore (Palmer 10-7 at
Texas (Perry 8-7),(n)
. Detroit (Sykes I.-2)at Kansas
City (Colborn 10-9), In)
Seattle ( Pole 5-5) at California (Brett 6-7),(n)
Only games scheduled.
Friday's Games
free*cent*service*,Mester*on lea'4nericer4 Walk* oar woadcredit Nem
Toronto at Chicago
16110storesiitelimIlisf ate*earyft
New York at Milwaukee
Boston at Cleveland,'n
Baltimore at Texas In )
Detroit at Kansas City( n
Seattle at California ( n )
Only games scheduled.
'ea
f
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Shoes

1/2

Red Sox Use Power And
Speed To Edge Indians

Dress Shirts
$500

Summer Slacks

1/2

Major League
Standings

Pre-Wash Jeans

1/2

Hats

1/2

Suits &
Sport Coats

$2000
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Standing On
The Firing Line
By Mike Brandon
Sports Editor
0

Spring Sports Scholarships Eliminated
The mountains begin around Cookeville. And speakin
g of
mountains, there just may be a mountain of trouble
brewing for the rest of the schools in the Ohio Valley Conference, based upon the troubles and woes of Tennessee
Tech.

LEAGUE CHAMPS—The Photos won the championship this season in the Little
League. Members of the team ore top
row, left to right, Donny Woods, coach, Keith Houston, Stephen McDouga
l, lorry Key, hood coach, Eddie Burgess, Donny Adorns
end Tommy Lyons, coach. Front row, Craig Darnell, Mel Kelly, David Whitten,
Charles Cella, Brad Lyons, Bryon White,-FAike Item
and Rodney Key.
(Reif Kee by Mu Ilkomiles)

sports
Miiiray Ledger 8r Times

Tanana, Fidrych Both
Named To All-Star Team

NEW YORK (AP) — and relief ace Bruce Sutter of
California's Frank Tanana the Chicago Cubs, starters
and Detroit's Mark "The Tom Seaver of Cincinnati, DOn
Bird" Fidrych, both injured Sutton of the Los Angeles
and both unavailable for the Dodgers, Steve Carlton of the
All-Star Game, nevertheless Philadelphia Phillies, and
were named to the American John Candaleria of the
League team today by Pittsburgh Pirates, and
Manager BillY Martin of the reliever Gary Lavelle of
the
Not only can the City of Murray boast the home of the Ken- New York Yankees.
\
San Francisco Giants.
tucky men's singles tennis champion,
In addition to Tanana, tied
the national high
school marching band and that OfNathanStubblefield,
The left-handed:Tanana-, 12_for the-AL lead in victories
v-eritoi- ortidio, but now it can proudly proclaim three of
the with teammate Nolan Ryan at 6, with a 2.15 earned run
state's champion 1977 junior golfers.
12 and the colorful Fidrych, average, has an inflamed
Playing at the Jupiter Hills Country Club in Frankfort the starter in last year's triceps tendon, the result of
garhe, Martin chose six what he claims is overwork.
Tuesday, Todd Contri, Connie Spann and Velvet
Jones each
He . has been advised not to
_
won state championshipsial-theicagegroupe.-The three were pitchers,
Two
others
are pitch until July 21, two days
among five Murray youngsters qualifying for the
state tour- starters—Jim Palmer
of the after the All-Star game.
nament last week at Paducah.
Fidrych, a right-hander
Baltimore Orioles and Vida
Todd,son of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Contri, 1504 Henry, posted Blue of the Oakland A's—and with a 6-4 record and a 2.89
a 44 to win the nine-hole competition for boys 11-years-old and four are relievers—Bill ERA after a late start because
younger. It was young Contri's second try at the title, having Campbell of the Boston Red of a torn cartilage in his left
Sim, Jim Kern of the knee, suffered during spring
finished fourth in the same division last year.
Clevelanil,Indians, Dave La- training now has a muscle pull
Connie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Spann, Parklane Roche or California and in his right shoulder, also the
Drive, won the girls' 11-years-old and younger competition Sparky Lyls of the Yankees
result of over • work. And
.
with a 64, while Velvet, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
With Tanaiia and Fidrych Manager Ralph Houk has said
Jones, Route 6,fired a 103 over 18 holes of competitive play
to both sidelined, Martin will that Fidrych would not pitch
win the state championship in her division.
have
to
choose
two until after the All-Star Game.
Each were presented with a new golf bag and a plaque.
replacements,
for
the
Also participating in the tournament were Jo Beth Oakley, Anierican League team that
will face the National League
daughter of Coach and Mrs. Carl Oakley,914 Waldrop
Drive,who posted a 107 in the 12 and 13-year-old girls' competition, in the 48th mid-season game
Tuesday night at Yankee
and Christine Spann, who had a 107 in the 13 and 14-ye
ar-old
girls' division. She also is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bud- Stadium. ,
Like Martin, National
dy Spann. .
League Manager Sparky
. More Limn 80 youngsters from throughout the state par- Anderson of the Cincinnati
ticipated in the tournament, which is billed as the PGA Reds is going with an eightJunior Kentucky State Championships and which is spon- man pitching staff.
Murfreesboro, Tn. — Robert
Wednesday, he selected 12- Culley, the first athlete in
iored by the Pepsi Cola Bottling Company.
game winner Rick Reuschel Texas High School history to
play in an All-Star game in
more than one sport, has
signed an athletic grant, to
play both basketball and
baseball for Middle'Tennessee
State University.
Culley was one of the most
highly-recruited players in the
state, starring for Center High
School in Center, Texas. He
earl-led All-State honors in
both sports, and was chosen to
play in the All-Star basketball
and baseball games. He w;is
also' named as the Most
Outstanding basketballi
player in East Texas.
He chose Middle Tennesseo
State over the University of
Drop by and See Us
Houston because the MTSU
coaching staff 'had assured
and take a test drive!
him all along that he could
play both sports with th0 Blue
Raiders.
In basketball, Culley scored
over 2,000 points in a thrt ,
1977 Gremlin
year career, averaging ii
points per game this past
1977Pacer
season. He is a 6-1, 175-pound
Jeep vehicles:
guard with an excellent eve
t e experienced
for the basket, and he holfis
4,vvheel drive performers
every scoring record in Cento
history.
- As 'a pitcher. he won 211
Wagoneer
games, and' hit .475 whn,
playing shortstop in the gain, 1977Matador Coupe
he didn't pitch. He earn, d
Center to within one gaino
Cherokee
the
state tournament
Chief
baseball.
His father, Terr was also his high school coil(
and is considered one of tr.,
I
%111111
NIL 7'
,
S1011
11111111101111'
Renegade
best in Texas, having won fn,
:
state basketball
ch;lo
1977Hompt Wagon
pionships.
Culley is also an excello
student, as well as beim.:
standout athlete. He.....was
member Cif the Nationglilon•
Society and the Beta Club
Center High.
Culley's signature closes
MTSU's liasketball recruit,' L
806 Coldwater Road - 753-6448 - Murray
and gives Coach Jimmy F.:•
and his staff five exoc:
freshman prospects and,m
$
standout junior tel H
transfers.
lo

Three Junior Golfers
Pick Up State Crowns

Buckle your belts women, you may not be happy with
what is forthcoming.
Tennessee Tech University has eliminated all scholarships for spring sports. Goodbye baseball, goodbye track,
goodbye golf, goodbye tennis, goodbye everything nice in
,the spring; of cours' e sunshine is still free.
That's the big problem, not sunshine,but "free." Scholarships may mean a free trip through school for an athlete
but
for the university, they mean a big chunk of money.
It all boils down to money. And now women, about
those
belts: Title Nine. That nasty two-word phrase: Title Nine. Remember a
few years ago when Texas football coach Darryl Royale
said Title Nine would bring an end to even college football?
He may be right.
So says Title Nine: 'By September of 1978, Thou shalt
provide equal opportunities for female and male
athletics." •
What does that mean? One person who doesn't know is
Tennessee Tech athletic director Don Wade, a good old boy
with a Billy Carter-type sense of humor who somehow finds
himself neck deep in problems.
"Ya'll sell whiskey and tobacco down in Kenfricky,"
Wade said.
"It's limply a case of Kentucky schools having the money
and us not having any. Then there's Title Nine.
"They ainl got nobody in Washington that can interpret
Title Nine but they're hiring a hundied-new people-even
day to try," Wade-said.
"In order for us to have an equal program for our women,
we would have had to double our athletic budget. The
money just isn't there. The scholarship committee had no
other choice but to eliminate the spring sports scholarships.
"We can't.blama the-women for it They-don't have
anything to do with it. The blame should go on all the
politicians in Washington," Wade added.
While Wade won't blame the women, the simple truth is
part of the blame has to fall upon the women. It was the
women who marched and paraded and said they should
liave equal opportunities, yes,even in sports.
So what has happened is now, while the women used to

have nothing and the men something, both have nothing.
Both sides lost but who in the heck gained?
Now all is not lost at Tennessee Tech. They will still have
spring sports, though it might be safe to say that any community college that offers scholarships could probably field
a better baseball or track team than the Golden Eagles.
How do you Maintain a competitive program without
scholarships?
"In a word,it can't be done," Wade said.
"But we'll show up, give a real big smile and proceed to
get blown away," Wade added.
The spring sports coaches will still be coaching; they will
get their same salaries. The money saved by cutting out the
scholarships will go to the women to help boost their
programs to par with the men's. .
"There hasn't been too much vocal re-action in
Cookeville. We've had a couple of newspaper articles on it,
that's about all. Everyone else in the conference has
something to raise a fuss over. Murray- has its baseball,
Western has its track..." Wade said.
"I guess if we'd had 500 people out for a baseball game or
that many out for a track meet, the outcome might have
been different.
"About all we can hope for is that the state legislature in
Nashville will come up with theirnoney by the fall of 1978
and we can continue giving scholarships," Wade added.
Those athletes who are presently on scholarship for
spring sports at Tech will remain so until their scholarships
expire, meaning that three years from now, Tech will have
a handful of athletes with spring sports scholarships left.
After that, the athletic program in the spring will fall
asleep.
_
:What's the next step?
Will Middle Tennessee and Murray follow next? No. Both
have too good of a history for spring sports. If they did away
with scholarships for bfasaball at Murray State, throats
would be slashed. And throats wouldbe slashed if they did
away with track scholarshipS 'too. The track progra
m," though it has been down just a bit, is on the upswing.
The next move in the OVC may well be doing away with
scholarships for foreign athletes. If that ever comes to pass,
the OVC may well get national publicity. Supreme C,ourt
cases seem to attract attention.
Atleast for the
-nest year,spring sports at Murray State
seem safe. But a year ago at Cookeville, everything seemed
safe too...

Texas Prep
Star Signs
At_Middle

No finance charges
imposed till six months •
after date of purchase
There's no better time than right now to put the
muscle of a new 2040 Tractor to work for you
Because if you act now, no finance charges
Will be imposed until siOrmonths after the date
of purchase.
Even without this special incentivq..,the 40hp 2040 is quite a buy. Durable 8-speed transmission with shuttle shift makes closequarters maneuvering a cinch. Continuous
"live" 540-rpm PTO operates a variety of implements. Differential lock provides superb
mobility in poor-traction areas.
The 2040 also features: planetary final
drives, power steering, hydraulic
disk brakes, and much more. See
us soon.. offer good for a limited
time only.

You Get

it/tea&
Fil AMC
When You Buy

s

Buy a new John Deere
2040 Tractor now...

68 Riding
Mower
30" Cut
id

$89500

42S.WITh
tl

Murray Supply
Lawn & Garden Center

Cain's, AMC,Jeep, Inc.

-"got

200 E..Main
"The lawn & Garden Business Is Not A Sideline With Us"

•

-no
• _

,
110.....•

4%9
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Bengals Have Killer Schedule But Should
Have Experience To Improve On Record

sports

CINCINNATI (AP)--A
talent-rich draft that could
pay instant dividends and a
staff
coaching
new
familiarized with the system.
They are two key reasons why
second-year coach Bill.
"Tiger" Johnson of the
Cincinnati Bengals sees the
National Football League
clubs improving pn its 10-4
record of last year..
Those are the plus factors.
But you The minuses? For
stands to make sure. players guys never get home.
starters,
By DAVE KAYE
who
consider a schedule that
from opposing teams do not have to have a great wife
AP Sports Writer
willing to raise your includes defending divisional
NEW YORK (AP) — fraternize with each other in is
family."
baseball's
e
with
accordanc
champions Pittsburgh and
and
They're called bums
Being away from home, Minnesota, along with title
accused of being blind as bats, rules. In addition to officiating the umpires are often helpless contenders Miami, Houston,
but baseball's umpires are a
Umpires have to make when family problems arise. Cleveland and Denver.
`game,
group-of trained professionals
One night Bill Kunkel was Johnson and his staff begin
all their own reservations for
who lead a lonely existence.
to his wife on the phone
talking
and
ts
restauran
hotels,
While baseball players
told him the lawn
she
when
, spend half the season on the airlines. They also have to
mowing.
needed
their
of
transfer
for
arrange
home,
road and half at
"I can't reach it from here,"
„umpires spend all 162 games own equipment.
told her. "there's no lawn
he
umpires
league
major
Most
their
see
and
• on the road
in the world that will
mower
umpiring
families an a-verage of only-sia.have- attended
Milwaukee to New
from
reach
schools where they have been
.• days a season.
Jersey."
g
positionin
like
things
-People look at our life as taught
In addition to the tough life
being glamorous," eight-year on the field and how not to
from home, umpires are
'away
Umpires
play.
a
anticipate
• American League veteran
by fans, players and
maligned
an
go _through
Dave Phillips said before a then
When they make
.
managers
minor
the
in
shipi
•:•" recent game at Yankee apprentice
call, the fans
unpopular
an
. Stadium. But I look at it as leagues.
argue and the
players
the
boo,
$16,000
at
start
Umpires
because
job
being a 24-hour
dirt on their
kick
managers
raise
$1,000
a
get
and
• I'm never home. I'm in each annually
pants.
$54
receive
They
year.
each
a
not
it's
and
city to work
each day to cover hotels,
A lot of people look down
vacation."
neous
miscella
and
meals
the
at
umpires," bemoans
arrive
on
Umpires
Gorman.
ballpark about an P-2 hours expenses.
The average umpire travels
They think we're morons."
before a game and go right to
100,000 miles a year from city
There aren't many umpires,
, work.
how evcr;-whoareM01-0113.
„ The umpire working behind to city and it takes its_toll.,_
"It's hard on your family
the plate has to rub up six
an
Luciano,
RXON
dozen baseballs with mud because you're away so American League umpire,
taken from the bottom of the much," said Tom Gorman, holds a bachelors degree in
Delaware River. The man who who umpired in the National mathematics and a masters
worked behind the plate the Leagut for 25 years before degree
education
in
previous night must sit in the retiring last year. "A lot of administration from Syracuse
University. He s an amateur
the
and
bird-watcher
American League guide lists
him as a "Shakeskarean
Scholar."
Although some ballplayers
get a reputation for hanging
The weather was about the Mrs. Sullivan posted a one- out in bars and being
hottest thing going on Wed- over-ladies-par 39 on her playboys, umpires contend.
nesday at the Murray Country opening nine and shot the long those practices are at a
Club as the ladies played the back nine in sweltering 98- minimum with them.
opening round of their annual degree heat in 42 for her 81
-Most of the guys are
36-hole medal play tuur- total and the tournament lead. married," said Phillips, "and
nament. .
Evelyn Jones, Frances most of those are happily
The leader at the end of 18 Hulse and Venela Sexton were married.
-A lot of guys have a drink
holes was Jerlene Sullivan, tied for fourth place with 91's,
winner of the championship while Betty Jo Purdom was or two after a game but that's
flight in the tournament in one stroke 'back at 92. it. I go to bars to see people
1975, with an 81, seven strokes Rounding out the flight were who Inaven't seen for a while
in front of her closest Phyllis Kain at 93, Betty since we're on the road so
challengers, Betty Lowry and Stewart at 96 and Dorothy much."
"With a face and a body like
Carol Hibbard.
Fike at 106.
Setting the pace in the first mine, I'm not going to chase
flight was Toni Hopson with broads," says Luciano who
91, three strokes in front of stands 6-foot-4 and weighs
Margaret Shuffett. Euvie almost 300 pounds.
Luciano, however, indicated
Mitchell and Sue Costello were
that drinking was once a
next with 100.
In the second flight, Louise problem for him.
"One year, I drank a lot and
Lamb was the first-day leader
with 101, three strokes in front let my (Oct go," Luciano
of Jane Fitch and Edith recalled. ,"That plus the
Garrison. Dianne Villanova tremendous pressure gave me
was alone in fourth place with ulcers. They had to carry me
off the field ,at Yankee
106.
Betty Scott was the third Stadium one day."
flight leader as the ladies
"I played 13 years of
trooped into the air- football and I never once
conditioned coolness of the
crosseyed at an
Great for
clubhouse. Mickey Phillips official," Luciano says. "So I
Just running
was in second 'place, one can't understand how a player
around in
stroke back, followed by Jean can look at me and say,
Doxie and Rowena Cullon. 'You're taking the bat out of
Only four strokes separated My hands.' Well, I don't care.
RED
the four players in the flight. Why would I want your bat? I
WING
In the fourth flight, in which don't even like bats. I don't
the ladies played only nine like wood."
holes, Arela Batts was the
Umpires, by the nature of
leader with 57, two strokes in their job, find themselves in a
front of Vickie Baker. Jennie "can't win" situation. No
Western Store
Hutson was third at 60.
matter how they call a play,
153 Ms
9V 11•4edrre, 14 Se.
The tournament was to have someone is going to disagree
1,
119...ey.
9114.1.144.91
been concluded today.
with them.

Wierray Ledger & Times

Umpires Live Tough, Lonely
And Non-Glamorous Road Life

mapping plans for the 1977
campaign this week when they
greet a $8-man squad,
including 42 veterans, when
training camp opens at nearby
Wilmington College.
A promising crop of 16
rookies, headed by three first
round draft picks, reports
Tuesday for tllree days of
orientation and tests. When
the veterans arrive Friday,
two-a-day drills are scheduled
for the first two weeks to
condition the club for an
August 6 exhibition opener
against the Green Bay
Packers in Green Bay.
NFL clubs face an
abbreviated training camp_
this year, having decided to

cut in half the usual months of
drills prior to pre-season play.
The Bengals were among
the top teams in pro football
last year, tying powerhouse
Pittsburgh for the American
Conference Central Division
title. But Cincinnati players
grimly spent the playoffs at
home while the Steelers
advanced on the basis of
having defeated the Bengals
twice.
Johnson, who succeeded
coaching legend Paul Brown,
believes the Bengali; had "an
excellent draft" that could
immediately bolster a still
rugged-but-aging defensive
front wall.
The emphasis was on

mammoth, speed-gifted members of his staff,
defensive linemen who could offensive line coach Mike
the McCormack, offensive
on
pressure
put
opposition's passing game., coordinator Boyd Dowler and
The Bengals feel they defensive secondary coach
acquired two of the best pass- Charley Winner,*ere the new
rushers available in Miami's additions.
hefty Eddie Edwards and
Hougton All-American Wilson
Johnson, who is entering his
Whitley. They join veteran 30th year in profootball-10 as
Coy Bacon, whose 26 sacks led a coach—said a prime concern
the NFL last season.
will be a continued effort to
Mike Cobb, a powerful- elevate the ground game to
blocking tight end from parity with the passing, of
Michigan State was the other quarterback Ken Anderson.
first round pick, while 250pound full back Pete Johnson
The regular season opener
was a second-round plum.
Sept. 18 at Cincinnati
is.
should
staff
The coaching
the much improved
against
benefit from their year
Browns.
Cleveland
Three
feels.
Johnson
together,

STILL MOVING AT HIGDON S

Yes, we've tried our hardest to move from our old
warehouse to the new one, but we just can't move all
the excess stock we have.

Jerlene Sullivan Leads
MCC Medal Play Field

THIS IS NOT A GIMMICK
COME SEE FOR YOURSELF

We have more excess merchandise than
most furniture stores carry In their

ENTIRE INVENTORY.
.4

We are making another appeal to anyone who needs to
buy the finest lines of furniture offered in this area.

GREAT
OUTDOOR
BOOTS

THIS SALE IS NOW
IN PROGRESS

You Will Never Find Lower Prices Than those we are now
uttering.

VERNON'S

Help us by helping yourself by saving on our entire WAREHOUSE
and FLOOR INVENTORY.

AwINNENNwnwommioNmw

THE STORE KNOWN FOR THE
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
ON THE HIGHEST QUALITY
MERCHANDISE.

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES
SALE OF
Completely Erected Including Concrete Floor
Call Collect Today
For Your Estimate
We Build Any Size
2 Car Garage

2390.00
Price subject to change without notice

Models On Display
1-502-522-6488
Twin-Lakes Homes & Garages
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE
STATE
APPOINT TIME DESIRED

CONVENIENT FINANCING
"We Urge You to Compare"
Any Kind—Anywhere--Anytime
Twenty years experience in garage
building, oldest and largest garage
builders in the tri-state area.
Names of satisfied garage
customers in your area on request.
Call or write for personal interview.
"No obligation."

IGDQN
-urniture
MAYFIELD

Member Trigg County
Chamber of Commerce and
Western
Kentucky
Waterland

U.S. 45 NORTH.. ACROSS
FROM MAYFIELD GENERAL
TIRE PLANT - 247-7710

TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
P.O. Box 669 Nwy. Si West Cadiz, Ky.
Name Owned I Operated kers Emory

Phone 1-502-522-1433
Noger Thomas e,

Tr.
va.4„1,•

„

.Irtsi441,

•

OPEN MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
AND SATURDAY,8 AM - 5 PM
OPEN FRIDAY 8 AM- 8 PM

If
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KMA Concerned Over Laetrile Use
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- prurnotors
contend It is
The main concern the effective in the treatme
nt of
Kentucky
Medical cancer.
Association's
cancer
Gray said that probably 99
committee has about the per cent of the
doctors in
controversial drug laetrile is Kentucky would not prescri
be
that people believe it will cure laetrile to treat
cancer.
them-so they don't see a However, he said he and
other
doctor.
physicians probably would
"The real risk is in keeping prescribe laetrile if a patient
people away from proper asked for it. However,
he
treatment," Dr. Lamon A. noted thatit-Ls not available in
Gray Sr., cancer committee Kentucky.
chairman, said Wednesday.
He said he was asked to
"Otherwise, it doesn't appear Prescribe laetrile recently by
to be harmful."
a patient with cancer for
Gray said in an interview whom all other means of
that the evidence "appears to treatment
had
been
indicate that laetrile is not of unsuccessful. Gray said he
any value in the treatment of would have given her laetrile
cancer.
if he had any.
"On the other hand, if
Gray was interviewed
people want to take it, we have following his appear
ance
no objection," he said, as long before the laetrile
study
as they are informed of other, subcommittee of the Interim
proven treatments that might Joint Committee on
Health
help fight their cancer.
Eleven states, including
Indiana, have legalized the
sale of laetrile, which is made
from apricot pits. Its

taff,
%lite
live
and
oach
new

g his
10 as
cern
rt to
e to
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n.
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wed

ARRANGING MSU EXHIBIT - Benton artist Ken Holland and his wife, Bethel, right,
arrange some of his early childhood paintings which will be part of a display of his
work opening tomorrow, July 15, in the Murray State University library. On the left
is
Miss Ann Herron, a member of the Library Staff and who is in charge of the exhibit.
Holland, whose paintings depict West Kentucky life styles and wildlife will
,
be at the
library from 9 a. m. until 430 p. m. Friday to answer questions and to discuss his works.
At 2 p. m., he will present the university with one of his original paintin
gs to be placed
in the library. It will be accepted by Dr. Constantine W.Curris,the president.

Claytons Accept Position
At Church In Nashville, Tn.

Lyle
Underwood, past
chairman of the Board of the
First Christian Church, will be
the speaker at the 10:45 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
July 17, at the church.
Mr. Underwood will be
speaking in the absence of the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. David-C:
Roos, who is studying in
England this summer.

Form 64p (State)

n Our Cash Pot

See the sharp electronic calculators at
Cagle Business Systems, before you're
out numbered.

DOLLAR
This Week Win

Have you had your
card punched
this week??

Call

WILSON
WOOLLEY
Photography

[MB 0 1110111

753-7360

S. 12th Strout
Murray

•
•••
••

304 Main Street

• PURCHASE

PUBLISHER'S COPY

•
•••
•

NECESSARY

Cal lOW,a.Y

State Bank No.

Bank of Murray
fi

in the State of Kentucky

June 30

and Domestic Subsidiaries at the close of

.,19 77.

BALANCE SHEET

Sch.

Item

1. Cash and due from banks
2. U.S. Treasury securities

C

7

B

3. Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies and
corporations
4. Obligations of States and poli?ical subdivisions
5. Other bonds, notes, and debentures

1

E

2

E

8

3

E

8

4

N NE

4

N NE
NE
5 000

ASSETS

6. Corporate stock
7. Trading account 'Securities
8. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreeme
nts to resell
9. a. Loans, Total (excluding unearned income)
b. Less: Reserve for possible
. loan losses

8

Pa

•
A

Col.

Mil.

3
9
1
9

52

10

c. Loans. Net
10. Direct lease financing
11. Bank premises, furniture and fixtures, and
other assets representing bank premises
12. Real estate owned other than bank premise
s
13. Investments in unconsolidated subsidia
ries And associated companies
14. Customers' liability to this bank on accepta
nces outstanding
15. Other assets
•
7
16. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru
15)

30. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordin
ated notes and debentures)
31. Subordinated notes and debentu
res

It is always a serious error to ignore numbers or talk
about them in vague terms.

•

(jiffy Pot Never Less Than $100.00)

27. Mortgage indebtedness.
28. Acceptances executed by or for account
of this bank and outstanding
29. Other liabilities

Numbers
can make all
the difference.

•
•
•

2,800.00

LIABILITIES
17. Demand deposits of individuals, partners
hips, and corporations
18. Time and savings deposits of individu
als, partnerships, and corporations
19. Deposits of United States Governm
ent
20. Deposits of States and political Subdivis
ions
21. Deposits of foreign governments and official
institutions
22. Deposits of commercial banks
23. Certified. and officers' checks
24. TOTAL DEPOSITS (sum of items 17
thru 23) a. Total demand deposits
b. Total time arid savings deposits
.25. Federal funds purchased and securiti
es sold under agreements to repurchase
26. Other liabilities 'for borrowed money

On June 25, 1876, George Armstr
ong Custer ignored his scouts' warnings of many
Indians
gathered at Little Big Horn. So he
rode out with
250 men to -surround- 6,000 Indian
s. This was a
serious error.

Statistics indicate there will
be 11,000 new cases of cancer
in Kentucky this year.
"If we could get to them
earlier to treat them, the
better the chance of cure
would be," he said.
The treatment of cancer is
improving all the time with
the discovery of new drugs
and
improved surgical
techniques, he said.

16-77,

business on

•

N FRR

On
Special Photo
Packages

Consolidated Report of Condition of"
of

refrain from commenting
specifically on laetrile, since
the issue is scheduled for a full
public hearing in the state
Capitol Aug. 9. She said the
hearing would provide a
forum for rebuttal.
Gray showed the committee
slides of cancerous growths
and stressed the importance
of early detection if cancer is
to be cured.

•

Check Our
Prices

Lyle Underwood To
Be Sunday Speaker

Dr. and Mrs. James D.
The Claytons have five Sons,
Clayton of Olive Boulevard in
working "on "A Student
the oldest, David is married to
Murray have accepted the
the former Sharon Diggs and Commentary on the New
invitation of the elders of the
is minister for the Rosebank Testament."
Charlotte Avenue Church of
Church of Christ in Nashville, Charlotte Avenue Church of
Christ in Nashville, Tenn., to
while studying for his Ph.D. Christ wasestablished in 1891.
become their regular minister
Alex will enter the graduate It is presently served by.
and will begin work there in
twelve elders and twentyrtwo
Music---ot- - Nor
August:-The- Claytons have
thwestern University this fall deacons. Its aUgtorium will
been living in Murray for the
and is active in the song seat 1200 people and in adpast five years and in addition
ministry of the church. Bruce, dition to its church school it
to their work in the ministry
operates a kindergarten. It
a junior, and Paul, a
have owned and operated the
has
an active ministry to the
sophomore, at Lipscomb
J & B Music-Magnavox
College are preparing for the community and is involved in
Center.
ministry. Daniel, the youngest mission work in some dozen
Clayton is a native of Henry is
places on three continents
in the 10th grade.
County, Tenn. and began
Clayton has served as around the world. Jerry Love
-preaching there in 1952. He minister of congregations in serves as associate minister.
When the Claytons moved to
received a B.A. from David Tennessee, Arkansas, Florida
Murray five years ago they
Lipscomb College with majors and Illinois. He served
on the
in Speech and Bible; M.A. faculty of Harding Graduat purchased Leach's Music,
e later changed
the name to J
from Harding College and a School
of Religion, has been B Music,
and have operated it
M.Th.from Harding Graduate guest Lecturer at Michiga
n as a general
music store.
School of Religion. He Christian College, Oklaho
ma Howeve
r, they are presently
received a Ph.D. from the Christian College, Hardin
g
University of Chicago in New College and Abilene Christia closing out all music products
n
Testament
and
Early University. He is active in and when the expansion of the
Dixieland Center is completed
Christian. Literature. church` workshops
for
Mrs. Clayton, the former Christian leadership and the business will be known as
Betty Brisendine of Henry Evangelism. His writing "J & B Magnavox Home
s Entertainment
County graduated from David have appeared in
Center."
some dozen
Lipscomb High School, at- different
christian
Napoleon Bonaparte
tended Lipscomb College, periodicals. He
has published the age of 52. He lived died at
his last
Miami Conservatory of Music four books,
contributed essays five-and-a-half years on the
-arid the Chicago
-rOTIservatory to three others
and is island of St. Helena off the
of Music. She teaches voice, completing a
study guide to coast of Africa, prisoner of war
piano and organ.
the Book of Revelation and of the British.

and Welfare. The conunittee
was established last month to
gather information on the
desirability of the 1978
General Assembly passing
legislation to legalize laetrile
in Kentucky.
Rep. Dottie Priddy, I).
Louisville, committee
chairman, asked witnesses
_appearing befortille._panel to

Sch.

Item

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

223
283

9.
1 940
NF
RI 1
N NE
NINE
1 09'i
A5 086

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Col.

•

if

A

•

If

8+C

•

2
3

A+B+C

4

A+B+C

5+6

A+8+C

7

A

F

8

A

F

8

B+C

E

4

•

Thou.
867
197
652
526

16 5 2 17
755 18
239 19
835- 20

A+B+C

rim 21

22

227
648
18
58

819
829

sPe.r. •-. .
,
,,:p.

23
24

....41
.
/.:'
.7i..:•

a
..:.,•

••

mum

25
1111111111r1M11 26
NIMIM 27

•

111111111111M1111 28
111111111111111 29
1111=101111 30
ONE_31

9

EQUITY CAPITAL
32. Preferred stock
33.' Common stock

a

No. shaies outstanding

a. No, shares authorized
6. No. shares outstanding

34. Surplus
35. Undividid profits
36. Reserve for cont ngencies and other capital
reserves
37. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (Sum of items 32 thru 36)
•
38. TOTAL LIABILITES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 30,
31, and 37)
MEMORANDA
1. Average for 30 calendar days ending with call date
a. Cash and due from banks (corresponds
item 1 above)
b. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to reselt (corres
ponds to item 8 above)
c. Total .loans 4corresponds 'to item 9a above)
d. Time deposits of $100,000 or more (corresponds to Memoranda items 3a plus 3b below)

711/
927
51 74c
625
77 ?IR
')NE
N.1N
ENJNF

la
b

1.

e. Total. deposits (corresponds toitem 24 above)
f. Federal fundspurchased and securities sold under agreements to repurch
ase (corresponds to item 25 above)
s. Other liabilities for borrowed money (corresponds to item 26 above) 2. Standby letters of credit outstanding (as of call date)
2
3. Time deposits of $100000 or more" (as of call date)•
a. Tione certifrares of deposit in denominations of $100,000 or more
1 625 • 3a
•
b. other time/RP DositS in arrtounts of 5100.000 or more
DNE
•
Lni
1,
, of the above-named bank, do solemnly ;
,r4.tilttati
9
that this report of concrtion
is true and correct, 'he best of my knowledge and belief.
Correct-Attest:

.

........

115 S. 4th Street

.L •

. Directors.

Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1763

(MAKE MARK FOR
NOTARY'S F):A
'
‘,..

•

KENTUCKY
State of
,
CAL
, County of
Sworn to and subscribed before me thin
..- 13t.IT
1977
, day of
- •$,J
. and! hereby certify that 1 ant not an officer or director of this beak.
may 19,
My eommission expires
, /980
,d"
,-,:.- 77 -,G‘'
- 4- , Notary Public.
Jane R. Curd ,

5.

•sisisamer-..41ffrer-

-"'IL-11111744.6016.1111111:111r4`3"•-:.:-.iiM7

_
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By Abigail Van Buren
You told. COy.D BE- there is no such
thing as a "frigid-dear---only Clumsy men. This is true in
tdo.niany cases. But. Abby, please note t her this should be •
u Conclusion reitched only after other possibilities are tuled
out
Perhaps the man is not clumsy. Perhaps the woman had
an e1r1 or-reueut. trauma that ha,ndicaps=iter-,-Perhaps she
has a personality problem, a neurosis or a psychosis that
prevents her front responding to an ideal husband.
If the husband is ideal and you unload your itatement on
him, then you have injured him as surely as you would
have with a knife.
SHRINK, ASHVILLE, N.C.
DEAR SHRINK: Generalizations are dangerous and
unfair I admit. but my mail tells me that only men found
fault with thii generalization. Women wrote in great
number,* to applaud my reply. For example:
a
•
BE was short
COULD
to
answer
Your
DEAR ABBY:
clumsy .
but truly soul-satisfying. "No 'frigicklear'-Lotily
men.
I have preached that for -years, and at 95 plus. which I
am now. I am more certain that it is a fact than I was at 25.
We gals have been shortchanged from the beginning,
and males haven't yet realized it —and probably never will.
Your column made nrv day. and I've been reading you for a
long, long time.
LILLIANJN LEVERETT,MASS.
DEAR ABBY: Will you please tell me how come all the
people who know how to run the country are busy driving
taxicabs and cutting hair?
CURIOUS
DEAR CURSOUS: Give thanks that all the people who '
CLAIM to know how to..r un the-country- ore-ririviagtaxicabs and cutting hair —and NOT running the country.
writing' in reference to SHOCKED,
DEAR ABBY:
whose soon-to-be-married daughter informed her family
that they should please telephone before coming over.
- You said it "sounded unfriendly," but it wasn't
necessarily so. Thanks for that answer.-Sly---hu-sband-and-f-,
had to tell our families flat out to please phone and to stop
ringing our sloorbell because they happened to be in the.'
neighborhood. •
Several times we were right in the middle of lovemaking
when Our families dropped in on us unexpectedly. Needless
ti . say, it was embarrassing for all of us. We would much
rather have been interrupted by the telephone (and we
has.' !wen than .by the doorbell.
BEEN THERE
,•.
•
OCAR BEEN: There's no reason to be interrupted by
the telephone. either. Take the phone of the hook until it's
convenient for YOU to answer. If someone calls-and your
line is btisy. they'll call again.

Libbys Deep
Brown Pork 8

BEANS

14 oz

„French

Wishbone De

4/$1(4

SPAG. & M/BARS
RAVIOLI
LASAGNA
BEEF-O-RONI
JELLY & •
JAM

CORN

99C

French Worcestershire

MI Dress Suits MI Sport
Coats, MI Dress Shirts
MI Sports Shirts. All
Dress Pants All Casual
Pants, All Jarman
Shoes Tennis Shorts
And Shirts,
White Jeans
•
`s•=.
• ••

Jackets
Reg 175 NOW $10

Jeans
Ties
Khaki Pants
Belts

25% 50%
30% 60%
25%
20% to 50°/0
to

to

•No Due Bill'

*All Sales Fasal

**Iterate:::
Extra

•All Sales Cash

OFF

OFF
OFF

•No Exchanges
•No Refunds

Bel-fiur
Center
Murray, Ky.

KING'S DEN
"The" Store For Men

69'

COOKIES

142 OZ

CREAMER

CATSUP

$429

99'

I.••• COUPON
1 30' Off on 1 Lb
Can

i

j

I

i

Slices or Halves
29 or

FOLGERS
1 COFFEE

I

1

Expires 7-20-77

49'

i
i
1

I
I

_
CELERY

Aunt Jamirna
Panruke ="riz-2-

2/35'

Swift's Potted

MEAT

3 or

Swift's Vienna 5 oz3/S1
Cross 16 oz Err ,

MACARONI
FRESHER

6 oz

39'
49'

SPRAY &
WASH

$119

60
1:

Hyde Park
Grade A.
Med.

Libby Corned

EGGS

Dozz 49

00

SAUS1GE

BEEF

12 oz

HAWAIIAN
PUNCH

99'
49'

46 oz

All Flavors

BEST MEATS IN TOWN
LYSOL
CLEANER

28 oz

--ons Mop 8 Glow

b 99

lb $139

STEAK

STEAK
$149

5189

FLOOR WAX

25'
$169
ER
SOFTEN
BANANAS
lb 15
POTATOES ., 99' F06 5° C° 5/51®
1:
)
49'

S Choice
Sirloin Tip

U S. Choice
Chicken Fry

Florida

36 S'ze

64 oz

US No 1 Red

45'
79'

MIX

Limit 4

i
i

1
1
1

6/99'

3 or

PEACHES

69c

Maxwell House
Instant 10 oz

32 oz

69' Shasta Diet

Libby

32 Oz

COFFEE

BEANS

GATORADE

Hyde Park

$129

Pet Coffee 22 oz

0 25'
0 55'

Stokely 32-ez.
Orange 8 Lemon Lime

19'

Nabisco Chips-Ahoy

MAC. &
00 CHEES
E

Nes tea Instant

Golden Ripe
OFF

32 oz

with S12 50 Add Purchase
or More Excluding
Tab & Dairy

'PRODUCE'
CARROTSbeo 2/39'

Ore Guit

to oz

SAUCE

L-...-No. / 945.....31

1/2

DILLS

2 4Roll Pkg

TEA

i
I

One Group

Vlosic Hamburger

Van Camp Pork 8

Glade Solid Air

Casual
Pants

School Days
Whole Kernel- I 7 o4/$1

TOILET
TISSUE

99'
69'

Welch s Grape 20-oz

JELLY

0% OFF

18Y2 oz,

MIX

White Cloud

Welch s Grape

6

59

C

Kraft

For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 112 Lasky Dr.,BevArly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressetr, stamped
124( envelope.

f
Mr
(
Final Summer
Clearance Sale

WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
Duncan Hines Coke

DRESSING

8-7 Mon.-Thurs.
8-8 Fri.-Sat.

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

101b

H oniirown Sweet6/49
e

LE0

/ lb

lb

lb

Pure

GROuilohclicoUND GROUND BEEF
$119
b
lb

65'

DELIDELIGHTS
ven baked 1 ur ey Breast
Deli Baked Ham
Deli Roast Beef
!khan Super Sharp Cheese

lb
16
lb
lb

g

$2.98
$2.98
$1.69
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Burley And White Corn Are
Running Behind 1976 Schedule
LEXINGTON, Ky. CAP) —
Kentucky's burley tobacco
and white corn acreage this
year is running behind that of
recent years, but plantings in
other crops are running ahead
of
normal, agriculture
officials say.
An estimated 179,000 acres
of
burley
this
year
represented a six per cent
decrease from 1976 and

•

KENLAKE

Growers had planted 118,000
reflects a seven per cent
decrease in the preliminary acres of white corn through
basic
poundage
quota, June 30.
Acreage for grain is
according to figures from the
Kentucky Department of expected to total 112,000 acres
three per cent below last year
Agriculture.
The white corn crop, which and nine per cent below 1975.
Total corn acreage was far
accounts for seven per cent of
all corn, is down two per cent ahead of normal, however
from last-year and nine per farmers had planted 1.6
cent from 1975, figures million acres of .corn by June
1, when corn planting was
showed.
nearly completed. That was
four per cent above 1976 and 20
per cent ahead of 1975.
Soybean acreage this year
in Kentucky is expected to
total a record high 1.4 million
acres, up 27 per cent from last
year and 12 per cent above the
previous record, set in 1975.
Acreage for beans at 1.36
million acres is 27 per cent
above 1976. The Kentucky
Corp and Livestock Reporting
Service said favorable spring
prices, strong futures for next
fall and good weather
prompted farmers to plant a
larger acreage than intended
in April.
Planting was 85 per cent
completed as of June 25,
ahead of last year and the
average.
Daily 11.00, 1:30, 3:30, 1:30
Unlike burley, dark tobacco
No 11:00 Son.•S2 50 kWh, S1.50 Children
acreage was up 13 per cent
STATE PARKS NEWEST ATTRACTION! over 1976. The reporting
service said farmers were
encouraged to plant more
dark types of tobacco because
of record Ngh_prices_in 1976.

Two Arrested In Cocaine Bust

Your Individual
Horoscope

In Elizabethtown Last Night

fraocestrrticFOR FRIDAY, JULY 15, 11f77

ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. form., for Kentucky this is a
rather sizeable amount."
"several
arrested
and
Rose and Guinn were
hundred thousand dollars scheduled to be arraigned
worth" of cocaine were seized today before Hardin Quarterly
by State Police undercover Judge R.R. Thomas, Noble
narcotics agents 'Wednesday said.
night, police said.
State Police detective
Vincent C. Noble said the
arrests
followed
an
undercover investigation in
Frankfort
the
and
Elizabethtown
areas.
Detective Sgt. Neely T.
ii I 1111 s.I
Grossman
headed
the
s
investigation, Noble said.
Michael D. Rose, 22,
41
7
4
1N.
Lexington, and Dwight D.
Guinn, 25, Winchester, were
charged with trafficking in
cocaine after the sale of "well
over a quarterpound" of the
drug to undercover agents in
Hardin County, Noble said.
Noble said a more precise
value of the cocaine woulfi not
be .known until after further
analysis, but "we believe it to
be in a relatively pure
)AP) — Two persons were

What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IVA
Teamwork Will be important
now, so make it a point to
associate and work with those
whose interests are similar to
your own.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Here is a dandy chance for
you to do a little more than
asked and be highly rewarded.
Don't pass up the "extras" —
not for reward's sake, but to
make a substantial stride in the
right direction.
GEMINI
0(May 22 to June 21) n4
Avoid impulsiveness and
recklessness; aLso reaching for
the unreasonable. Don't stop
aspiring,
and
believing
dreaming, but keep both feet on
the ground.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) ISO
Some trying sifuations
possible. Be alert and resnain
your calm, capable self, and
problems will be solved more
easily. A bit of clever strategy
will also help.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) /24. tet
?'
You normally aspire to a
position of leadership and
others are only too willing to
follow. A fine day in which to
gain cooperation in putting over
a pet project.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Waste
no
in
time
daydreaming. Think constructively and direct all efforts

into channels leadirug to_a, more

Profitable future. The p.m.
favors romance.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 2111"-rI
If you do not understand a
situation, seek counsel from
more experienced heads. Do not
rely on guesswork. It could only
lead to confusion.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) ntelt•
Mixed influences. In all endeavors, be selective and stress
quality rather than quantity of
effort News from afar may
surprise — pleasantly
SAGIITARIL'S
Nov 23 to Dec. 21)
Consider all new propositions
and suggestions carefully
before
accepting.
Some
deceptive influences, now
prevalent, could lead to unpleasant involvements unless
you are alert.

e4,40

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Jit
Do not let overoptimism lead
you into making dubious investments. In fact, it would be a
mistake to make any drastic
changes in your financial setup
at the moment.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Do not let yourself be
"thrown" by certain distractions. The well-developed
Aquarian has ability to concentrate on his objectives, so
pot it to use NOW.
PISCES
-1Feb72016-Mar. -201 .)(C'
Mixed influences. Special
care needed in handling the
affairs of others, in study.
science, research, maritime
affairs.

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with deep feelings,
unusual sensitivity and a
tremendous compassion for
your fellowmen. More outgoing
tharassnost persons born under
your Sign, you could be a great
success in public life; could also
excel in the theater. You are
less conventional than most
Cancerians, more venturesome
and have greater qualities of
leadership. Also, you have
decided artistic talents and, if
you do not choose one of the arts
as a career, should embrace one
as a hobby. In the business
world, you could go far as
manufacturer; in professional
areas, would make an excellent
lawyer, physician or diplomat.
Birthdate of: Rembrandt,
renowned Dutch painter; Henry
(Cardinal) Cushing, noted
Amer. clergyman.

Board Hikes Tax
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
( AP ) — The Bowling Green
School Board raised the
property tax rate three-tenths
of 1 per cent to 85 cents per
$100 valuation to keep
collections,level with last
year.
The board said the increase
will compensate for taxable
property exempted under the
Amendment,
Homestead
winch waives some tax
requirements for Those over
65.
The new rate will be 85 cents
per $100
_ assessed valuation.

KAINTUCK
TERRITORY

RONNIE MILSAP

THIS SUNDAY • 2 & 5 PM

Workshop Opens

Coming ...

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Municipal
League opens a one-day
workshop here today on the
problems ot mass transit in
state cities.
The program is intended to
assist
communities
in
learning about the problem
areas and the successful
features of operating a mass
transit system.

Marty Robbins plus
The hingsmen &
Jerry &. The Singing Golfs
Loretta LynnDon Williams plus
Rambos & Wendy Bagwell
Jerry Lee Lewis.
Mickey Gilley Plus
The Speers Family &
Willie Wynn & The Tenn
Conway Twitty
'
Ray Stevens

1.

PIO757
Namely Rands

Gloves
Gordon or Work
Rog. $1.09

89-

Truck

Tool Boxes
Reg. $99.95

-,
lily 31
Aug 7
Aug 14
Aug 21
Aug 28
Sept 4

NO RAINCHECKS OR REFUNDS

••Pt.S,,COLA.•' "PEPSI," AND "IM.ST-AVIO.r. L.A INEGi

A,, is the place with
the Helpful Harduate Man

July 24

111/10 mmmmmm Of

P•ps•Co. ioec

Buyin ci
Save with
-Colds
6-Quart -Pak.
Six 32-ounce resealable/returnable bottles that

79
$
99

give you big ounce for ounce savings.
The 6 Quart 6 Pak
Pepsi Cola s biggest carton
gives you Pepsi Cola's biggest
sayings Six 32 ounce bottles
of great tasting Pepsi Cola at
remarkable ounce for ounce
savings Six returnable quarts
with reseal caps in one totable

7
04 41 Anew

carton that give you the say
irigs only quantity buying can
And the carry back carton is
the perfect way to return your
empties for a refund Enjoy the
double value of the 6 Quart
6 Pak
the quality taste of
Pepsi Cola at quantity savings.

,ineent..ennea,

44

Marble
Top
Vanity

Rockwell
1/4"Cordless

1

PL PSI
/Val.

With
Faucets
Rog $19.95

Drill
Reg. $24.95

ge.

2
ouNc.

$5995

$21 99

.02.0 OUAP'

all
Gorden Roses
In Stock
With This Coupon

20% off
Offer Expires 7-21-77
Good At Murray Supply

Offer Expires 7-21-77
Good At Murray Supply

- Prices Good through July 21, 1977

I

. •

inele

_.9111ele:"}"Daime'
••

.

901717.11 RV P

nucAn oorttING'co .PADUCAH ig
411.11Irr-,aerillIfitar-ass •
\

PPIIINTMENT FROM PspS4

—-

_Pt:Ail.k...'erv-

•

•
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Locust Grove To Have Revival Meet
Song services will be under
•H. fr`Hudson, pastor of the
the
direction of Sherrill Hicks.
Church,
Baptist
Pury ear
The public is cordially inPuryear, Tennessee, v)ill be
the speaker for revival *r-. vited to attend.
vices beginning at the Loctiat •
COMMUNION
Grove Baptist Church ort,
will be
M
Comunion
Holy
\\,
and
17,
Sunday evening, July
on
a.m.
9:*
at
Celebrated
continuing through Sunday
at St. John's
17,
July
Sunday.
24.
morning, July
Episcopal Church. The Rev.
Services Will be held at 7:30
sof
Fernandez
Arturo
and
evening
Sunday
p.m. on
the
•
be
will
Guatemala
through
daily, Monday
celebrant:.Ben Moore will be
Saturday, evenings at 7:45
the acolyte..
p:m.

,Ashland . .
Bowling Green.
•
Covington .
EtizabethtqwrY. .
Hazard
Lexington-Richmond
Louisyille. •
Madisonville
Morehead • .
Murray-Mayfield
Owenton
4

FRIDAY,

JULY

15

WKAS 25
WK1GB 53
WCVN 54
WKIT 23
WKHA 35
INKLE 46
WKMJ 66
INKMA 35
WKMR 38
INKMU 21
WKON 52

... •
Somerset

.

WKPI 22
WKSO 29

TRANSLATORS
Barbourville
Boston BLOW
Cowan Creek-Eolia
Falmouth
Louisa
P.neV le
te)1,0

4 00/3.00 BLACK PERSPEC
TIVE ON THE NEWS

12
64
9
.56
10
8
66

g

ED WEST

CLASSIC

-

YOU

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

DECORKEMAVEi
Want to wall paper?
Come to our store
for best buys in
i,
town. Only $4.00
per single roll
prepasted strip,able
vinyl. And it's in stock.
4.

Only
$400

4.

per single

es
V'

•

Wall Covering

40
11
.'
`aro
=el"
fewir•
••••••••
•immori•
len/

"2
Week
Special"

•NEW CARS•TRUCKS *USED CARS.TRUCKS
See us before you trade or lease

PARKER FORD

lives
8:00/7:00 NOVA "The Gene
Engineers- The fascinating and
controversial story of genetic
engineering research. (Repeated
on Sunday)

Bel-Air Decor

to the Mozart favorite
,ne Kleine Nachtumusik.9 00/8:00 MASTERPIECE.,ThE•
ATRE: POLDARK Ross is acou,tted and, in gratitude for
honesty at the trial, of'
'
''s Juct and Prudie Oleic
old
,obs back:(R. on Thu.)
10'00/9:00
ONEDIN
LINE
,dmes • orders Fogarty and his
iew to make a risky voyage to
,he Baltic.

Eastern/Central Time
4:30/3:30 BLACK JOURNAL
PICTURE
p.m.
-3:50/2:50
"What Is A Black Leader?"
PAGES
` 5:00/4:00
DOCUMENTARY
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
SHOWCASE
"Counterpoint"
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
(Captioned-1R. from Fri.)
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:00/5:00 IN SEARCH OF
52014:30...-E.LEC TRIG CONI
THE REAL AMERICA (R.
PANY
Thu.)
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
WASHINGTON
6:30/5:30 INTERNATIONAL
WEEK IN REVIEW IR. ,from
ANIMATION FILM FESTIVAL
18
JULY
MONDAY,
Walter Lantz's classic "The
Eastern/Central Time
WALL
7:00/111100
STREET
Boogie Woogte Bugle. Boy," arid
p.m. PICT,IRE
WEEK (R. from Fri.)
3.5912:50
a Canadian film that tells the
THESE
FROM
7:30/6:30
PAGES.
story. of how Santa Claus if'
of
Examination
ROOTS
,
the
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
robbed by bad guys.
Afro-American renaistance in
5 00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
MACNEIL/
7:00/6:00 THE
America during the 1920.s
NEIGHBORHOOD
LEHRER REPORT
8:00/7:00 PBS MOVIE THE5.30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM7 -30/6:30 LOWELL THOMAS
ATER: FRENCH
CLASSIC ,.PANY
REMEMBERS_ "Adolf Hitler"
FILMS "The Soft Skin" Fran6 00/5:00 ZOOM
Forst of two parts.
cois Truffaut weaves a moving
i3.30/5:30 UNIVERSE AND I
WASHINGTON
8:00/7:00
and adroit account of the colVectoria" A super gamesman
WEEK IN REVIEW
ci
marriage.
lapse of a middle class
,r‘a•ts the game machine of the
'STREET
WALL
8:30/7.,:.30
10:00/9:00
tuture
WEEK
BLUEGRASS -Ralph Stanley
7 00/6 00 THE
MACNEIL/
9:00/8:00 EVENING'AT POPS
and the Clinch Mountain Boys"
- LEHRER REPORT
"Clamma Dale" Clamma Dale,
PY11:00/10:00 • MONTY
7 30/6:30 WORLD WAR I
most recently dress in this year's
THON'S FLYING CIRCUS
Tney Sank the Lusitania" Inaward-winning,revival of "Porgy'
Liderl in this episode is rare
and Bess," joint Arthur Fiedler ,
JULY
17
SUNDAY,
• 3otage shot by the skipper of
and the Boston 'Pops. IR. from
Time
U -boat.
Sun.)
8 00/7:00 COOKIN' CAJUN
a.m.
SESAME
8:00/7:00
POt•"
Crock
STREET
SATURDAY, JULY 16
FOLK
GUITAR
8 30/7:30
9:00/8:00 MISTER ROGERS
Eastern/Central Time
Lesson Seven"
. NEIGHBORHOOD
NEW
p.m.
12:30/11:30
9 00/8:00 ILONA'S PALETTE
,9:30/8:30 ELECTRIC COMAPES: EDUCATION
,sson Seven"
PANY
0002:00 GED SERIES 'Lit
9 30/8:30 PHOTOPRAPHY10:00/9:00 SESAME STREET
lure II Prose-Figurative Lancan offer you the best
HERE'S HOW "Lesson Seven"
11:00/10:00 ELECTRIC COM',R,from Tue.) '
L.
10'00/9:00 CROCKETT'S VICPANY
▪ deal you can find
"Lit,
1:30/12:30 GED SERIES
TORY GARDEN (R. from Sum)
ZOOM
11:30/10:30
.,
from
(R.
Poetry"
erature--Ili.
10 30/9:30 CONSUMER SUR12:00/11:00 STUDIO SEE A
Thu.)
VIVAL KIT "Family Health"
\'`• visit with kids being tested for
2:00/1:00 PBS MOVIE THF11.00/10:00
LILIAS, YOGA &
,ESP at Duke University. (13,
ATER: FRENCH CLASSIC
YOU
'from
Tun.).
FILMS "Rules of the Gar'ne"
12430/11:30 REBOP
Jean Renoir plays a major sole
19
JULY
TUESDAY,
1:00132:00 INFINITY FACin this, film that-satirizes-Vie soEastern/Central Time
TORY
cial and sexual mores of the
PICTURE
p.m.
3 50/2:50
1:30/T2:30 ONCE UPON . A
decadent French leisure Al.ass.
701 Main 753-5273
PAGES .
"The 'Prince and the
prior to World War I
4-00/3.110.. SESAME STREET
PAgger." tdwarg escapes _Waft
00/400 MISTER ROGERS
Canty anct,Torn is told that in
NEIGHBORHOOD
two days he will be crowned
5 30/4 30 ELECTRIC COMKing of Englahcf.
PANY
2:00/1:00 THIS, AGE OF UNSr 00/5:00 ZOOM
CERTAINTY "The- Eatal- Corn.
6 30/5:30 STUDIO SEE A
rr •hu.)
ition" IR. froil
petition"
aboard the coast guard
100/2:00 MEETING OF MINDS
ter Eagle.
IR. from Thu.)
Residenhol-Commerciol—Interior-Exterior—Spray-Brush-k011
7
00/6'00 THE' MACNEIL/
4:00/3:00 A KENTUY PROIn Shop, Spraying of Yard Furniture - Shutters -Etc.
LEHRFOI FtkPONT
FILE "Tom Gish, Editcir" Tom
7 30/6:30 FALL OF EAGLES
Gish, editor of "The Mountain
Parking Lot Striping
Dearest Nicky" (R. from Sun.)
Eagle," discusses his concerns
84110/7:30 ANYONE FOR TENand perspectives On the pedple
We Are Fully insured
NYSON "Poetry in Translation.
of Appalachia. (Nova will reIVCd1 and Mediterranean"
next week)
turn
Small
Too
or
Large
Too
No Job
9008:00 OPERA THEATER
5:00/4:00 FALL, OF EAGLES\
"Dearest Nicky" Kaiser Wilhelm .,, The World of Victor HerbertIN
PERFORII woos his cousin, the Tsar, to- ' 10 00/9:00
MANCE- AT WOLF-TRAP "Valwards disastrous expansionism
The PanPanov"
and
Galina
- t,
in the East. .
former stars of Russia's
6:00/5:013 CROCKETT'S VICrotiBallet, perform five ballet
TORY GARDEN Jim visits the
local experimental field station.
••
•
tture 1.V Drama and Poetry"
"pork" IR from Mon
GUITAR
FOLK
7:0016:00
"Lesson Six" (Ft. from Mon.)
WEDNESDAY, JULY 20
,R130/6':30 PHOTOGRAPHyEastern/CentraLtime
HERE'S HOW "Lesson S,
(R. from Mon.)
3:50/2:50
p.m.
PICTURE
PAGES
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT POPS
Krpors
"Claude Kipriis"
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
mitio company of
5:00/400 MISTER' ROGERS
the amusing daydream,
NEIGHBORHOOD

9:00/S:GQ GREAT PE RFORMANCSS: THEATER IN AMERICA "Beyond the Horizon" The
McCarter Theater of Princeton,
performs Eugene O'Neill's.
N.
first Pulitzer Prizemninning play,
the story of two brothers and
the girl who is loved by both
(2 hours)
11:00/10:00 LILIAS, YOGA &

7.30/6:30 WORLD WAR I
"Verdun the Inferno- The ten
month struggle around the
French town of Verdun during
. which 250,000 men lost their

5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 UNIVERSE AND I
"Luna the Lgvely" A science
fiction movie maker has trouble
keeping his story's hero within
the limits of the theory of relativity.
MACNEIL/
7:00/6:00 THE
LEHRER REPORT

OEM

Guess Who Has Wicker?

liy-

•
"Your Fav orite Decorating Store"

1268 Latex

PAINTING
FREE ESTIMATES

Baskets
Lamp Shades
Chair's

Wood &

Bar Stools

k11
• •

Masso nary

& Many More

11 44.
kW of ,

1268 Latex

'5Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287

2 Gal. Pail For

CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO,
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray

°nIY

$1692

SAVE $8.00
0 303
cr.ET SC,

_

July 11-16, 1977
at the
Jaycee
Fairgrounds

1977 Murray-Calloway Co.

JAYCEE
THURSDAY, gin( 14,1977
1,00 P M
Kiddies Day
4-H & FFA Dairy Show
6:00 P.M
7;00 P M
Horse & Mule Pull

10:00 A.M. — Hog Show
10:00 A.M. — Farm Bureau Day
6:30 P.M. — Tractor Pull

10:00 A.M. — Beef Cattle Shows
7:00 P.M. — Music Show

çOl

* Ky. Lake Music
Barn Show

8

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

MEW
IV KC

Th:

EUERMWE
I BRING
,i4DEs THE
FAMILY!
•

* Horse & Mule
Pull

Bio

Program of Events
LI'l

The very best in Country and Bluegrass Music
For Family Entertainment—

Wan.'
AL ,

FRIDAY, jULY.15, 1977 .
10:00 AM. - Beef Cattle shows
TOO P.M.

•Barn Burners

*Shirley Ray
Nashville Recording Artist
elan and jim Albritten
Mr.& Mrs. Country Music

*Shelia Knight
Nashville Recording Artist
*Whiskey Ridge Boys

EN

RiDig
FOR THE

M u5i4 show

SATURDAY,jUlY 16, 1977
Tic?
10700 A.6A.
Hog ShOW
10!00 A.M..-4. Farm Bureau Day'
6:30 PA. Tractor Pull'l
is.

—4frit
4.

_.

_ _

AA"

Q

•
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Fast Film Smite
At Big Discount

DEVELOPING
or
lou ray oniiPrints
lout Good

Imports Account For 1 In 5
New Cars Sold In Country

Classified

DETROIT (AP) — After
four years of frustrating
breakdowns and expensive
repair bills, John Vrazo
decided to trade in his 1973
Chevrolet Vega this spring for
a new car.

The 27-year-old- Detroiter the "Arab oil embargo started better
2 Notice
technology and workers
labited at a Chevette, but in the fall of 1973, industrY who are more productive
than
wasn't impressed, and when analysts pointed to the their American
OVERWEIGHT? Lose up
counterparts.
Artcraft Studios
two
Chevy dealers refused to imports' sales in June, when, But U.S.
118 St 1215753-0035
to 30 lbs. in 30 days!!
executives claim
volume
units,
fell
198,000
to
take
his
Vega-in trade, he went
Japan is circumventing U.S.
Free Porting At 11•44 Door
New milk shake weight
elsewhere: He Wound up still a record for the month but laws
against "dumping" —
loss program - no
to
buying a Toyota Corolla with well below May's pace.
selling a product here for less
exercise, no drugs. Or
-,
Some importers, though, than
THURSDAY Juiy 11 1977
radial tires, AM-FM radio and
On MN' Rats
at home —.even though
become
distributor
"a nice interior" — for just said their volume was hurt by the
Treasur
and
earn
y Department
extra money.
Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Wednesday Puale
The Youth
low stocks rather than exonerat
$3,455.
ed the two largest
Send replies to Shady
ACROSS
declini
8 Halts
consum
ng
interest
er
That'
.
pattern
Shop
is being
000 MU IMMO
importers, Toyota
Oaks Trailer CourrNo.
9 Manservant
and
But all that doesn't explain Datsun,
504 Moe
112012 MU CHEM repeated by record numbers
I Sailor tcelloq I 10 Peer Gyms
in a broad dumping
19, Murray. Will contact
4 Goes by water
COU 1413 121211141211 of car buyers across the nation why sales of small, low-priced
?bother
probe
last
you
9 fvii
persona
year.
MEM
lly.
OM
OUOM
11 Lair
111112.TONE
this year, and it's providing a and fuel-stingy domestic cars Imports
FACTORY
12 Beverage
ODUBUOUU
16 Organ of
are strongest on the
13 Helmsman
fresh batteries. Wallis
hearing
MOM OM COO bonanza for makers of small remain off from last year, or two
14 Employ
coasts,
where
18 implied
they
FIUGUUU MOUND foreign cars.
why big cars continue to sell
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.•
15 Supplicate
20 Undaunted
account for up to a third of the
BOU ODD BOHM
For -17 Decayed
Call
like hotcakes..
21 Keen
753-1272.
During
thelirs
t
OBUIA
half
1977,
of
BOHD
new car market. They are
19 Dine
22 Courtyard
Sale
OUOU MO OMB Americans bought 11078,000
Vrazo, who is single and
!
20 Part of flower 23 Location
weakest
in the Midwest, the
MOUBBUOU 11011
21 Mast
works for the city, said he home
25 Din
Ky. Lae
55 Gallon
MEMO 12100 DUO imports,54 per cent more than
of the domestic
23 Spanish
26 Go in
bought
his
Toyota
two
for
in
1976.
Sales
for the full year
OVUM BUD BUD
tabbr 1
Mask
Sara
28 Army Officer
industry. In
Michigan,
Drums
24 Part of play
could hit two million for the main reasons low price and imports
tabbr 1
New
Concert
Ky.
account
27 Chapeau
for
less
than4
29 Evaluate
quality.
first time.
28 Falsifier
per cent of the market, the
protean ts
32 Essence
42 Crony
47 Southern
30 Metal
"I was determined to get a national
Since the spring, imports
33 Symbol for
icolloq
blackbird
Country Music Show
low.
31 Near
Calcium
41 Preposition
413 Affirmative
have been accounting for one small, economical car, but I
32 Lure
every Saturday 8 p.m.
Some industry executives
36 Shackle
45 Witlaergt3
49 Be in debt
34 Pronoun
didn't
want an American attribut
of every five new cars soldjn
38 Trader
46 Edible
featuring
50 Many
all
e that pattern to the
35 Split
40 Sailing vessel i seed
53 Greewq
the country. In March they hit one,", said Vrazo, whose fact that
professional
37 Girl's name
*hand
shippin
g
charges
for
38 Compass
father
works
General
188,000 to top a four-year old
for
from Nashville Teni 1/1 3 NI 4 5 6
imports are lowest on the
7 8 M9
10 11
753-5719
point
single-month record. In April, Motors. "I came to the coasts and
nessee, Music Barn
39 Bards
411MMIII
MIIIIIIM
E11111=1
1111
highest
in
the
12 1111•NO 13
41 Diphthong
'
t4
Stars, Recording Arthey jumped to 206,000. conclusion that foreign cars Midwest:
42 Equal
i.
tists, plus special
Amazed U.S. auto men said it are better made."
DIVORCE EVIDENCE,
15
10
.C.:9 17•18
.
43 Claw
"Everything ultimately
••
:
,......
drawings. General Ad45 Sodium
Detroit 'concedes the
couldn't happen again. Then
missing
persons
child
,
comes
down to price," the
19
chloride
20 1111
11111
kie.::60::
mission Adults $2.50,
Japanese have a price edge. Ford
custody, etc. Gibson
46 Sponsor
MM. in May, sales rose to 220,000.
4.1V.
analyst said. "In the
Child
6 thru 12 1.50.
But
21 22
48 Color
they
bridtle
CO.V 23
surveys
That
was
at
2;500 more cars than
County Detective
25 26
1960s, when the VW was cheap
W.24
:
40'
51 Compass
W..:
Traditional
Square
showin
g
sold
people
believe
by
Agency
Ford,
the
Write
.
nation'
to:
Box
No.
s
Fa 28
'point
2 VCii 30
and sales were 60,000 a month,
Dance every Friday 8
foreign cars are built better.
a
52 Additional
2auto maker.
644,
*Pt
Milan,
TN 38358.
everyone said it was the best
p.m. Come dance,look
54 Female sheep 31*W.:32
33
"Price is the imports' only car
U.S. and foreign car
Nights after 7 p.m. 753.5
.
55 Ventilate
around. No one talked
or listen.
real
advant
36
56 Balance
age,"
executives
35
yot:ii. 37
:KC 38
said
9514.
a
Ford
say
the
about price, that it was
Malts 2.80
57 Communist
.1.):4
....ZZ
tremendous demand for market analyst. "There is just hundreds of
CbIld 6-12 IN
40 at:41
II
dollars
less
thait
.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
39
DOWN
ri.e.
imports — mostly small, no way we can come within anything we
$03 4364016
made.
Chinese
eeno`•-•••;
:O
!
. .45
bring us yours for eitra
$250 car for car with the •
•••••••••:•. inexpensive and fuel-stingy
pagoda
:::4•:.:•:•:.
"Then the price shot up
It:,•:•: OA
•
I42N ••::
copies. Made from any
2 High
models from Japan'— is a Japanese. The Europeans $1,000 and
a47
WHAT WE do best is
sales fell apart.
44
mountain
size into any size.
.........,
can't come within $500 of There
tempor
ary,
3 Iterate
hysteri
brief
cal
went another myth
care. NEEDLINE, 753eee 52
51
:WU
53
....*:
...A.
Wallets
4 Quarrel
low as 24 cents,8
reaction to President Carter's them."
Aso
•!.!.!
about import quality."
6333..
5 Be ill
x
10
$2.40.
Fast
Why?
service
Japane
.
se labor costs
call for energy conservation.
6 Negative
But while Ford decries the
il•1111
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
prefix
Noting the same thing -are lower than here. On top of myth of import
Distr. by United,Feature Syndicate. Inc.
HORNIRLICKLE- - -BARsuperiority, it
7 Learning
753-0035. Free parking
happened immediately after that, the Japanese boast of a plans to exploit that
BER Shop. Open 8-1
myth this
lot, use our rear ensummer when it debuts its
Monday and Tuesday'
trance.
Fiesta minicar — an imported
Closed Wednesday.
car built by Ford in Germany.
Thursday-Saturday 8-3.
FOR
W ATKIN g
I HID UNDER Ai(
, SE0
Richard L. Mugg, a vice
Hair cul $ot. .Shave
Products.
Contac
t
FOR THREE wEEK5.4
president for VW of America,.
$1.00.
Holman Jones, 217 South
says there's no myth. -We
13th, phone 753-3128.
design a small car from
scratch. We pay a lot of
INTRODUCING
attention, to detail. Detroit's
small car tends to be a big car
HOSPITAL NEWS I
Oil of Mink Skin Care
made small."
Products
Mugg believes people who
by
Want an inektaensive-smidlcar
KOSCOT
buy a Japanese model; those July 2, 1977
strbere sum:
759-1010
who want a well built small Adults 115
Managing Senior
Nursery
I SAVED
10
Sot
Director
car and don't care as much
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
YOU A
TREATED
about price, buy European.
Sue moms
7534924
QUARTER,
Baby Boy Wallace (mother
MYSELF {
Rachel Seigler
7534539
"Detroit's problem is that its
Beauty Advisors'
AU N T
small cars are neither very Irma), Rt. 3, Box 505 Murray,
Baby
Girl
FRITZI-Nance
(mothe
r
good nor very cheap," he said.
ROMANS 15:4. "For
"It's that horrible area in Patricia), Rt. 6, Box 77A,
whatsoelier-things were
between Which Detroit bps Murray, Baby Girl Garland
(mother Betty), Kirksey,
written- aforetime were
chosen to occupy."
written for our learning,
Sales of European cars Baby Girl Proffitt I mother
that
we
remain down from the early Clara), Rt. 6, Greenwood
ttwough
patience and comfort of
1970s due to high prices caused Apts. G Cadiz.
DISMISSALS
the scriptures might
by inflation at home and
Gary J. McBurney, Box 75
have hope." We invite
unfavorable
money
Hazel, Mrs. Linda S. Gardner,
Beatle Bailey
you to our bible study,
exchanges.
Rt. 2, Box 59 Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Friday
evenings nonBut
(si6i-40 I ALWAYS LOOK
Japane
imports
se
are Vera
BUT YOUTH RETURNS
V. Smith, Dexter, Mrs.
denominational afsoaring. Sales are up 73 per
SO OLD THE FIRST
AS I SHAVE, DRESS,
filiated with God only.
cent from 1976 to a 'record Louella Tayloe, 90; McClain
THING IN THE
EAT AND START
For further information
MORNING!
740,000 cars through June. Paris, Tn., Mrs. Ruth A. Todd,
MOVING
mars- a 13 per cent share of No.6 Embassy Apts. Murray,
-/N1
the market — almost equal to Mrs. Mary E. Boyd, Rt. 5
Highway 77, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Chrysler .and American
Lawrence L. Carter, Rt. 1,
Motors combined.
K and H
A decade ago, the Japanese Hazel, Donald D. Brown, 7416
Repair
Brentw
cgrap
ood
llo
Waco,
a rit
Texas,
Mrs.
tegi:
were making a second bid to
91
East
153-3323
Peggy L. Cate, 1208 Lincoln,
establish themselves here.
lwre sewer and aria sagas
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Cheryl D.
Several years before, they
repair. Rebeilt lawn mewors,
Chapman, 1307 Linwood,
$2.5.00 end op. Riding
began exporting cars with a
Mayfield, Mrs. Jean Colson,
assevers, $100 ma op. Meter
manufacturing
technology
eyrie also aid repair.
still in its infancy. The cars Rt. 4, Box 101, Murray, J. C.
Dunn, 706 Earl Ct., Murray,
were poorly made and sales
The Phantom
Mrs. Maebell C. Futrell, Rt. 1,
INDEEP,VAAP PIP OUR
were dismal.
Box 308 Almo, Mrs. Willadeanl 5 lost And Found
PRINCE? ANCIENT GOP
HIGH PRIE5T...
Since then, they have
ZAAL ALSO SLIP
Kirks, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Dow!' BE A FOOL.
LOST — COWS strayed
worked out the bugs and
ANP FALL 2
NO MAN COULP
Mary F. Miles, 1505 Oxford
from Murray Livestock
underg
one
an
image
THROW THAT BOULDER..
Murray, Robert M. Rogers,
Company going south of
metamorphosis. Detroit
IT 51.1VMV.A.1417-ra.L.
210 Irsan, Murray, Larry D.
stockyard down railroad
concedes cars from Japan are
tracks. Contact Billy
made as well as here. The Shekell, Murray, Mrs. Nancy
B. Simpson, Rt, 4, Murray,
. Morgan, 753-9815 or 753Japanese say they're made
Mrs. Margureitte Stub1466.
better.
blefield. 1611 Sunset, Murray,
"The.re is a conception
Miss Lisa G. Williams, 709
LOST 1977 Calloway High
Whether real or imagined that
SHUT THE
Sycamore. Murray, Mrs.
School Ring. Reward.
imports seem to have more
6ATE5.
Dortha F. Wilson, 512 WhitEVERY MAN
Call 436-5663.
reliability and durability than
nell, Murray, Mrs: Charlotte
ON GUARD!
domestic small cars," said
K. Ybanez, Rt. 3, Box 1071,
Robert L. Link, president of Murray
, Mrs. Dorothy N.
the U.S distributor for Higgins, Rt. 7, Box 310,
Blonclie
riatsuri.
Murray, Mrs. Flossie M.
2Dogs
WHAT DO YOU
CHICKEN A LA K
The importers are not alone
Snow, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
RECOPamENI,7
THAT DIDN'T QUITE MAKE
A white and tan
in-that view. A GM executive
Tommie M. Austin, Box 236,
short-haired mixed
noted, "I shouldn't say this, Puryear
, Tn., Mrs. Tennie'M.
breed dog, also a
but the imports build a damn
Colson, 203 N. 16, Murray,
small long haired
good car at very competitive
Mrs. Sylvadell Cooper, Rt. 4,
solid white dog. Both
prices. They have the Murray. Mrs. Eva M. Irvan,
lost in the New
cheapest .entry into the Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Lela M.
Providence Church
market."
Kmght, 732 Nash, Murray,
of pihrtst road area.
United Auto Workers- head Ms. F:Tanda J-Trotter, Rt. 7,
Inseen please call
Douglas Fraser has rapped Murray, Mrs. Fannie Snow,
753-7618 after 5:30
C.
Detroit for "sitting on its
7. Mayfield, Mrs. I,udie
behind" and not making a Alton (expired). Buchanan,
small car as good as an
Tn.
6 Help Wanted
import.
FILM, FUSN CURES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES

6. Help Wanted
•

Summer Sale

Part Time
Male Help

/
1
2 more

Mornings
di Nights
• Apply in
Person Only
No Phone Calls

See Richard
Parker at...

Thornton
Tile &
Marble
Ph.

PADUCAH
SUN.
Demecrig is looking for
carrier in this area.
Reliable person, good
profits. and
transportation allowance. If
interested please contact Circulat'ion
Department, 443-1771.

la IUWO
aaaa9
U•UU .3.I
aauI.
ala.•
:
aa
......
.!. !. ., a.

MECHANIC. Apply at
Murray Muffler and
Automotive Center, 7th
and Maple.
DENTAL ASSISTANT 1
over 21. Experience not
necessary. Send complete resume to Box 32C,
-Mori ay
$200.00
WEEKLY
possible stuffing envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

WANTED
Experienced

Cook
*2 Cook Halpern
*2 Good Waitresses
*1 Motol Maid
STEADY WORK
ABOVE AVERAGE PAY
CAR FOR APPOINTMENT

it••+

474-2259
DAY OR NIGHT cooks
needed. Apply in person
at Triangle Inn.
WANTED
MACHINE
operator. Apply' at.
Calloway
Manufacturing, 111 Poplar St.
$200 WEEKI.Y POSSIBLE stuffing envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

241

10 Business Opportunity
MONEY TO LEND.6 per
cent simple interest on
large farm-business
loans, signature loans.
Call 502-885-1795 between 5 and 9 p.m.
12. Insurance

TIME

TO
TRADE

LOST

Sae us

Faloacmg erresigoil by
FA Security service Ce.

Ronnie Ross
2101. Mein
753-04119

nos 01 Sleilfl
14 Want To Buy
SNIALL IICSII(K., perferapl pull ts pt for
Allis 13 Tractor Call 4362124.

•

•

••••••-•
-.

And, a Chevy dealer in
Detroit who called the Vega
MISS YOUR PAPER?
NOTONLY MONEY- P,L17
•1 •'a sour pill" complained "our
Switscnikers who Imo eat
PRICELEe,
small cars just don't compare
received their Iseme-delivered
AND NTA1-4-C.IONGG
' to theirs(imports
copy if llie Marley ledger
Indust
ry
charge
critics
SETS
Taws by 3:30 p. m. bleaday
Detroit never wanted to build
Friday or by 3:30 p. m. So
small
cars
because
bulk
of
the
4
Seterdays ere waid to col
the
'C
market Ls-big-car oriented,
753 1916 betweito 5:30 p. m
and that's where the big profit
Memday-frillay,
end Sp.
dollars are.
or 3:30 p. m. sod 4 p. rn
:01
3`.--/[--- •
Saturdays, to Were dollirory
-Similarly, dealers' and
.lib. nevnieepw. Calls emir
0 >zi-sid ,
.40 salesmen would just as soon
S. pieced by 6 p.
wee6
(`?
I push big cars with their bigger
days or 4 p. m. jatardays to
rj mark-up
sales_ ..
and
=-eVarastaeiliplisery.
-.
-`
1`"P-2
"kf
• •
.'
1roire
.
d
:;
44.1
'
....:T4ig'
--....
. ...rp.C.Isa......310111111"Pg7
.....
CY.' —t;.....,"
t,
1 :......r.L.....47
fr IIIIP•
.11.'
mem.,

.....•••••••4.T.-.41•2/104MProloymp

-

Aliaaroata0
.41-Mi•u. •••••
•

WANTRO -AN
eiperieneed plumber in all
phases of residential
plumbing. •Halternan
and Puckett Plumbing. Mayfield, Ky. Phone
247-5636.

for financing

G(X../D USED 15' or ,16'
chest type frceier
437-4155.
BABY BED and plav
Call 753-8249

WANTED
.
REMODELING carpenter. Must be experienced, all phases of
work. Apply in person
Roy,Harmons Carpenter
,Shop, South 4th Street
next to Murray Drive In

WANT TO
BUY
Three befiroom, 2 bath
home in or around
Murray
Phone
,,,-

‘714atriLe_4141wwall.

:

7
"

I
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14 nant To Buy

15. Articles For Sale

32 Apartments for Rent
FURNISHED Apartment
for rent. Close to M.S.0
Call 753-6564
•

16 Home furnishings

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

LARGE 2 story rame
home. 5 bedrooms,
2 baths ... nicely
decorated. Near
schools. Call 753-1492
today and make an
appointment to see this
home. LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS.

LOCATED IN quiet
APPROXIMATELY
neighof
SELL.
acres
residential
choice
NINE
MUST
MOVING
MEDITERRANEAN
WOULD LIKE to buy
and
Barkley
1.1_ FF1 _SOF T
hull,
on the west side
front property
water
tri
borhood
fiberglass
china
lighted
15'
haired
style
registered wire
bright are carpets
located on Cypress
of Murray, this 3
Lake
swivel seats, 6„ troll 20
cabinet $150. Five piece
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
cleaned with Blue
of
nt
battery.
embayme
Creek
bedroom, 2 bath home
TWO BEDRoOM furh.p. motor, new
silver tea set, $125. 489Properties
753-5669.
Lustre. Rent electric
This
Lake.
Tilt
many outstanding
Kentucky
has
motor.
Two
trolling
house.
New
2755.
nished
shampooer. Western
mcluding
Chest
2 bedroom, carport.
fine lake front property
features
22'
campus.
$800.
trailer,
froro
blocks
IS. Articles For Salt
Auto, ham of "Wishing
sites
,
patio, on 2
60
building
vacuum
fireplace,
x
good
24
has
central
1973
$175.
$150.
freezer,
STOVE,
753-5375
Call
WHITE
Well Gift Shop."
large lake front lots.
areas,
and good access. John C.
abundant
home, • 3
753-6132.
mobile
or
4354516
Call
CAMERA,35 m.mt Petri$35,000.
EXCELLENT RENTAL
37 livestbck • Supplies
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
econoni • •ntral gas
bedroom, on acre lot.
FT-1. Like new.05. Call MATTRESSES: full set,
19 Farm Equipment
-property just
INCOME
753'
Murray,
St.,
without
Main
heat, re\ 'al electric
or
with
Will sell
FOR SALE Rt•gistered
$65. With frame. Twin
753-6213.
lifted. Well-built older
Small A-Frame and
753-7531.
or
0101
10-cp.; fenced back
air,
489-2787.
tractor
pony
Call
ON
lot.
FERGUS
quarter horse, 3 Years
set, $75. (Headboards,
lot, $11,000.
in
good
home
condition,
vim, brick patio,
yard
Call
s.
with implement
•
old. Priced to sell, $550.
A GOOD BUY...give it a .$20.001 Call 753-4981.
much of home has been.
floral garden
beautiful
used Early
UD
SALE:
753-8056.
KOPPER
FOR
Call after 7 ro 901-247Lustre
12 x 62 mobile home,
try. - Blue
ed. Suitable
redecorat
grill.
bar-b-que
and
gas
and
sofa
FOR SALE used air
It American
REALTY!!!
5304.
four bedroom in
Favorite
America's
for owner .to ,live
in the mid 30's.
Needs
Priced
used
buy
or
chair.
also
SELL
We
WILL
rs.
conditione
prestige developmeCarpet Shampbo. Big,K,
Everything we touch
downstairs and rent 2
reupholstering. $25.00.
Phonejtopperud Realty,
or new farm machinery
buy used air conGENTLE BLACK, 15
nt. $16,500.
Bel Aire Shopping
turns to SOLD.
ts
or
after
apartmen
upstairs
1-354-6217
753-1222 or come by our
Phone
quarter horse
Hardin 80 East. Call
Electric,
Dill
on
month
old
ditioners.
711 Mak
753-1222
Center.
entire houst could be
1
office at 711 Main Street.
4:00 p.
437-4801.
753-9104 or 753-1551.
colt. Make pleasure or
New 3 bedroom white
as
4
rented
s.
apartment
753Call
bath
brick,
and
horse.
half,
game
20 Sports Equipment
Good location close to EAST Y MANOR - A
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll MOVING SALE, living
44.Lots For Sale
1972 FORD TON truck. 12
landscaped, garage,
9390,
downtown, shopping.
Power.
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
Duals.
quality 3 bedroom brick,
bed.
ft.
2 miles from Cadiz.
room, dining room. 1972 MARK TWAIN 16 ft.
LARGE CHOICE LOTS
38 Pets Supplies
Priced in the-30'stPhone
felt $5.00. Plywood 3-1"
like new, 2 baths with
-Cattle rack, $2750. One
$34,000.
bedrortin furniture,
tri hull, 115 h.p. MerFairview Acres, LynnKopperud Realty 753at $9.00. 2 x - 4's at 65.
central eleetric heat and
single and one double SIX BLACK Cocka-poos..
appliances, table saw,
cury. Excellent conwood Estates, Meadow
time
for
full
1222
real
fireplace
pieces
Beautiful
Two
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
air.,
water tank.
3 bedroom, 1 ku
• - e y
99.6 a piece.
--work bench. Good --ration Call 753-2228.
Acres, Baywood
Green
estate service.
sheets over 80 selections
in family room. Lots of
acres, beautiful lake
of glass, 72 x 36,
quality, „reasonable
show. Call 753-3197.
Panorama
Vista,
storage
the
and
of
starting at $2.95 ea.
closets
front,$32,500.
Polaroid, one
prices. Call 753-6163.
30 MAHOGANY Antique
Wiswell
Estate,
Shores,
OWNER MOVING and
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
room. Large lot with
first. Call 474-2297.
REGISTERED female
----Cr-ui,ser. $2500. Can,be
and on Johnny Robertis
for
quick
price
right
2
on
home
Paint. SPRING SPECIAL
bodndary
inch.
bedroom
3
back
per
on
woods
•
St. Bernard. Very
seen at Cypress Bay
son Road. Fulton Young
- sale. Three bedrooms, 2
acres of nicely
Styofoam insulation
line. Country living
KODAK Ektasound 140
PAINT SALE. Hanna
lovable. 8 months old.
Resort.
Realty, 753-7333 or 753Family
land.
and
baths
apwooded
City
town,
12Y and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
in
Satin
Howell
Latex
Bell
almost
and
quality
camera
first
Must sell $125 or best
4946.
room,
,
ly
1600
fireplace
square
proximate
$5.00
at
Doors startingwater. Also pew shop
projector. Has splicer
Sheen, -regular $8.25, SAILBOAT IRWIN
offer. Cali 753-6054.
$30,000.
area.
of
living
feet'
.
electricity
wer,
gallon.
with
building
_ea. Bathroom vanities
previe
per
$6.00
sale
and
Yachts, AMF Alcort,
NEW LISTING - A fine
Washer, dryer and
and wall board. Tomato
Fulton Young Realty,
Hanna semi-gloss
Guaranteed. $175. Call REGISTERED
Venture, Sizzler. See at
wooded lot in Meadow
georgous
3
bedroom,
range included in sale.
753-7333 or 753-4946.
stakes at6- cents per-ft.-- enarnel -regular, -$10: Ky. Lake Sails, Highway
stud
753-7765.
WEIMARANER
Acres SubGreen
lake
front.
grounds,
walking
within
Located
gallon.
New shipment of safes
sale, $8.00 per
62, Calvert City, Ky.
service. Call 901-247Reasonably
Many
extras.
$65,000.
division.
SS
. MATTRE
PROFITABLE
distance to university.
Lumber
from $25.00 and up. Used
Murray
Phone -1-395-7844 or 1- CUSTOM
5395.
priced. Also two large
anfor
size
grocery
S,
any
Kopperud
Phone
made
BUSINES
131.000.
office desks-starting at
753-3161.
Company,
362-8585.
3 bedrooms, 2 decks,
_open lots: Popular
40 Produce
- store and restaurant
Realty, 753-1222 for an
tique beds or campers.
$40.00, used office chairs
hydro-dock
and
priced. Fulton Young
on
3
save
without.
and
this
or
h.p.
direct
view
nt
to
with
Buy
28
appointme
ASS
starting at $10.00. Steel USED PINE bedroom
FIBERGL
14'
SALE. Phone
much more.$70,000.
FOR
CORN
753-7333 or 753Realty
sses,
wide
mattre
double
bedroom
attractive hpme.
all
pipe several sizes at. 15
Johnson, trailer and
suite, 3 weeks old, chest
753-1861.
4946.
foam.
Highor
on
dic
home
Healthope
mobile
Good
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
dresser,
ies.
drawers,
accessor
of
337 N. Iropiar-Ilenton
Many lake front and
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
.way.121 South. 4 miles
shape. Must sell! Call ' Also see their elegant
night stand, queen size
46. Homes For sale
lakeview lots. for_
B Market has
J
AND
,
furniture
of
,from Murray. This store
gallery
box'
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
and
ril4t_tms._
753-9400.
Sena
sale.
fur
peaches
is 4oing - very geed TWO BEDROOM frame -Bamboo, Wicker and
eetitlio 27 Cents per se springs with convertabushel. Large canLynn
20" BICYCLES boys_and
home for sale. Located
business, also'good gas
Brass. WISES-- WEST. taloupe 7'3 cents each.
ft. for green _houses. rails. Call 753-0915.
girls. Call 753-7682.
in Pine Bluff Shores
business plug rented
KY. MATTRESS AND.
patios, •carports, skirWaller
for
n
watermelo
Large
1136
Subdivision near New
apartment above store'.
FURNITURE
ting for average trailer ANTIQUES,. oak fur527-146B 753-9825
$2.00. Nectarines and
.
Realtor
Pontoons
24.
USED
exTWO
for
.
CORREIA COPE OSIOPIR
.
room
of
let
Concord, Ky. Some
Paducah
A,
3rd,
South
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
china,
niture„ lamps,
grapes. Home grown
for pcintoon boat. One
onfinish work needed, low
Possessi
pansion.
68
- Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
glass Aso pink at Paris
$1.00.
tomatoes 3 lb.'=for
ONE OF THE BEST. This
needs repair. Caji 436down payment and will
now. Fulton Young
1mile west of Cadiz
Boa 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
Landing Country Store,
Please bring own
TV Radio
26
is one of the few good
p.m.
6
after
2289
fuiaqce bitlance,-TO see
Realty, 7S34333,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
522-87b5
Highway 119, _across
aches
containecs-forKY.Like wate-ffhaii-flots
4946.
1:a11 John Jones at 502-WANTED- RESPON- Highway -94 • East of
on Sat. ontiL3-.00,
from Paris Landing
OPEN 7 DAYS'
has apleft. It
outKING
SEA
S
H.P.
442-7368.
SIBLE party to take up
Park. Open 7 days a
Kenlake
Murray
proximately 160 ft. of
in
board
FINE TRACT of land on
TOBACCO AND tomato
payments on 25 inch
week. Until 8 p.m.
water frontage with
Call
$125.
d,
Guarantee
with
each.
20
acres
FARM
cents
13
B
Johnny Robertson Road. LEAVING SOON, last
sticks,
color T.V. J and
41.Public Sales
good year round water
chance to buy large
436-2753.
modern 3 bedroom brick
Just south of Lynn
Ca11.489-2126 or 435-4263. 1972 PLYMOUTH, .L963
• Music, 753-7575.
depth. Beautifully.
CONSIGNMENT AUCAdjoining
house.
and frame home. Has 10
285 ft. x
Highway,
Grove
V.W., set of tables, 3.
Home Sales
BOAT. 20
off
27.Mobile
just
and
Sat.
FISHING
every
wooded
Sale
201 N. 16th.
y,
TION
Universit
10
suite,acres tendable and a
285 ft. This. is an opSALE -_ AIR Conpiece bedroom
electric start Johnson.
paved road, owner has
at 6.10. Don't miss
night
753-9799.
Call
barn,
pole
the
good
metal
build
to
ditioners. While they
portunity
speed bike, stereo
3974 12 x 60 2 bedroom
Dept)! finder - trolling
just reduced for imit. Taking consignments
also a pond. Has 24 x 30
last all deluxe models
console, drum. Call 474home of your dream on a
trailer, central air,
Call 753-$850.
motor.
anything
medaite sale! Phone
lake
will
daily,
Large
shop.
n
cleanup
lot that will HOUSE AND- O acres, 2
large
with variable .speed
2342.
underpinning,tie downs,
'
REALTY,
4398:
UD
Auction
24
1
KOPPER
Julie's
value.
story, 4 bedroom, 2/
of
with
room
family
thercomfy
SPELL ESTATE. Call
- fans, 9. position
metal storage building,
.751222 for_ .coixteous.
bath, ltving r om,
Barn, So 45 'Mayfield,
in
and
good
e
by
office
fireplace-Hom
come
or
--inootat, -5 year
HUFFY- MOWER, 8 h.p.
indryer
washer and
TABLE,regulation
competent Real Estate
family, stgdy, dining,
formerly Joe Beadles.
condition inside and out.
rantee on compressor,
*lets discuss this fine..
Used 2-years. Excellent POOL
cluded. Clean and nice.
actop,
slate
size,
Service.
kitchen, utility.
247-0166
Road.
Young
On
Faxon
Located
Fulton
property.
condition. $250. Call 7536,000 BTU, '169-.95;
753-3903.
Call
66500.
cessories included. Call
breezeway, game room
2 miles off of 94'
/
11
753-7333 or 753Just
7173.
Realty,
10,000 BTU, $239.95,
3
513
753-3257 evenings ,753PRETTY
at
VERY
SALE
garage. Highway
ORT
A
and
-CARP
East. Priced in mid 30's.
4946.
1976 14 x 52 NEW MOON
17,009 BTU, $319.95
4140.
bedroom house in -the
121 South. Call 436-2116.
Shady Lane. 'Furniture,
GUY SPANN REALTY,
- 20,000 BTU, $329.95: TWIN 36 x 36, twelve lite
mobile home. Extra
colmtry with a big 2 acre
baby furniture, men,
901 Sycamore,753-7724.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
NEW LISTING on Highdouble hung window
clean. Lived in 8 mon10" bass
15'
BONANZA
by owner.
childrens
lot. Central electric heat
and.
omens
moving
Tenn.
is
with trim and storm
way 121, miles S.E. of MUST SELLParty
ths
YEARNING FOR the
cottage,
baths, large
boat, depth finder.,
2
air,
bedroom
• other
and
3
and
Nice
clothing
1605
$25.
bedroom
Murray. Two
window,
Call 753-4034.
country life? See this
with
trolling motor, 70 h.p.
family room
close to lake with
miscellaneous.- Saturlot.
large
on
home
frame
Sunset. Phone 753-7391
*LARGE SWEET corn,
29. Mobile Home Rentals
quality, spacious 3 fireplace. Decorated
stove,
Johnson. Dilly heavy
di*. July 16th. 7-?
fireplace*
after 5 p.m.
It has living room,
also' tame plums and
ready
bedroom
brick
veneer
trailer,
made
to
tilt
wall
Duty
custom
tor,
with.
refrigera
combination kitchen and
fipples. Call 753-4725.
MOBILE HOMO_ and
home with entry foyer,
attractive
go to lake. Atm.Call
carpeting.
to
very
SALE,
shag
T
drapes,
wall
/
CARPOR
for
oak,
and
,
spaces
front
CHERRY
area,
home
-dining
LUMBER
mobile
'formal living room,
Call
345-2366.
carpet and wallpaper.
Thursday, Friday and
2RUCK LOAD_ Tire Sale.
bacA porch, ad full ' Reduced to $14,500.after
and maple. - Air dried
rent, at Riviera Courts.
large den with fireplace,
762-4288 or 753-6274
Priced in the 40's. Phone
Saturday. '2 mile on
4 ply polyester, white
, and city
over a long period of DIVING EQUIPMENT.
basement
Call 753-3280.
2 baths, central electric
Kopperud Realty, 7535 p. m.
Pottertown Road. Other
: wall, premium grade,
water. 'Also extra lot
time. Not planed. JuliusHealth Ways, back pack
and
Rent
heat
Large
air.
To
Want
31.
Donna's
1222 for more inand
Don
side
of
12-32 tread depth. . Cooper, call 492-8702.
Owner
trees.
nice
with
.
tank and regulator
double garage with
formation about this
Grocery. Look for sign.
YOUNG COUPLE wants
A78x13", $16.06 plus
will sell with extra lot TWO BEDROOM home, 1
Three miles West of
Pressure monitor plus
on
two
storage.
Situated
bath. $24,000. Call 753new listing.
within
country
In
house
$1.74 FE Tax, E78x14".
$22,500, or without
for
Midway on Highway
58"
lb.
more. $150 55
acres only 3 miles west
8392.
Yard
PARTY
Murray.
P4WR
of
miles
10
Fulton.
.$19.42 phis $2.30 FE Tax,
$18,000.
extra lot,
1828.
Ben Pearson break
of citylust off Hwy. 94 WITH A LITTLE elbow
Sale Saturday,. July
Willing to do minor
F78x14", $20.15 plus
'Young Realty, 753-7333 BY OWNER, 5 bedroom
down bow and acon
road.
2
/
11
blacktop
West
older
1102
grease, this
8:00-?
.16th
repairs. Call 753-6947.
. $2.44 FE. TaG76,x14" BARGAIN MOVING
or 753-4946.
cessories. $50. 18 h.p.
brick home with 2 baths,
Call or come by 105 N.
story home will make
Mulberry. 12- guage
or 15", 621.38.plus $2.60
SALE. Twin size iron
and
motor
Johnson
2
newly
levels,
MAN
Real
12th
IONAL
Boyd
Majors
rental
PROFESS
nt
S
870,
excelle
REALTOR
shot4u-n model
FE Tax, H78x15", $23.32.
bed, chairs, like new 81
tank. Call 436-2538.
decorated, central heat
in
Country.
753-8080.
corner
Estate,
house
needs
Nice
property.
childrens
and
Tax,
FE
infants
$2.85
plus
garage door, new forand air, walk In
„Call 436-2533.
lot. Near downtown
clothes, gas stove,
L78x15", $2576 plus
mica cabinet tops, 101101111111111111
recreation room, lots of
NEED A dream' home
Real
Waldrop
record
shopping.
speakers,
stereo
C
43.13 FE Tax. Wide ones
and
THOMAS ELECTRI
assorted plywood
NICE HOUSE for middle
9 acres of
closet
site?
space. Apbuilding
753-4th,
S.
206
,,
Estate,
converter
player. C.B.
- with raised white let- - other items. Call 753organ, double ke:age couple. Call 436prime land, one-half
proximately MOO sq. ft.
753-7249
hours,
books,
after
12th at Sycamora
5646
South
records,
tapes.
ters, G70x14" or 15",
ic
board, automat
2800.
2415.
of living space. Call 752mile south of Highway
or 753-0686.
drapes, odds and ends.
TELEPHONE 751,1951
$28.85 plus $2.87 FE Tax,
features and rhythm
94 in Lynn Grove
G60x14" or 15", $32.48
BEDROOM
ONE SET OF bunk beds, ,sections, 8 montlfs old. THREE
community. Two large CHOICE COMMERCIAL YARD SALE, 608 South
plus $3•.08 FE Tax,
Perfect condition. Call
mattresses and mathouse or duplex family
barns, one large
stock
Property on Highway
9th Street. Saturday.
L60x14" or 15", $33.85
753-7645.
tress covers. Good
of four. August 1st.
tool shed, well house for
121 West, one mile from
Tax.
FE
plus $3.58
condition. Call 753-6011
References. Call 502-442two-car
well,
own
Murray City limits. 758
TWO PARTY Yard Sale.
Thick tires - Hi way
BALDAVIN PIANOS and
after 5.
2267, collect.
garage,fenced, water in
ft. frontage, 400 ft. deep.
Wagon
8-?
ply,
6
700x15",
Saturday,
tread.
organs. Rent to purall buildings, septic
Will sell in one tract or
32 Apartments For Rent
and
--:Vli'heels
$24.03 plus $2.83.FE Tax, AVAILABLE . NOW.
chase. plan. I,onardo
and
tower
T.V.
system,
in 6 lots. 100 ft. x
divide
Urethane foam, All
wisctilaneous items.910
.:750x16", 8 ply, $31.10
Piano Company, across EXTRA NICE I bedroom
for
Priced
lots 100 x 160 ,
antenna.
Two
ft.
400
Cut
sizes, all densities.
N 166.
plus $3.59 FE Tax,
furriishedaprirtment
from Post Office, Paris,
435-4484
158 x 200.
Call
sale.
lot
quick
Corner
ft.
to. your specs. West Ky.
H78x15", $31.13 plus
Tennessee.
near chinpus. Couple or
for showing. - This property is priced
anytime
Story
SACK
1203
Co.,
.Cabinet
$3.25 FE Tax.' Tractor
INIUCE $2.00
a single only. Available
-to sell. Fulton Young
Avenue. 753-6767.
SALE Buy everything MOBILE HOME with
type, 700x15", $28.04
FARFISA mini-compact
LISTINGS•SAIES•MANAGEMENT•APPRAISA
now. Call 7512967 after 2
Realty, 753-7333, or 753amp.
large
50
Tax.
in
FE
stuff
an
yt,O
bassman
plus $3.16
plus
p.m..
a
room
s
Florid
Furnishing
16 Home
4946.
MURRAY S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
750x16", 8 ply, $37.45
Both for $350. Call
grocery:, sack for $2.00.
overlooking lake with
shoes,
Tax,
453-9309.
Inc
clothing,
FE
lude
plus $3.95
evenings,
DINETTE SET, Round
umcONE ROOM efficiency
beautiful view located or
- L78x16", 8 ply, $41.25
Wilson
Ptir,..!$, hats, belts, ties,
table and 4 chairs. Call
apartment, 1602 Olive
two wooded lots. We also
• RESPONSIBLE PARTY
plus $4.12 FE Tax.
. All other rurq753-6592.
Street. Close to campus.
have a "mushroom"
Insurance and Real
to assume monthly
while
-rnal e items 1-2 prate.* designed to fit a rugged
Prices good
Furnished. f For inAgency, Inc.
Estate
p.m:
-4
a.m.
payments on like new
8
present stock lasts. MAPLE LAMP table.
Saturday,
formation call 753-4451.
site. Ideal for beach
Wurlitzer organ. J and B
Wallin Hardware, Paris, 335.00. Call 753-7430.
Rii%:ain Barn, 13th and
202 Sosith ith Strew
house. Call Loretta Jobs
Music, 753-7575.
Moos 133-3243
APARTSidi): Behind Boone
FURNISHED
Realtors at 753-1492.
2
or
MENTS, 1
laundry.
N.YAMAHA 12 String
bedrooms. Zimmerman
guitar. Oitly 6 months
•
16th
Apartments, South
YARD SALE, Friday
7old. Excellent condition.
Street, 753-6609.
9-5. At-Almo near
BEAUTIFULLY
p.m.
5
after
753-8260
Call
Saturday, July 16th
old Almo School. Lounge
EXTRA NICE 3 bedroom
DECORATED HOME
23 Exterminating
hatr, baby items,
10 a.m. Rain or Shine.
home. near University.
clothirg, : bear huntigg.
Subdivision. Drapes match the
In
Bagwell
6th
South
SOS
home,
Hendricks
At the late M.S.
unor
Furnished
thick shag carpet. Central
beautiful
,
wallpaper
,of of mag wheel;
Street, Murray, Ky.
FREE
furnished. Available
lamp and.
air conditioning,
.
electric
pole
and
central
heat,
gas
tires,
or,
TREES
refrigerat
TREES-TREESSelling frost free Westinghouse
15. Call 753-7575
August
neous.
T
miscella
with it you'll
and
along
the
Buy
house
iitlir-r
fireplikce.
house
apartment size stove, 2 nice bedroom suites,
So many trees we can't get a picture of the
or 753-0669.
disposal, range, refrigerator,
dryer,
get
wAher,
items
n
Inspectio
setting.
living
complete,
lovely
beds,
the
half
of
complete, matching
but you can see part
dishwasher, compactor and yes, even the IdtC•efilwrel Iv EPA
room suite, large wood dining table and chairs,
EXTRA NICE 4 bedroom
Beautiful 4 bedroom brick in Candlelight Estates
Saturday
Pt
chen sink. Don't let this one get away from you.
SALE,
ra.d
ColOy Home Ihtpuirs
small
T
and
t
Has
library
lots.
es,
3
on
bookshelv
setting
closet,
china
Secluded
apartment furnished
at Almo Heights.
1513
oak
94.
antique
wall
Sunday
chairs,
-11.(1
built-ins,
straight
and
tables, rockers
Near University. Ideal
2 baths, fireplace, kitchen with
1
3/
D0NA10 R ILICKER Rill SERVICE REM ESTATE FIRM
all the
rdendale. This is a five
bedstead, washstand, dresser, nice old quilts,
Termite
Kelly's
for four students. Call
to wall carpet, central heat and air,
of
collection
see
Yi'ar
electric.*
utensils,
cooking
must
bit
You
dishes,
y.
of
andauxur
lots
linens,
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
. 753-7575.
features for comfort
& Pest Control
Succulefats
Li( ti
clocks and lamps, skillet, potato baker, grocers
this lovely home.
washer
4
various
Maytag
Professional Salespeople to Serve Yui
rinii-liads and
scales, large and small mirrors,
1600 WISWELL ROAD
N.« owed awl opeoels1 over
of good
lots
and
soy orislwast ins* lib
tools,
ts,
hand
room N, .
tub,
houseplan
double
and
exot-across from West View
NIGHTS WEEK ENDS, HOLIDAYS
miscellaneous. Not reon.:t ble for accidents.
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436 5676
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Phone
Joe
usually
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air condition, Stove,
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN
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Shuffett
753-4560
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oven,
Fish
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901 Sycamore Street
dishor
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Miller
753-7550
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'
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SALE, 401 South
washer. Two bedrooms,
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Turker,
753-1930
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Auctionee
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Apprentic
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Shoentake
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ii,hrg Se!,,,e and Muria, CallOWaY (004 Board Of hew
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Hanging
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Person,
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$175 per month. Call 753PlArit, and planters.
3865.
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DONALD R.

UCKER
REALTOR

Estate Auction

Iermit

Guy Spann Realty

Terry Shoemaker
Auction Service
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s'n Homes Fo; Sale
FOUR ROOMS plus bath
and sun room. House
nice inside and out. Four
miles out South 121. Call
753-7948.

9 Used Cars & lro.ks
1969 MUSTANG Mach I,
$500. Call 753-7667 after 6
p.11).
LITTLE WHITE 1970
Maverick car for sale.
6595. Call 767-4370 3
p.m.-7 p.m.

WELL PLANNED home
for family living pith
energy efficient heat.
pump. Four bedrooms, 1955 FORD pickup, 1971
Dodge Charger SE. Call
V2 baths, large den with
753-4618 after 5 p.m.
fireplace, formal dining
room and eat-in kitchen.
New and nice. Call 7531949 FORD VI ton truck.
3903.
Cntique and original
paint, parts, etc. ExdATESBOROUGH cellent condition. Best
year old home, 3
offer. Call 753-4590.
bedroom, 21,2 bath, den
with fireplace, heat 1975
OLDSMOBILE
-pump, central air, inStarfire with air contercom, etc. Shown by
dition. Call 753-6680.
, appointment. Call 7533673.
1964 FORD very good
41 '01olorcycles
condition. Call 753-5395
after 5 p.m.
1977 YAMAHA DT 175.
$600. Looks like new. 1965
FORD TRUCK,
One month old. Call 753excellent and original
5543 after 4.
condition. Call 753-3704.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.
HONDA TL 250, set up for
woods. Honda
125
Elsinore never bored or
raced. Call 474-2741 after
4 p.m.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
FOR SALE or trade. 1957
Chevrolet. Call 753-0356.

1976 VW DASHER Hatchback, AM-FM, air, 4
speed, steel radials,
metallic silver, still in
warranty. Under 2500
miles. ' $4850.
Call
evenings and weekends,
753-6213.

GRIPPER
BLITZER
RIMMER
ANP
POE
ATTORNEYS
AS
ADVERTISED

NICE 1969 LTD Ford,
$400.
Riding
lawn
mower, $125. 8 x 10
trailer type camper with
air condition, $350. tall
753-6556.
1968 INTERNATIONAL
panel truck, V-8, 4
speed, 34 ton, runs good.
Call 753-3944.

50 Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kealake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
51 Services Offered
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the .hallway
free, Mutt 4 x IV. A 10' x
10' room would only be
Call 753-0359.

1973 CHEVROLET 10 ft.
step van. Six cylinder, 4
speed, low mileage.
$2500 or beat _offer. Call
436-5417:

1975
MAVERIC)r..
- GRABBER,- power
steering and brakes.
1974 HONDA, excellent
AM-FM stereo, radial
condition. 2600 miles.
tires. Sharp. Call 437$600. Call 753-8498 after
4155.
6:30.

Ii
1.11884•44.,•••••••••

1974 DODGE CLUB
coupe, AM-FM, air,
power brakes and
steering, fifth wheel and
ball hitch, spare tank.
Call 753-1549 after 4.

1974 PONTIAC Bonneville. Call 753-6112
after 6 p.m.

Semee44,
44

$8.00.

1972 FORD PICKUP, 302
V-8, power steering,
extra
clean,
low "HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
mileage. Call 436-2427.
plumbing jobs done?
1977NAMAHA 1507-Calr :071-1PORD 4,1-ton pickup.
1971 Ford 34 ton, pickup
1966 FORD- GALAXIE
Then call 753-6614.
436-2216 after 4:30' p.m.
500, good condition, new
camper special.- Call
753-8500.
- tires, low-mileage, local
"
ROY HARMON FOR
1976 RM 125 Suzuki.
car. $650. Call 753-0855.
Cabinets, Remodeling,.
Never been raced. good
Mill work, Furniture
. condition. Call 753-3357. 1974 442 OLDS, black with
gold
stripes.
350 1973 VW. $1400. Call 435repair, combination
4115 after 5 p.m.
automatic with air
windows and doors. Call
OLD HARLEY Chopper,
condition,
power
753-4124.
runs good, must sell.
steering and brakes. AM 1976 FORD Thunderbird..
Call 753-3040 after 5 p.m.
Fully equipped. Low
8 track stereo radio, new.
L&M Blacktopping, seal
mileage. Sharp. $7,400.
'
white
letter
radial
tires,
1975 YAMAHA RD 200B,
coating and repairs. For
Call
753-4398.
local car. See at 208
electric start only 1500
estimates call 753-1537.
Irvan. Call 753-8533 or
miles. Moving must sell.
CHEVROLET
435-4351 after Iran_ _ _ 1976
- Call 767-2752.
MOBILE litiMeanchors,
Caprice Classic. 63995.
underpinning, awnings,
753-4445
Call
after
p.m.
4
1373 HONDA 500-four 1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
Series. 4,000 miles.
start, excellent shape,
aluminum house siding
Garrison Motor Sales,
$235. 1972 Vega, new 1969 OPEL WAGON,
.,& trim. Call Jack
Austin Weston road
753-6000.
clutch, $425. Double
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
grader,
International
oven gas range, $120.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
or weekends.
dump
truck.
530
case
Call 753-5206.
backhoe. Call 436-2459.
1970
PONTIAC
FOR A FREE estimate
ExeCutive, extra extra
1968 CAMARO needs -1974
on all stump removal,
CHEVY Nova Hatchsharp. See at 1111
work. Call 767-2512
contact K and S Stump
back,
V-8,
power
Sycamore Street.
between Sand 7 p. m.
Removal, 435-4343 or
steering, 40,000 miles.
753-9490.
One owner. Good condition. Asking $2300. Call
Murray 759-1137.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
*Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
home and industrial, air
*Stone Setting
1966 PLYMOUTH, local
conditioning, and
*Prompt Service
car,
refrigeration, heating.
excellent
mechanical condition,
Call 474-8841.
318 engine, pow-et
steering, power brakes,
LICENSED ELEC113 S. 4th
753-2835
air conditioned, new
TRICIAN prompt eftires. White with blue
ficient service. NO Job
interior. Has been well
too small. Call Ernest
taken care of: Must see
White, 753-0605.
to appreciate. $350. Call
9267.
CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
WASHER, heavy duty, 24" wd
pickup. Ex$179.95 1966 G
reasonable rates,
cellent *eundition.
DRYER, Normal and air cycles
reference, free
$124.95
Rebuilt engin6.,31195.
estimates. Quick drying.
SEWING MACHINE, zig zag and dial to sew . $55.95
1973 Nnva, 6 cylihd,er, Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
VACUUM CLEANER, upright
$35.95
automatic. 61395. Ca
DISHWASHER, portable or under counter . . $179.95
489-2595.
USTOM HAY bailing
RANGE, efectric, 30" counter unit
custom combining.
$129.95
1973 BUICK LeSabre, 2
Call
MICROWAVE OVEN, 5 cu. ft.
$189.95
door, custom, one
AIR CONDITIONER; window type
$134.00
owner, excellent con- GENERAL '‘NRACKHOE
FREEZER, chest or upright 6 cu. h.
$179.00
dition. $1895. 1972
work, gravel'haling
Maverick, 6 cylinder,
REFRIGERATOR, with freezer section
$229.00
and top soil. Call Ale
automatic, power
-Beard, 436-2306.
STEREO, CONSOLE, with 8 track tape . . $189.00
steering. $995. Call 489TV COLOR, memory fine tuning
$247.00
2595.
INSULATE NOW attics
TV B&W, quick start tube
$77.95
blown 16 cents sq. ft.
Southside Shopping
1976 OATSUN truck, 7,000
Walls equally low
Center
miles. Automatic, AM
753-2310
priced.
Finance
FM tape, white slot
available.
Free
wheels. Call 753-1820.
estimates. Call 753-3316.

51 Services Offered
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
LOADER,
DOZER
backhoe work, Grading,
hauling,
and
bushhogging. Free
estimates. Call 436-2382.
PAINTING. Specializing
in small houses and trim
-work. Reasonable rates.
Call anytime,753-5399.

DOZER WORK,all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
Jimmie 759-1062 or L W.
(Dub) 474-2264.

PROFESSIONAL carpet
and furniture cleaning.
Servicemastei
offers
steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years,and are Number 1
in the 'professional
cleaning business today.
For a special introductory offer for July
and August, all carpet
and furniture cleaning
performed
will be
Scotchguard free of
charge. Also contract
cleaning daily, weekly
or monthly. Call Servicemaster, 753-0259
today.

PAINTING, interior and
extepor. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
r5a-ei,s4

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

RENT RINSENVRC
setscie-11- warmer' melted
doss weisb u...
ENNIO Kw,portable wow
Spew does 0104 you

EFFECTIVE-0'0w' rinses and secoom
00eo teen Ii,5 old

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
436-5896.

0:7:

FOR: BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
PA&TING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience.. Call 436-2563,
Ralph
Worley. _
'
_
SIGN PAINTING. Call
between 7-10 a.m. 7539998.

homeowners in the general area will be given the
opportunity of having new
DuPont Tedlar House Siding
applied to their horne with
optional decorative work ot
a very low cost.
Premium 30 Siding list, non
Pro rated - Transferable - 40
Year Guarantee. This amp:ing new product hot captured the interest of homeowners throughout the
United States who ore fed
up with constant painting
and other maintenance
costs. It will last you o lifetime %nd provides full insulation stiMener and. winter, as well as fire protection_ Our new product can
be used over every type of
home, including from,, con
crete block, asbestos, stucco, etc. It comes in o choice
of colors and is now going to
be introduced to the Calloway
Co.
area.
Your Thome
con be a show place in the
county ond we will make it
worth your while if we can
use your homy for OaVertis
ing for On OppOsninleni
mail within 3 days name
and address to

Carrier
QUALITY =via
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.
54 Free Column
FREE - Two ten week
kittens.
old
Very
h*aithr--4!kie iS 'solid
black and the other is
black and gray tiger
stripped. Being cared
for by Humane Society
and' will have to be
destroyed if no homes
are found for them. Call
753-3535 after 4:30 p.m.

Nome
Address
City
State

9.1-Air Diner St.,.
114410 Comer 713-3545

FREE - Lovely eight
week old puppies. Black.
Cute and cuddly. Call
753-6392.
KITTENS, 11 weeks old.
Housebroken. Call 4354342, after 5 p.ni.
PART
COCKER
SPANIEL pup, 10 weeks
old. Had shots, must ,
give away. Call 753-6344.
FREE MOTHER cat ana
kittens.' Phone 753-6550.
FREE - 3 beautiful 8
week old kittens and 44
grown spayed female
cat. Sweet and playful.
Will make ideal pets.
Call 753-3535.

Rowed, reedy to ese. Or bey • 1/40111 oW as... Complete sod
reedy fit esseeshis SW up?. 21x6111stemisrd, bet WM wood any she
seeded. Sep the red the. cow to Conon lhoit old bey the beet
for less.
BUILT MIAMI BUILDINGS 7534181

T-71 I

-keit ier may S12.-06-a day

FREE - Three part;
husky puppies. Vta.
months old.
Very
healthy. They hold their
tails in a curve over
their backs. Call 436-2171
or 753-3436.
•

&mei Sirrel
20 Mile
Free Delivery

TEDLAR

aM•

a
Wriec
n'
t,on
nun. colt
."s
(VDU SAVE LIF TO
002

Phone
Please gise directions.
!,eninC,

YOUNG
ROOFING COMPANY

Auction Sale
Saturday, July 16, at 10;00, 1160 South Vilfoni
Street, Mayfield: Ky. at the home of Mr. & Mrs.
Ware! Beaman*. The Beameits have soWibeir beam
and mowing to another state.
Will offer for sale house hold items and antique
collector items. Nice poster bedroom suite, hide
away bed,end table, extra chairs, good table and
chairs, refrigerator, old pie safe, kitchen
cabinet, good glass and china, wash kettle, jugs,
jars and churns, milk cans, old dinner bell,
blackhauk corn sheller, yard furniture & hand
tools, tractor seed sower, and horse drawn tools.
Many more items to nunierous to list. Eat and
drinks available. Not responsible for accident.
Sole conducted by

Chester & Miller
Auction Service

Residential and Commercial
Build up roofing and roof repair. All work guaranteed.

WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
7534545.

ori

SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
for spreading, leveling,
backfilling. Call 753-7370
or 753-0129.

WANTED
HOMES

ECONOMICALLY-

NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling Call 7534707.

ROBERT YOUNG Owner
Call 753-4578

Lynn Grove, Ky.
For information Phone 435-4144

Wilson
Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc.

Furches Jewelry

REALTOR'

Sears REMARKABLI-,
LOW PRICES

Sears

1964 CHEVY straight
shift. 1962 Ford Falcon
straight shift. Can be
seen 401 South 5th
Street.
McClures
Garage, 753-0170.

Wit

CLASSIC MURRAY HOME
Exceptional quality home in excellent neighborhood. Home is very neat and mOst of house
has been recently redecorated. Three large
bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitchen, living room
and den have fireplaces, custom-made
draperies, beautifully landscaped yard, very
reasonable utility bills. Over 2600 square feet of
living area. Phone us today for an appointment
to see this lovely home.

®KOPPERUD
REALTY in
&Or

••

4=E;

1971 IMPALA hardtop, 2
door, power steering,
power brakes, new tires,
radio, air condition,
original owner. Excellent condition. $1095.
Phone 753-8071.

1972 C-10 Chevy pickup.
No power or air. 49,000
miles. Must sell. Call
753-9349.

4
,.\

PAINTING. interior and
exterior. Commercial or
residential. For free
estimate, phone Atkins
Painting, 417-4534.

54 Free Column

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

PC 753-1222

711 Main

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A.'Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 46-7026.

1969 FORD Pickup with
camper shell. $425. 14'
Fishing boat and 10
BY
horse Evinrude, $395. GUTTERPNG
SEARS, Sears seamless
Call 436-5570.
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
1972 FORD LTD, 4 door
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
hardtop, all power, air.
for free estimates.
$1150. Call 753-0855.
1972 DODGE Charger
Special Edition, V-8
automatic,
double
power and air. In good
condition. $1100.00.
Phone 354-6217 after 4 p.
m.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
-Call 527-822146er- 4:00.

,Or`

INSULATION.BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

COUNTRY LIVING
This 3 bedroom hew is hated as hwy. 71.3 port
myth if 121 W. neer hello as approx. 1 ewe. This
Woe bus electric best old 2 Widow es cora
&Wen. Two befits with•shower end • dee that
mold be used for study er MEW, room ere ondeeding festers, of this hew. Priced .5 134,500.

SPACIOUS
This IW, RNA Av41404 Mobile New is
12' 60' with 2
largo
s fined ;leg rose, soder WNW
sod
**ram rinel swift aed refrigerator we incleded us
wall as the drapes. See this corweleet
sod attractive
Neer pien winch is priceitet,owySs,s0o,

404,

MUSES
Two acres with s guelty we% Woe who this properincoptiond
ty am
hey. Throe bedroom's owl 2 hots giro
ell the cession end wevesiewe yoi expect. Ody $10,
750.
• I

EXPENSIVE?
Net far this swamis well built how. This hew
-feeteres 3 hoirtntoll,
WM impressive fireplace,
bcat.i# kitchen sod doable
carport. AN this end conweierrify located 1111 5swillith Street.

FECE SALES
AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for yo*
needs._
,

•

iiJ

QUALITY LAKE PROPERTY
In wed of wets sod sent? Thst's whet you find im this
cozy los cabin festering 2 bedrooms, eel S. eel carpet
and firs acts, of hued. licshiel•tow seirotes drive from
tin We. Priced it 516,200.

AIJA0 - 5. 2 bedroom bow has eiseiew skimp, well
S. well carpet, sad 3 fireplaces. IS... hat 3 metre lets';
S trait tress eel( ea ortsisedles eerdoe start. Wad fee
refine, er yowl awls. Only $11,081.

ADA

OWNER SAYS SELL
This ettriodivs he.,. torten's 3 bedrooms, beih-im kitchen, irtiNti;seed onside storage. Fee own C•e1s•e•
,aeli0oi: imielenlo, steno deers, irod windows ars
as
impotent testate,, sip.mpeny rsiwereted Wide sod ern
owl located is a good mingloierheed, $23,300.

61081W MASTERPIECE
Out ts wes were Tee ow with this 2 bedroom how
located as•large Isidsceped let teeter* control ges,
poilsrpineirop. WO in hitchers. Oudy UMW

FARM PROPERTY
If yea ars irranstedim m N acre fens with•3 bedews
how thus hes hew redecorated yes oast see this
property. There we two bores oh*•werh shop sod e 10
x 12 wash hews. Telma' hoses ere 800 lbs. holey sod
1.70 Doi Fired with 20 acres toodoWis red S
acres le
timber. Priced et $55,000.

COUNTRY LIVING
This lovely 3 bedroom brick end it... how en 611 N. is
located as 13,4 eats with Sets if trees. To hilly ream
the benefits this how effort, yea Word inspect it per.
seedy. We'd be happy to show itt. ow.

t"
•
PRIVACY
Is Hie city rush to" smirch ter yea? Get bed ts =two
sod sleep sinew the pimes iso this ciny cottage
Itsesemehly priced is the mid teem.

dovau wax
Mew Whi this ettrectlire 24*
swift hew isceted
in hetet This 3 bedroom hew foolwes 2 perches, low
reams, row,refrigerator sod•harp IN' x 210' let. All
fee tidy $11,110

Call Us 753-3263 An time

,ragia=„..,
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Deaths and Funerals

Workshop Scheduled At MSU

Cunningham Rites Mrs. Bessie Dedmon
Dies Wednesday
Are Held Today

A free -one-day workshop University; Dr. Glenn Lohr,
designed to improve in- Kobert •Balm, and Jimmy
'struction in the schools will be Price of Western Kentucky
of
at Murray State University; Mike Swain,
Mrs. Bessie M.' Dedmon of University on
Monday, July consultant for health and
Funeral services for Erie D. New Concord, . died at 8:30
18.
physical .education with the
Cunningham of 613 Ellis p.m. Wednesday, at the
Scheduled to begin with Kentucky Department of
Drive, are being held today at Westview Nursing Home. She
registratiowat 8:30a. m.in the Education; - and
other
two p.m. at the Chapel of the was 86 year of age and the
Miss Pandy Taylor, 73, of
auditoripin of Mason Hall representatives of the state
Blalock-Coleman Funeral widow of Van Dedmon.
Erlanger, Ky., died at 1:30
(Nursing Building),the
Department of Education and
Home with Rev. Jack Jones
She was born on July 2, 1891, education workshop is health the National Dairy Council.
p.m. Wednesday at St.
one of a
and Rev. Jerrell White of- in Obion County, Tenn. and
Elizabeth
Hospital
series sponsored by the
in
Free materials will be
ficiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin her parents were the late
:Coyington.
Kentucky Department of available for participants,
as organist.
Mary
and
Lunsford
Albert
Surviving are her parents,
Education in conjunction with along with addresses where
m. n
Pallbearers
y Lunsford.
,- Mr. and .Mrs. T.O. Taylor of
several
state universities.
other free materials can be
Thormis, Ed- Thomas, Gent
She is survived by one son,
Erlanger and formerly of
Teachers from kindergarten obtained.
Thomas, Aubrey Willoughby, Jack Dedmon of New ConCalloway County; a sister,
Serving on the planning
Willis Sanders, and Robert cord; two sisters, Mrs. Lovie through grade 12, particularly
Slisan of Erlanger; a brother,
Murray Cunningham. Burial Puckett and Miss Lillian Buck those at the elementary level, committee for the series of
Jason Taylor of Erlanger;
will be in the McCaiston both of East St. Louisa; Ill.; six along with anyone else who is health and physical education
grandparents, Mr. and;.
Mrs.
interested in health education, workshops across the state
Cemetery.
grandchildren and 15 great are encouraged
Jimmy Taylor of Murr,a# and
to attend.
are: Lee Allsbrook of the
Mr. Cunningham, age 86, grandchildren.
Mrs. Verbal Inez) Ti.ylor of
Topics for the day will in- Middle Tennessee State
died at' one p.m. Tuesday at
the
to
The body will be taken
Murray.
and
his home. He was a retired Kassly Cahokia Mortuary in • clude curriculum instruction, University - faculty
Preceeding her in death was
farmer and carpehter and a Cahokia, Ill, for the funeral. values education, bridging the clinician for the President's
a brother, Mark Tayliir, who
member of the Cherry Corner Burial will be in the St. Clair gap between -community Council on Physical Fitness
was killed in a traffic accident
resources and the classroom, and Sports; Pat Michaux, a
Baptist Church.
,entonal. Cemetery at new, trends
in April of 197,6.
in
health teacher at Julius Marks
He is survived by hls-Wife, Fairview, Ill.
Funeral arrangements ate
education, consumer health _Elementary
School
in
Mrs_ IcahellP Elkins Thomp£11-a1oek-Colema
n
The
incompTete and friends may
Cunningham;
son
one Funeral Home has charge of education; nutrition, family Lexington; faculty from
call after 10 a.m. Friday at the
living, and safety education. participating universities;
daughter, Mrs. Clifford the arrangements.
Max Churchill Funeral Home.
Seheduled to conduct and representatives of the
Blalock of Murray Route Six;
sessions
are: .Dr.. James Kentucky Department for
three sons, Rudy Cunninghire
Frank of Murray State Human Resources.
of Benton, Dale Cunningham
of Camden, Michigan, and
Alfred
Cunningham
of
Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Funeral services for Mrs. Alfred Hines of Florence,
Ruth Washburn will be held Mississippi; two brothers,
Mark Pugh, son-in-law of
Friday at three p.m. at the Almon Cunningham of Benton
Chapel Of the Blalock- and Robert Cunningham of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing StubColeman Funeral Home with Madison, Tenn.;-ill grand- blefield, will be the speaker at
Rev. Jerrell White cbnducting children and eight great the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. and six
p.m. services at the Seventh
the rites and Mrs. -Otto Erwin grandchildren.
Also surviving are five step- and Poplar Church of Christ
serving as organist. Burial will. lip,in the daughters, Mrs. Ruble on Sunday, July 17. ,
His morning scripture will
Murray 'City Cemetery. Thurtnan -of Murray Route
-Friends may call at the Eight; Mrs. Aubrey Willough- be from II Timothy 4:14, and
funeral home until the funeral by of Murray; Mrs'-Finis his evening 'scripture will be
hour.
• Hutchens of Murray Route from John 13:34-35.
Assisting in the morning
Mrs. Washburn. age 76. died Eight; Mrs. Willis Sanders of
at 10:30 p.m. Tuesday at the Murray Route One; and Mrs. services will he Johnny
Murray-Calloway -. County Bill Wilkerson of _I‘psilanti, Bohannon,_Alan Jones, Mike
Hospital. She was a resident of Mich., 14 step grandchildren Braneack; E. C. Wallin,
Raymon
---204.-North--13thStreet, Murray also survive.
Rayburn; Ed
Thomas, Jerry Bolls, Charles
and was a member. of the
Lamb,James Lamb,and-Dale
Memorial Baptist Church of
Chadwick.
Murray. Her parents were the
Those assisting in the
late William Monroe Ross and
evening worship will be Ed
Daisy Shelton Ross and her
Thomas, Jerry Bolls, Jon
husband, George Edward, Alfred Wrye, 64,
of PaFtS,
Carpenter, Paul Ragsdale,
Washburn, died in September Tn., died at 1:30
p.m.
of-1952.
Wednesday -at the Paris, Tn., • and Ken Farley.
Survivors include three General Hospital.
Presiding for The Lord's
daughters, Mrs. Katherine
Survivors include his wife, Supper will be Richard Duke,
Lewis of Murray, Mrs. Dan Kate; a son,"Carlos of Paris; James Mowery, Art Jewell,
'Manley of Laconia, Ind., and three daughters, Jeanice, and Nelson Murdock. Terri
Mrs. Frank HaMs Moss of Brenda and -Libby; all of -CarsoirT will be the teen nurColonial Heights, Va.-, one Pang; and a sister, Mrs. Jim, sery helper.
Bible study will be held at
son, Charles Edward Wash- Kuykendall of Murray.
Services will be at 2:30 p.m. 9:40 a.m.
burn of Corydon, Ind. Twelve
grandchildren and four great , Friday at -,-„ttle 'McEvoy
grandchildren also survive. Funeral Home in Paris.
Burial will be in Crestwood Federal State Market Nevis Service July
14.1077
Cemetery in Paris.

Miss Pandy Taylor,

23,pies Wednesday;
Rites Incomplete

Mark Pugh To Be
Speaker Sunday,
7th And Poplar

Washburn Rites To

Be Held On Friday

Revival Scheduled
At Flint Baptist
A revival will be held July 18
through July 24 at Flint
Baptist Church, west of Alrno
Heights.
•
The prayer meeting will
begin at 7 p.m. each night with
the song service .to -begin at
3,30 p.m.
Brother Stanley Letterman
will be the evangelist. He is
the minister of the Oaktown
Baptist Church, located near
Clinton.
.
The songleader will be
William B. Miller, the organist
is Gina Jackson and the
pianist is Maurita Livers.

•

CHURCH EVENT
The Missionary Women of
the Hazel A. M. E. Methodist
Church will sponsor a special
fund raising event starting
at
eleven a.m. on Saturday, July
tft;--at the church. Barbecue,
hamburgers, hot dogs, ice
cream,pies,cakes, and drinks
will be sold. The plates will,be
$2.00 each.

CA

Thq islands of St. Pierre and
Miquelon, off the coast of Newfoundland, are 'part of the
French Overseas Territory.
They are a valuable base for
fishermen from Breton and
Normandy.

NEW YORK (AP) - The
massive blackout that left the
city without electricity shut
dewn New York's giant
community
financial
Senior and junior varsity Thursday.
Both the New York and
cheerleaders Trom Calloway
County.,B
.10--8i1j'ool were American Stock exchanges
among 681 cheerleader's from and the commodity exchanges
five states who attended the were closed.
Gov. Hugh Carey ordered
recent summer cheerleader
workshop sponsored by the banks to close, but a
University of Tennessee at spokesman for Ranker's Trust
Co. said, "It would have been
Martin.
Members- of the CCHS Impossible for our employes to
varsity -squad attending the come in anyhow."
Although early closings
workshop were Luana Colson,
Sheila Darnell, La Don have occurred during severe
weather,
total
Dowdy, Karol Kemp, Nancy winter
Murdock. and Jan Potts. shutdowns of the city's
Members of the junior varsity. financial district are very
squad attending were Susan rare.
According to the New York
Byars,Tammi Crouse, Regina
Cunningham, .,Rhonda Stock Exchange, previous
Garland, Shannon Jones, NYSE shutdowns included the
bank
holiday
Ellen Mahan, Joyce Stephens •10-day
and:Debbie Turner. Sponsors proclaimed. by President
of both groups are Peggy Franklin D. Roosevelt in
March of 1933,. the closing
Rogers and Renee Tobey.
• The workshop was con- from July 31 to pec. 11, 1914,
ducted in two'sessionsfrom for World War I rind the 11-day
June 19 to June 23 and then closing that followed the
'
from June 26 until 'June 30 financial crash of 1873.

DIRECT FROM RCA
when you buy anew
batter-than-ever 25",
XL-100 Console

SPECIAL LIMITED-TIME INTRODUCTORY OFFER

111111
1
RCA
XL-100
25"

Hog Market

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a. m.357.7
dovin 0.1.
Below dam 303.0 up 0.4.
Barkley Lake,7 a. m.357.8.
Below dam 304:-7 up 1.0.
Sunset 8:17 p. m. Sunrise .5:58.

STOCK MARKET

01CA
EMU

XL-100
tterThanEve
Bonus Tim

Brother Of Local
Dies Wednesday

Cheerleaders
From CCHS
Attend Clinic

Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act, 377 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts .75-1.00 higher Sews mostly steady
US 1-2200-230 lbs.
$46.75-47.25
US 1-3 200-240 lbs
$46.50-17.00
US 2.4 240480 lbs
$45.75-4650
US 3-4 MO-28011w
$45.00-15
Sows '
'US 1-2 270-350 lbs
034.5035.00
US 13 300-500 Ms
035 00-36 00
US 1-3 500•6501bs.
036.00-3750
US 2-3 300500 lbs
$34 00-34.50
Boars 24.00-27.00

YOUR CHOICE
XL-100 in Mediterranean
or Early American
%moo
Regular Price
Less Cash Bonus
50"
YOUR NET COST s629oo

Model 013688

MIXING
PRICE?

XL-100 is RCA's best-known value.
And now it's better than ever.
Just arrive.d! RCA XL-100 console color TV for 1978
Better than ever with new automatic color control and
fleshtone correction features. Plus the reliability of RCA's
new 100°c solid state XtendedLife .chassis—designed to
run cooler perform better and last longer than any
previous XL-100 Chassis. And it uses less energy on
average than a 100-watt bulb!
As a special introductory offer. RCA is now paying a $50
bonus when you buy a new XL-100 color console. Just
send RCA the completed bonus coupon with proof of
purchase and they'll send you a $50 check.

The Dodge Boys
at Jim Fain Motors
are talking
your language.

Model GB684

RCA
XL-100

Our lowest-priced
XL-100 console
a sensational
Bonus Time Buy

25"
diagonal

•
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DODGE PICKUP.

ihr
or
b 4to
o
„,

$3944

,,,

Manufacturer's suggested retail price for
base six-cylinder, 115-inch-wheelbase
0100 model, excluding destination
charges.; taxes, and title fees. White
sidewall tires $43 extra cost.

$649°°
Regular Price
5000
Less Cash Bonus
YOUR NET COST $59900

.311"Wil."!t-7
Model GB635

41.

VA/

Dodge Parks

Jim Fain Motor
810 Sycamore

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Pit... 753-0632
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